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ABSTRACT 
 
According to Fails Management Institute (FMI) and the Construction 
Management Association of America (CMAA), the most widely utilized and accepted 
project delivery method is the Design-Bid-Build method (FMI/CMAA, 2010).  However, 
proponents of alternative methods, such as Construction Manager at-Risk (CM at-Risk), 
believe that these methods offer the promise of better performance when utilized on 
certain types of projects (AIA-AGC, 2011; Konchar & Sanvido, 1998).  Furthermore, it is 
said that modern projects are subject to increased risk due to complex designs and 
technology, involvement of multiple and diverse parties, and increased budgetary and 
schedule pressure, and that “choosing an appropriate delivery (method) is often the key to 
success—or the source of failure” (Demkin & AIA, 2009, p. 492). 
In order to empower decision makers responsible for constructing new public 
schools (K-12), this study sought to determine how the CM at-Risk project delivery 
method performed in comparison to the Design-Bid-Build method on school projects 
utilizing the performance metrics of construction cost, time, quality, and claims.  The 
research was carried out over a two year period from 2012 to 2014 and included a two-
stage data collection effort consisting of a historical document review and assemblage 
and a survey of district managers regarding the performance of 137 Elementary, Middle, 
and High school projects constructed in Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South 
Carolina.  Data analysis was completed utilizing two group t-tests and chi-square (x2) 
distributions based on a 95% confidence interval. 
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The analysis indicated that public school projects constructed utilizing the CM at-
Risk method did not produce the purported cost, schedule, productivity, or risk reduction 
benefits.  The mean values of all cost performance metrics for CM at-Risk projects were 
significantly higher than those of their Design-Bid-Build counterparts.  Analysis of 
schedule performance metrics provided no statistically significant differences with regard 
to school project durations.  Similarly, statistically significant results were not obtained 
through examination of risk, productivity, cost growth, and schedule growth metrics. 
Conversely, the analysis indicated that CM at-Risk school projects produced 
significantly higher levels of product and service quality as reported by district 
construction managers in almost every category examined.  However, regardless of the 
project delivery method being employed, almost all managers were satisfied with both 
the service and product quality provided during construction of their completed school 
projects.  The differences observed were merely indications of the degree of quality 
satisfaction with the products and services rendered. 
Possible reasons that the purported CM at-Risk benefits of cost, schedule, 
productivity, and risk reduction were not manifested in the results of this study could be 
attributable in part to many issues including:  incorrect selection of the most appropriate 
project delivery method by administrators and district construction managers, utilization 
of value added designs and equipment in some schools that may have influenced costs 
and other metrics, contingency management practices, collaborative influences on the 
scheduling process, lack of respect and appreciation for the differing factors related to 
each project delivery method, and unrealistic expectations of the decision makers.  Based 
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on these issues and the mixed results of the empirical findings as noted above, it is 
recommended that decision makers should utilize project delivery method selection as 
part of an overall value assessment strategy for the construction of their public school 
projects.  
The greatest limitation of this study and others conducting research in the field of 
public school construction is the lack of an existing cohesive dataset.  There are many 
intervening factors involved with the lack of cohesive data including the local control of 
public school funding and construction programs and the disparate policy issues at the 
district and state levels.  Collection and maintenance of public school construction data 
should be the topic for future research along with a study designed to develop a 
systematic approach for determining levels of public school construction complexity.  
In conclusion, it is of primary importance for those in project delivery method 
decision-making capacities that careful considerations are given to all aspects of the 
design and construction scenario.  Additionally, a variety of delivery methods must be 
made available in order to facilitate the appropriate delivery method selection and thus, 
the proper management of the project scenario in order to obtain superior performance 
when constructing public schools. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 State of the Industry 
Dramatic changes have affected the construction industry over the past several 
decades and owners, architects, and contractors alike have been searching for methods to 
construct projects in a manner that improves performance while reducing risk.  The 
construction industry is an increasingly complex, fragmented, and dynamic industry 
(Saporita, 2006; Zaghloul & Hartman, 2003; Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997; Gordon, 1994; 
Kangari, 1995; Al-Bahar, 1990).  Modern projects involve hundreds of individuals with 
dozens of project staff members in decision-making capacities from multiple firms and 
disciplines, each with their own separate focus on project planning, designing, and 
construction.  Construction projects are unique (Kenig, 2011) and are usually tailored to 
meet the specific needs of the owner, often requiring advanced materials and 
technologies in order to complete their assembly.  Construction sites are often located in 
difficult terrain with confined access, and the projects must be constructed in various 
weather conditions under hazardous conditions.  School construction projects are 
particularly complex due in part to the multiple parties, planning, timing, and statutory 
issues (Vincent & McKoy, 2008).  These issues serve to frustrate decision makers and 
challenge those in the industry to continually improve existing methods, processes, and 
procedures utilized to complete construction projects. 
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Recent economic fluctuations since 2007 have forced federal, state, and municipal 
governments to reduce budgets, while at the same time, increasing costs, growing 
populations, and changing demographics have increased demands on aging and outdated 
facilities (Abramson, 2012; Oliff, Mai, & Palacios, 2012; McNichol, Oliff, & Johnson, 
2011; US Census Bureau, 2011; FMI/CMAA, 2007).  Since 1995, more than $310 billion 
has been spent on capital projects for education with more than $174 billion of that spent 
on new school facilities, $6.2 billion of which occurred in 2012 (Abramson, 2013).  
During this same period the median cost per square foot to construct educational facilities 
has doubled (Ibid).  Budget shortfalls, slow projected economic growth, and reduced tax 
revenues will continue to place pressure on capital expenditures for public school systems 
(Oliff, Mai, & Palacios, 2012; McNichol, Oliff, & Johnson, 2011).   
In addition to these issues, a recent National Research Council (NRC) study 
reports that construction productivity has remained flat or has fallen, while productivity 
gains have been made in manufacturing and other industries (NRC, 2009).  The report 
further states that government entities and private owners that make large capital 
improvement expenditures have the greatest opportunity to influence productive changes 
in the construction industry while at the same time, benefitting most from the lower cost 
and improved quality of these projects.  The report calls for the strategic and 
collaborative implementation of technology and “more effective interfacing of people, 
processes, materials, equipment and information” (NRC, 2009, p. 1) among other 
recommendations.  The private sector of the construction industry has turned to increased 
utilization of alternative delivery methods in an effort to reduce costs and improve 
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efficiency (FMI/CMAA, 2005, 2007, 2010).  Proponents of alternative methods believe 
that utilization of these methods with new contractual  requirements can foster innovative 
techniques and collaborative work between owners, contractors, and architects and in 
turn, improve construction productivity, lower costs, save time, and improve project 
quality (NRC, 2009; O’Connor, 2009; Kenig, 2011; Konchar & Sanvido, 1998). 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The motivation behind this study was to address the ongoing question within the 
construction industry:  Which project delivery method performs at a higher level in terms 
of cost, time, quality, and claims when utilized for the construction of public schools?  
Since it is the duty of government to serve the needs of the people, it is imperative that 
government agencies, acting in the capacity of public owners, procure and deliver 
projects in an efficient and effective manner.  And, in order for legislative bodies, 
government agencies, and public employees to make informed, critical decisions 
regarding the construction of public schools, they require current, relevant, and 
significant performance data and a thorough working knowledge of the factors affecting 
school construction (Vincent & McKoy, 2008).  The selection of the appropriate project 
delivery methods is one of these factors. 
A review of the literature revealed that a limited amount of empirical research has 
been conducted on project delivery methods for the construction of public school 
projects.  A recent cost analysis of California public schools conducted by the University 
of California, Berkley, for the American Institute of Architects (AIA) stated that the 
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difficulty of their task was complicated by “the lack of quality data and information on 
school construction cost, schedule, and scope, (and) also because little research on these 
processes exists” (Ibid, p. 3).  Foundational research on the performance of alternative 
methods of project delivery was conducted by Konchar (1997), Konchar and Sanvido 
(1998), and Bennett, Pothecary, and Robinson (1996) and those studies continue to be the 
most widely cited and accepted.  However, the research of Rojas and Kell (2008) and 
Williams (2003) provided evidence of conflicting results with that of Konchar and 
Sanvido (1998).  Furthermore, Williams (2003) was critical of the statistical analysis and 
validity of portions of the Konchar and Sanvido (1998) work due to wide variations in the 
cost, size, and complexity of the projects included within the dataset.  These reports 
revealed that the Konchar and Sanvido (1998) research does not include the proper mix 
of projects required to meet the needs of the current study.  Moreover, the Williams 
(2003) and Rojas and Kell (2008) studies utilized data from projects located exclusively 
in the northwestern US.  Due to the local climate, terrain, or other educational factors 
associated with this region, designs of these projects may serve to differentiate them from 
those in the current study area.  Additionally, while the Rojas and Kell (2008) research 
was focused on public school projects, the wide variations in the ages of their project data 
(1-20 years) coupled with a limited focus on cost control performance alone, renders their 
research less than adequate to meet current needs.   
The issues described above combine to form the gap between the existing body of 
knowledge and that required to meet the needs of the current study.  This lack of 
definitive school construction performance information impacts the decision-making of 
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both state and district agencies in their quests to select the most appropriate methods of 
project delivery for their projects.  Therefore, this study was focused on providing 
comparative performance data for public school projects constructed with both the 
Design-Bid-Build and CM at-Risk project delivery methods in order to assist decision 
makers in making the most appropriate project delivery choice.   
Note that the term “public school(s)” utilized throughout this research refers only 
to publicly funded school(s), grades kindergarten through twelfth grade (K-12). 
 
1.3 Research Questions 
The purpose of this research was to provide current, statistically significant, 
empirical evidence defining the comparative performance attributes of the most widely 
utilized project delivery methods of Design-Bid-Build and CM at-Risk in the 
construction of public school projects.  It is important to note that a preliminary study 
was conducted by the researcher in 2012 to determine whether Design-Build was among 
the project delivery methods commonly being utilized for construction of public schools 
within the study area of Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina.  A review 
of the records available in each of these states indicated that, during the 7 year period 
targeted for this study (2006 to 2012), Design-Build was only utilized for construction of 
new, full facility, public schools in the states of Florida and North Carolina.  
Furthermore, only 1 of the almost 200 projects in North Carolina and only 15 of the more 
than 230 qualifying projects in Florida were completed utilizing the Design-Build method 
during this same period.  Therefore, due to the limited utilization and thus, limited 
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available project data representing the Design-Build project delivery method, this method 
was not included within the current research. 
The performance attributes compared between the two project delivery methods 
were:  cost, time, quality and claims (definitions of these terms will be provided in the 
following section).  The research sought to answer the following questions: 
1. How do public school projects in Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South 
Carolina constructed using the CM at-Risk project delivery method compare to 
those constructed using the Design-Bid-Build method utilizing the performance 
metrics of cost, time, and quality? 
2. Is there a statistically significant difference in the number and severity (in terms 
of cost) of construction claims for public school projects constructed utilizing the 
CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build project delivery methods? 
3. What criteria do school district administrators acting in the capacity of public 
owners utilize to make project delivery method selections? 
Answers to these questions will provide critical information enabling public officials to 
enact legislation and execute policies encouraging utilization of the most appropriate 
project delivery methods, while empowering district construction managers and other 
decision makers to confidently make informed project delivery method selections, both of 
which will serve to benefit the public. 
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1.4 Research Significance    
This project delivery performance research, data analysis, and findings provide 
the following significant benefits that will aid the public education system, the 
construction industry, and the public at large. 
 Benefit One – The research results benefit government agencies and those in the 
position of structuring laws and regulations that govern the construction of public 
school projects.  The results of this study will aid lawmakers in their efforts to 
craft and defend fair and rational policies and statutes that allow for utilization of 
the most appropriate project delivery methods for the construction of public 
schools.  Furthermore, the findings of this research and the information provided 
in this report empower decision makers at the state and district level to make 
informed decisions regarding the selection of the most appropriate project 
delivery methods for their public school projects. 
 Benefit Two –The research provides an opportunity for the public to benefit by 
obtaining public school facilities through the use of delivery methods that are more 
effective and cost efficient.  Improved decision-making by district administrators 
will help provide public school facilities at the lowest reasonable cost while 
delivering these projects at the expected quality in a timely fashion.  This will 
enable the public to conserve resources and shift concerns toward other efforts to 
improve public education. 
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 Benefit Three – Future construction research efforts will benefit from methods 
developed during this research.  This study included the development and 
utilization of a historical construction project data collection mode to assemble and 
record project data.  Research data were recorded directly from construction 
documents collected from the records of 137 public school projects.  This is the 
first known independent, public school, construction performance research effort 
of this magnitude to utilize actual construction documents for the purposes of data 
collection and verification.  This data collection method allowed for improved 
quality and accuracy of the data which increased the reliability and validity of the 
results obtained through analysis.  This data collection method was an improvement 
over that utilized for the foundational work of Konchar (1997) and Konchar and 
Sanvido (1998) in which a survey data collection mode was utilized.   
 Benefit Four – The development of the improved survey instrument from the 
foundational tool provided by Konchar (1997) will provide a useful survey model 
that can be modified and utilized by those in public education, the construction 
industry, and academia to continue to build on a project delivery method database.  
The survey instrument is designed to obtain reliable owner provided responses 
regarding their perceptions of project team performance on construction projects 
for which historical project data have previously been collected. 
 Benefit Five – The research benefits the construction industry by providing 
conclusive comparative performance measures of the CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-
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Build methods when utilized for the construction of public schools.  The results are 
supported by a two year study of industry practices and robust statistical analysis 
that accurately reflects significant performance differences between these two 
methods.  This information serves as a guide to the construction industry 
highlighting areas for which training and resources should be allocated, such as 
collaboration and communication skills, in order to improve construction service 
and project quality. 
 Benefit Six - Additionally, it is recommended that training programs should be 
developed to educate district managers and other decision makers on the benefits 
and limitations of all project delivery methods, their proper situational utilization, 
and the levels of district construction manager experience and sophistication 
required for successful implementation and utilization. 
1.5 Research Limitations 
No research project is completed in a manner that is without limitations and this 
study will not be an exception.  An initial limitation of the research is that results will be 
directly generalizable only to future projects within the defined sample, i.e., public school 
projects within the states of Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina, and 
not to a broader area or project type.  Although similar results can be expected on 
projects of this type within this region, utilization of the research for projects that fall 
outside of the study region will require a close examination of the local factors 
influencing project performance and should include analysis utilizing local project data.   
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Note that random sampling approaches were considered for the selection of 
projects in both the historical data collection and the survey data collection steps in an 
effort to improve both validity and generalizability of the results.  However, after careful 
consideration it was decided that data collection of the greatest possible volume from the 
largest number of projects, albeit not randomly collected, would be much more 
productive without sacrificing much of the validity and maintaining the characteristics of 
generalizability as put forth by Lee and Baskerville (2003). 
It is acknowledged that the argument can be made that a properly conducted close 
comparison study comparing a very limited number of similar projects as conducted by 
Bender (2004) could yield results that are more precise or representative than a study 
making the comparison of a large number of projects within a narrow typology 
constructed across a wide variety of districts.  However, the argument can also be made 
that research comparing only a few projects with controlled conditions, exacting 
standards, and precision instruments may not yield results that are representative of the 
same projects constructed even six months later in the same locations.  This does not 
mean that the information obtained from that study would not be important, valid, or 
useful.  It simply means that the information obtained would be most important, valid, 
and useful to the district in which the study was completed.  However, due to the 
numerous variations that exist among projects and the districts in which they are 
constructed, there would be limited if any evidence to show that the results of the close 
comparison study would be generalizable to projects in other districts.  Additionally, the 
usefulness of the results for the prediction of outcomes on future projects would be 
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limited by the selection of only a small number of projects.  The argument stems from the 
relative frequency concept of probability, in which it has been shown that analysis of a 
large number of similar events can yield results that allow for the increased probability of 
making accurate predictions of future outcomes for similar events (Ott, 2010).  
Furthermore, and probably the most convincing argument, the comparison of a few 
relatively identical projects would require that these projects were clearly defined, with 
complete construction documents, and were very unlikely to require changes or 
modifications.  This closely meets the definition of a project well suited for Design-Bid-
Build (Gordon, 1994); but, it is contradictory to key beneficial properties of alternative 
methods, such as constructability reviews during the design period and fast-tracking.      
Taking these issues into consideration and acknowledging that alternative means 
and methods for obtaining data and conducting research do exist, the decision was made 
to conduct the study utilizing a methodology consistent with that of the foundational 
research of Konchar (1997) encompassing a relatively large number of projects and 
districts in order to provide important, valid, and useful information to a broader range of 
those involved with the construction of public schools. 
Another limitation of this study is that the Design-Build method was not able to 
be included in the research due to the limited number of school projects completed with 
this method in the study area.  Design-Build is acknowledged as being a viable and 
important alternative delivery method and the analysis of the performance of projects 
constructed utilizing this approach in future studies will be useful in obtaining an 
improved understanding of collaborative delivery methods. 
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Also, as will be thoroughly discussed in later sections, the data required for the 
stage one portion of the research is not collected in a uniform manner, nor is it 
maintained in a central repository within each state in the study area.  For these reasons, 
data collection and comparison was dependent and limited to that maintained and 
accessible at the district level.  Furthermore, the widespread locations of the individual 
districts inhibited the collection of project data from a larger number of districts due to 
the time constraints of the planned research. 
It should also be mentioned that analysis of the survey responses revealed a few 
areas in which additional questions could have been asked that would have been useful in 
clarifying other areas of the research.  For example, questions were not asked about the 
utilization of prototypical school project designs.  Although a few district managers listed 
prototype utilization when given the opportunity to note “other issues,” a direct question 
would have been useful in determining the extent of prototype utilization.  Additionally, 
although the research accounted for the square foot area of the schools constructed within 
the study, the survey did not query the quality of materials and equipment, nor the types 
of space that were constructed.  For example, the square foot area assessments did not 
differentiate between library, cafeteria, classroom, and computer lab spaces, all of which 
vary in cost of construction.  Likewise, the survey did not include an examination of the 
project specifications or contract details in order to determine utilization of high 
performance mechanical, plumbing, and electrical equipment or the quality of interior 
and exterior finishes and building systems, which could have been utilized to explain 
differences in cost, value, and other performance measures. 
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And finally, although steps were taken to safeguard against it, it is possible that 
bias may have been recorded in either stage of the data collection process.  For example, 
during stage one, a participant that had recently experienced low performance with one 
project delivery method or the other may have been resistant to providing access to 
historical project records.  During stage two, it is possible that participants having strong 
positive beliefs about a particular project delivery method may have been more apt to 
complete surveys, while those that have negative perceptions may have been more 
reluctant.  Additionally, those that had a difficult or negative experience during a recent 
project may have been more resistant to completing the survey instrument.  For these 
reasons, it is possible that results obtained during the analysis phase may have been 
biased in favor of a particular project delivery method or other factor.  Care was taken 
during the historical data collection stage to encourage wide participation by explaining 
the value of the research and the confidentiality of the information obtained.  Care was 
also taken in the development and wording of the survey directions and questions to help 
encourage completion of the survey by all participants.  Additionally, a concerted effort 
was made to obtain data from a large sample of projects constructed utilizing both types 
of project delivery methods in order to help reduce the influences of bias. 
 
1.6 Chapter Summaries  
Chapter Two provides an overview of alternative project delivery methods 
including the operational definitions and theoretical constructs utilized throughout the 
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research.  The chapter goes on to discuss developmental factors and utilization of 
alternative methods and closes with a review of the contrasting research perspectives. 
Chapter Three examines the research constructs and provides a listing of the 
hypothesized relationships between the constructs and the comparative performance 
metrics of the projects included within this study.  
Chapter Four explains the research design and methodology for this study.  It 
includes definitions of the project variables and performance metrics along with an 
explanation of the sample design and data collection methods.  A detailed description of 
the stage one historical data collection and the design and distribution of the survey 
instrument utilized in stage two of the process is included.  A description of the pilot 
study is provided at the end of this chapter. 
Chapter Five describes the research analysis and findings of the study.  A detailed 
description of the testing procedures utilized for the comparative analysis of Design-Bid-
Build and CM at-Risk performance metrics is provided.  The results from each level of 
testing (by delivery method, by state, by type, and by state and type combined) are 
described.  Theoretical implications of the results will be described in Chapter 6. 
Chapter Six begins with a review of the impetus behind the study and a review of 
the research questions.  The chapter will summarize the completed research and will draw 
conclusions from the empirical findings based on the theoretical implications discussed 
throughout the dissertation.  The policy implications related to the results of the study 
will be discussed and a section describing recommendations for future research will 
follow.  The final section summarizes the research and the significance of the findings.  
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CHAPTER 2: 
ALTERNATIVE PROJECT DELIVERY METHODS 
 
2.1 Operational Definitions 
This section examines the varying definitions presented by subject matter experts 
and develops the precise definitions utilized for this research.  It is important to note that 
differing opinions exist as to what constitutes the CM at-Risk project delivery method 
and its defining characteristics that specifically differentiate it from Design-Bid-Build 
and other delivery methods.  A complete list of definitions is provided in the Glossary. 
 
2.1.1 Project Delivery Method 
 Although, varying definitions exist within the construction industry, the following 
description will be utilized to define project delivery method within this research.  
Project Delivery Method – The comprehensive process of assigning contractual 
responsibilities for designing and constructing a project to include: 
 Definition of the scope and requirements of a project 
 Contractual requirements, obligations, and responsibilities of the parties 
 Procedures, actions, and sequences of events 
 Interrelationships among the participants 
 Mechanisms for managing time, cost, safety, and quality 
 Forms of agreement and documentation of activities (Kenig, 2011) 
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2.1.2 Design-Bid-Build 
The Design-Bid-Build project delivery method was developed in the late 19th 
century following a number of fraud and abuse charges levied against contractors 
associated with large US infrastructure projects including the transcontinental railroad 
(US DOT, 2006; Heady, 2013).  The process was designed to reduce risk in the areas of 
corruption and cost and can be utilized to produce quality results when employed in the 
proper circumstances for both public and private projects. 
According to FMI, Design-Bid-Build is the most widely utilized and accepted 
project delivery method utilized throughout the United States for both private and public 
construction (FMI/CMAA, 2010).  This method is known as the traditional method of 
project delivery.  Design-Bid-Build is suitable for projects that are clearly defined and 
relatively unlikely to change, well designed with complete design documents, and that do 
not have greater than average schedule challenges (Gordon, 1994). 
The structure of the Design-Bid-Build method is shown in Figure 2.1.  The 
method follows a mostly linear process in which the architect is hired by the owner to 
help program and design the required facility prior to releasing the construction 
documents for competitive bidding (Civitello, 2000).  A contract is then awarded by the 
owner to the lowest qualified bidder who then becomes the general contractor for the 
project.  The general contractor then typically enters into subcontracts with specialty 
firms, generally known as subcontractors, who complete the majority of the work 
(Demkin & AIA, 2009).  The defining characteristics of the Design-Bid-Build project 
delivery method are:  
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 Design and construction are separate contracts -- owner-designer, owner-
contractor 
 Total construction cost is a factor in the final selection of the constructor (AIA-
AGC, 2011; Kenig, 2011). 
 
Figure 2.1 Design-Bid-Build  
Contract Structure (Civitello, 2000) 
 
It has been reported that the Design-Bid-Build project delivery method provides 
for an easily understood and well documented process, the perception of fairness, owner 
control of the process, and reduced issues of corruption as well as sound schedule 
predictability and initial cost certainty (Rojas & Kell, 2008; Kenig, 2011; US DOT, 
2006).  Disadvantages of this approach are reported to include: adversarial relationships 
brought on by the allocation of risks within the separate contracts, the competitive nature 
of the selection process driving prices to levels at or below the actual cost, construction 
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documents and budgets that are prepared without the input of those that will ultimately 
construct the project, and the lack of flexibility to incorporate changes due to the linear 
process of design followed by construction (Konchar, 1997; O’Connor, 2009; US DOT, 
2006; AIA-AGC, 2011; AIA & AIA California Council, 2007).  (A matrix adapted from 
the AIA-AGC, (2011) listing known pros and cons related to the project delivery methods 
described in this proposal is provided in Appendix A.)   
Each of the issues noted above increases the risk of reduced quality, schedule 
overruns, change orders, claims, and litigation.  And, although the magnitude of the 
impact that these issues have on the initial project cost is unknown, the issues can lead to 
an increased final project cost that may exceed the owner’s budget. 
 
2.1.3 Construction Manager at-Risk 
Proponents of alternative delivery methods, such as CM at-Risk, believe that 
these methods offer the promise of improved cost, time, and quality performance when 
the alternative methods are utilized on certain types of projects (Konchar & Sanvido, 
1998; US DOT, 2006; AIA-AGC, 2011).  The key differences that proponents say 
alternative methods offer center around integration of expertise and collaborative 
approaches that enhance performance throughout the entire design and construction 
process (Konchar, 1997; Kenig 2011).   
As shown in Figure 2.2, similar to Design-Bid-Build, CM at-Risk maintains a two 
separate contracts approach; but what is not shown is the timing or method of selection 
(procurement).  Defining characteristics of the CM at-Risk project delivery method are:  
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 Design and construction are separate contracts -- owner to architect, owner to CM 
at-Risk 
 Total construction cost is not a factor in final selection of the constructor (AIA-
AGC, 2011; Kenig, 2011).   
Note that the substantial difference between CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build is the 
method of selection (procurement).  The procurement of construction services utilizing a 
CM at-Risk is typically made on a qualifications-based, or qualifications and price (best 
value) selection early on in the process in lieu of competitive bidding after design and 
documentation of the project have been completed (Kenig, 2011).   
 
Figure 2.2 Construction Manager at-Risk (CM at-Risk)  
Contract Structure (Civitello, 2000) 
 
Early selection allows the CM at-Risk an opportunity to provide input during the 
development of the construction documents and to provide constructability reviews and 
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cost analyses during this period.  Participation by the CM at-Risk at this stage of the 
project is expected to have a substantial impact on the entire project life cycle assisting 
the owner and architect in keeping the project within budget and on schedule. 
The qualifications-based selection is expected to increase the opportunity of 
obtaining the best combination of performance, qualifications, and price while reducing 
the risk that an unqualified (albeit low price) contractor is selected.  In turn, the quality of 
the project is said to improve and thus, reducing the potential for rework, cost and 
schedule overruns, change orders, and litigation (AGC-NASFA, 2006; US DOT, 2006).  
Additionally, proponents state that the collaborative establishment of an open-book 
Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) by the owner, architect, and contractor in lieu of a 
competitively bid lump sum reimbursement can provide a reduced risk, transparent 
environment for the project team which, should foster trust, leading to better project 
quality and reduced costs (Kenig, 2011).   
And finally, another possible benefit of the CM at-Risk approach purported by its 
supporters is that it can reduce overall project time by reducing the linearity of the 
construction life cycle processes allowing the construction phase to start prior to the 
completion of final contract documents in the design phase.  This process is known as 
fast-tracking (Ibid). 
 
2.1.4 Design-Build 
As was noted in Chapter 1, the Design-Build method was not the focus of this 
research due to a limited volume of project data.  However, the operational definition of 
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the Design-Build method has been provided due its significance in the development of 
alternative methods as a whole and due to the importance in presenting how the Design-
Bid-Build and CM at-Risk methods are differentiated from it.  
Proponents of Design-Build project delivery believe that this method provides 
many of the same benefits as the CM at-Risk method, even though it utilizes a different 
contractual relationship.  The defining characteristics of the Design-Build project 
delivery method are:  
 Design and construction responsibilities are contractually combined into a single 
contract -- owner to design-build entity” (AIA-AGC, 2011). 
With the Design-Build approach, the contractor and architect operate as a combined, 
single entity and the owner maintains only one contract with that entity as shown in 
Figure 2.3 (Kenig, 2011).  And, although selection can be made based solely on 
competitive bidding, Design-Build work is typically selected utilizing a qualifications-
based or qualifications and price (best value) approach (Ibid).  The idea is that the Design 
Build method provides the opportunity for the architect and contractor to work as a team 
from the outset allowing for more open, honest, and direct communications that can 
increase the opportunities for cost-reducing innovations. 
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Figure 2.3 Design-Build  
Contract Structure (Civitello, 2000) 
 
Due to the overlapping of the design and construction phases, fast-tracking is 
reported by proponents of Design-Build as a major attribute of this method which, they 
say, can be extremely beneficial at reducing the project duration.  And, similar to CM at-
Risk, both lump sum and GMP reimbursement contracts can be utilized as deemed 
appropriate by the owner. 
     
2.2 Developmental Factors of Alternative Methods 
The following section describes many factors including fragmentation of the 
industry, risk, and interdisciplinary collaboration and communication that have 
contributed to the development of alternative delivery methods as a means to improve the 
construction process. 
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2.2.1 Fragmentation of the Industry 
Other than caves and other naturally formed structures, it is theorized that early 
construction consisted of grass and mud huts designed and constructed by their 
inhabitants.  Although little if any evidence remains of these primitive structures from 
ancient and medieval times, minimally advanced cultures in New Guinea have been seen 
utilizing this type of dwelling (Shand, 1954; Cowan, 1977).  Advances in construction in 
ancient times centered on the growth of infrastructure for growing populations and cities.  
Prior to the Renaissance, most often a single person known as the master builder would 
complete the duties of both the architect and contractor in what was arguably the original 
form of the Design-Build project delivery method (Fitchen, 1986).  The master builder 
would perform at the direction of the owner (Pharaohs, Kings and Queens, Emperors, or 
other rulers of the day) that generally held ultimate control over the required resources 
including capital, land, men, materials, and equipment.   
Due to advances in technologies, specialization, increasing complexity of 
projects, and private development, the architect profession as we know it today was 
created in Italy during the Renaissance period (Addis, 2007).  At about the same time, 
civil and military engineering schools were established in Paris and Prague (Addis, 2007; 
Songer & Molenaar, 1996).  Thus began the fragmentation of the master builder into the 
formal disciplines of architecture, engineering, and construction ultimately leading to the 
present day construction industry. 
It is important to note that the distinguishing factor between the era of the master 
builder and the multidisciplinary structure of the current construction industry is the 
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distribution of power and control over the elements of the process including the design, 
construction, and the required capital resources.  As a consequence of fragmentation, the 
disparate interests, commitments, perceptions, and understanding of the multiple entities 
now complicate the communication and decisions required (Forester, 1989) to design and 
build new structures which serves to increase risk among concerned parties.  Alternative 
delivery methods seek to close the gaps created by fragmentation utilizing collaborative 
and communicative strategies. 
 
2.2.2 Construction Risk 
The construction industry is an inherently risky business due to many factors 
including the previously discussed fragmentation of the industry, complex relationships, 
the dynamic environment, and technological challenges (Saporita, 2006; Zaghloul & 
Hartman, 2003; Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997; Gordon, 1994; Kangari, 1995; Al-Bahar, 
1990, McGraw-Hill, 2011).  Additionally, history has shown that parties associated with 
construction projects have difficulty understanding and accepting responsibility for the 
risks associated with them (Kangari, 1987).  Each of these issues has a direct impact on 
productivity, quality, and cost, which increases the difficulty of managing and 
constructing a successful construction project (Kangari, 1995; Zaghloul & Hartman, 
2003; Al-Bahar, 1990). 
According to Akintoye and MacLeod (1997), the risk threshold of those involved 
on construction projects is influenced by their personal and corporate beliefs, ideas, 
feelings, perceptions, experience, judgment, attitudes.  Perry and Hayes (1985) describe 
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construction risks as being related to physical, environmental, design, logistical, 
financial, legal, political, construction, and operational issues.  The project owner has the 
responsibility of recognizing the risks involved for each project and selecting a strategy 
to either avoid, reduce, transfer, or retain and manage those risks (Ibid).  In this regard, 
the owner must select a project delivery method early on in the process that he believes is 
best suited to manage, organize, and control the project risks.  This selection 
encompasses the owner’s beliefs regarding a broad array of issues including the contract 
obligations and responsibilities, the manner in which the scope of work will be designed 
and managed, and the interrelationships of the parties involved (Kenig, 2011).  The 
selection of a specific construction contract form and the terms included therein solidifies 
the owner’s beliefs regarding the transfer of risks and responsibilities among the various 
parties involved with the project. 
Unfortunately, the contract clauses do not always allocate risk equitably and fairly 
among the project participants which, leads to delays and increased costs in the form of 
contingencies, claims, and disputes (Gordon, 1994; Kangari, 1995; Zaghloul & Hartman, 
2003).  Two independent studies conducted on projects across Canada confirm that the 
cost premium associated with the risk for exculpatory contract clauses alone ranges 
between 8 to 20% of the total contract cost (Zaghloul & Hartman, 2003).  Additionally, 
unfair allocation of risk can lead to the destruction of trust creating a lack of cohesiveness 
and coordination, untimely decisions, and adversarial relationships (Zaghloul & Hartman, 
2003; Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997; O’Connor, 2009).   
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Factors such as those described above continue to inspire those in the construction 
industry to look for new and different methods for dealing with problems issues and their 
associated risks.  The utilization of alternative methods of project delivery is seen as a 
means of risk reduction by reducing the probability of problem issue occurrence 
(Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997). 
 
2.2.3 Communication and Collaboration 
The construction industry is mostly situated in the post-positivist philosophy of 
cause and effect, and utilizes the scientific method as the basis of many problem solving 
processes.  Procedures developed for the construction industry such as project delivery 
methods, contracts, schedules, and budgetary processes must be well defined and 
understood by the project team in order for them to be effective (Saporita, 2006).  As 
such, effective communication among the project participants is essential within these 
and other construction processes (Sanvido, Grobler, Parfitt, Guvenis, & Coyle, 1992; 
Pinto & Slevin, 1987; Chua, Kog, & Loh, 1999).  However, as has been described, 
fragmentation of the construction industry has served to complicate communications and 
decision-making processes.   
Innes and Booher (2010) describe similar issues of fragmentation, technology, 
communications, and political savvy that affect the planning field within the framework 
of Rittel and Webber’s (1973) wicked problems.  The wicked problems they describe 
often involve many diverse players with complex, interdependent relationships making 
the problems seemingly impossible to solve.  While construction project issues do not 
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typically rise to the level of complexity of wicked problems, solutions offered for dealing 
with them could be beneficial to the construction industry.  Innes and Booher (2010) 
explain that traditional, post-positivist approaches do not provide solutions for these types 
of problems; and they suggest that collaborative methods are more suited to dealing with 
them.  The key to the success of these collaborative methods is that, once trust and 
credibility are established, people feel more secure to lower their guard and to share ideas 
and concepts that help to solve problems and leads to risk reducing innovations (Kouzes 
& Posner, 2007).  These ideas support the beliefs of alternative delivery method 
proponents. 
However, these strategies are often in direct conflict with Western thought which 
typically utilizes a linear, scientific model based on instrumental rationality to solve 
problems (Innes & Booher, 2010), which may lead to a resistance toward alternative 
methods among traditionalists.  Instrumental rationality employs the scientific approach 
to breakdown issues into their component parts where they are analyzed and “fixed” by 
experts implementing the optimal solution (Ibid).  This model assumes that the experts 
know what is necessary (desired by the end user) and therefore, it is assumed that they 
can provide a satisfactory solution that will be controlled and measured utilizing 
performance variables (Ibid).  Instrumental rationality and the scientific method are 
utilized throughout the construction industry, where dozens of processes, procedures, and 
methods have been and continue to be designed to address any given problem or issue.  
The industry depends on the traditional and scientific approach as a means to estimate 
quantities, record performance, manage personnel, and control construction projects and 
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the risks associated with them utilizing the most productive, yet efficient, means and 
methods available.  Unfortunately, complexity, perception, communications, and power 
issues can preclude decision makers from having complete or correct information with 
which to make optimal decisions (Forester, 1989). 
“Practitioners and researchers from different design disciplines have recognized 
that concurrency of knowledge and interdisciplinary collaboration during the design 
process are fundamental conditions for the development of better products” (Cavieres, 
Gentry, Al-Hadad, 2011, p. 716).  Proponents of alternative project delivery methods 
believe that early involvement of constructors during the design process will increase 
communication through project constructability reviews and thus, should lead to reduced 
costs by enabling the design team to make changes sooner (AIA/HOK, 2004; Paulson, 
1976).  As is shown in the MacLeamy Curve in Figure 2.4, the cost impact of design 
changes (2) rises as the project development cycle matures, while the level of ability (1) 
design changes have to impact project cost falls. 
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Figure 2.4 MacLeamy Curve (AIA/HOK, 2004; Paulson, 1976)  
 
The MacLeamy Curve supports the call for early and open communication and 
collaboration in order to promote efficient construction productivity, implying that 
changes should be made early on during the project life cycle in order to have the greatest 
influence at the lowest cost. 
 
2.2.4 Project Success Factors 
There have been continual efforts to provide a universal definition for 
construction project success.  It is doubtless that project success has been considered by 
researchers and others prior to the modern age, but the first mention of Critical Success 
Factors (CSFs) comes from research conducted in the area of information systems by 
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Rockart (1979) at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).  The definition of CSFs 
was later refined and presented by Bullen and Rockart (1981) as: 
the limited number of areas in which satisfactory results will ensure successful 
competitive performance for the individual, department, or organization.  CSFs 
are the few key areas where ‘things must go right’ for the business to flourish and 
for the manager's goals to be attained (Ibid). 
 
From 1990 to 2000, a documented 20 separate studies listed factors in 17 different 
categories in an effort to capture the essence of success related to the construction project 
(Chan, Scott, & Lam, 2002).  Although various other factors do surface including safety, 
productivity, and others as shown in the Chan, Scott, & Chan (2004) diagram in Figure 
2.5, cost, schedule, and quality are almost always listed as the primary indicators of 
project performance and are referred to as the iron triangle of success (Atkinson 1999; 
Chan, Scott, & Lam, 2002). 
In an effort to define the effectiveness of Design-Build, the US Department of 
Transportation utilized criteria gathered from the research of Bennett et al. (1996), 
Gransberg and Buitrago (2002), and Konchar and Sanvido (1998) to develop a primary 
list of alternative delivery method performance measures.  The categories and factors 
determined were:  Cost - Unit Cost and Potential Cost; Schedule - Construction Speed, 
Delivery Speed, and Potential Schedule Growth; and Quality – User Satisfaction, 
Conformance to Specifications, and Conformance to Expectations (US DOT, 2006).  And 
although, “no single list will ever be totally comprehensive when it comes to a definition  
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Figure 2.5 Factors Affecting the Success of a Construction Project  
(Chan, Scott, & Chan, 2004) 
 
of success for a project” (Sanvido et al., 1992, p. 97), the literature reveals that the 
performance indicators for construction project success are generally based on measures 
of project cost, schedule, and quality (Sanvido et al., 1992; Chua et al., 1999; Atkinson, 
1999; Kangari, 1995; Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997; Gordon, 1994; Konchar, 1997; 
Project Success 
Project Management Actions 
1. Communication systems 
2. Control mechanism 
3. Feedback capabilities 
4. Planning effect 
5. Developing an appropriate 
organization structure 
6. Implementing an effective 
safety program 
7. Implementing an effective 
quality assurance program 
8. Control of sub-contractors’ 
works 
9. Overall managerial actions 
Project-related Factors 
1. Type of Project 
2. Nature of Project 
3. Number of floors of the 
project 
4. Complexity of project 
5. Size of project 
External Environment 
1. Economic environment 
2. Social environment 
3. Political environment 
4. Physical environment 
5. Industrial relations 
environment 
6. Technology advanced 
Project Procedures 
1. Procurement method 
2. Tendering method 
Human-related Factors 
1. Client’s experience means 
whether he is a sophisticated or 
specialized client 
2. Nature of client means whether he 
is privately or publicly funded 
3. Size of client’s organization 
4. Client’s emphasis on low 
construction cost 
5. Client’s emphasis on high quality 
of construction 
6. Client’s emphasis on quick 
construction 
7. Client’s ability to brief 
8. Client’s ability to make decisions 
9. Client’s ability to define roles 
10. Client’s contribution to design 
11. Client’s contribution to 
construction 
12. Project team leader’s experience 
13. Technical skills of the project 
team leaders 
14. Planning skills of the project team 
leaders 
15. Organizing skills of the project 
team leaders 
16. Coordinating skills of the project 
team leaders 
17. Motivating skills of the project 
team leaders 
18. Project team leaders’ commitment 
to meet cost, time, and quality 
19. Project team leaders’ early and 
continued involvement in the 
project 
20. Project team leaders’ adaptability 
to changes in the project plan 
21. Project team leaders’ working 
relationship with others 
22. Support and provision of 
resources from project team 
leaders’ parent company 
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Saporita, 2006; Chan, Scott, & Lam, 2002; Konchar & Sanvido, 1998; Pinto & Slevin, 
1987; Songer, Molenaar, & Robinson, 1997). 
It is important to note that cost and schedule are often seen as objective measures; 
whereas, quality is seen as more subjective or intangible and thus, less measurable, as is 
shown in Figure 2.6 (Chan & Chan, 2004).  Client satisfaction is also shown to be a 
subjective performance indicator and is an obvious target of focus during the construction 
process.  Additionally, it is recognized that performance indicators can be and are 
influenced by management actions, project procedures, human relations factors, external 
environment factors, and project specific factors (Chan, Scott, & Chan, 2004).  The 
premise behind the differing project delivery methods is that each of them offers different 
methods for dealing with these factors in an effort to improve project performance.  For 
example, CM at-Risk provides an opportunity to reduce construction time (objective 
measure) by changing the linearity of the project life cycle.  Additionally, client 
satisfaction (subjective measure) may be improved by a perceived increase in cooperation 
and communication instilled by the collaborative properties of alternative methods. 
The research challenge is in formulating metrics that properly assess levels of 
performance as well as survey questions that properly reveal participant viewpoints 
toward these subjective issues when client satisfaction can be defined:  to “minimize 
aggravation in producing a building” (Sanvido et al., 1992).  Meeting this challenge has 
been an important element of the research and care has been taken to ensure that separate 
metrics and targeted questions were established in an effort to capture the true measures 
of performance while reducing variations due purely to subjectivity. 
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Figure 2.6 Key Performance Indicators (Factors) for Project Success  
(Chan & Chan, 2004) 
 
2.2.5 Cost vs. Value 
Before leaving the sections on performance factors, it is important to note the 
difference between cost savings and added value.  Throughout the literature, researchers 
have utilized cost as a performance factor in terms of a purely mathematical measure.  
Projects that cost less are deemed to be delivered at a higher (better) performance level, 
while those that cost more are deemed to perform at a lower level (worse).  However, as 
defined by Alarcon and Ashley (1996):   
Cost: Evaluates the total project cost included in an engineering-procurement-
construction (E-P-C) contract, from engineering to the plant start-up. 
Key Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI's)
Objective Measures
- Construction time
- Speed of construction
- Time variation
- Unit cost
- Percentage net variation 
over final cost
- Net present value
- Accident rate
- Environmental impact 
assessment (EIA) scoresct 
assessment (EIA) score
Subjective Measures
- Quality
- Functionality
- End user's satisfaction
- Client's satisfaction
- Design team's 
satisfaction
- Construction team's 
satisfaction 
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Value: Evaluates the satisfaction of owner's needs in a global sense.  It includes 
the realization for the owner of quantity produced, operational and maintenance 
costs, and flexibility.  This outcome measure might also be considered as the 
"business benefit" derived from the completed project (Alarcon & Ashley, 1996, 
p. 267). 
 Zeithaml (1988, p. 14) defines Perceived Value:  “the consumer’s overall assessment of 
the utility of a product based on perceptions of what is received and what is given.”   
In today’s market, terms such as Lean, BIM, LEED, sustainability, and others 
promote the utilization of high performance designs, equipment, and materials for the 
construction of new facilities.  While these innovative materials and processes may cost 
more in terms of initial construction cost, they are expected to assist owners in obtaining 
facilities that operate more efficiently in terms of cost, environmental, or other issues and 
thus, provide a better value in terms of life cycle costs.  Some owners employing these 
methods and materials may find that the long term benefits outweigh the added initial 
cost and therefore, the higher cost may actually be an indicator of higher (better) project 
performance when measured in terms of added value.   
As shall be discussed later in the Project Variables and Performance Metrics 
section, this research was focused on determining the project performance levels of actual 
design and construction costs.  Research involving the issues and costs related to project 
operations or other life cycle issues and the determination of the owner perceived value 
levels for the materials and equipment utilized for these projects were beyond the scope 
of the current study. 
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2.3 Utilization of Alternative Delivery Methods 
2.3.1 Advent of Alternative Methods 
Beginning in the later part of the 19th century and proceeding through the first half 
of the 20th century, private developers grew to realize that architectural firms alone were 
not capable of delivering on their artistic visions for new high-rise buildings (Addis, 
2007).  During this period design firms such as Adler & Sullivan, Burnham & Root, and 
Holabird & Roche came into prominence due to their combined architectural, 
engineering, and construction expertise (Ibid) in what were the beginnings of the modern- 
day Design-Build and CM at-Risk methods.  These firms and the developers that utilized 
them had learned the value of collaboration and communication when cost and schedule 
were important factors in the construction of their projects (Ibid). 
     
2.3.2 Introduction into the Public Sector 
Prior to the 1960s’s, construction of public projects was to be procured only 
through utilization of the Design-Bid-Build approach (Ghavamifar & Touran, 2008).  
However, during the 1960’s, the Defense Department and other federal agencies that 
were experiencing the need to expedite public projects and stretch resources began 
experimenting on a limited basis with alternative methods that had previously been 
gaining popularity in the private sector.  Changes in federal regulations throughout the 
second half of the 20th century culminated in the Federal Acquisition Reform Act of 
1996 (renamed the Clinger-Cohen Act) which paved the way for growth and widespread 
utilization of alternative methods within the public sector (Molenaar, Songer, & Barash, 
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1999).  This legislation provided the legal authority that allows federal procurement of 
capital projects by means other than, or in addition to the Design-Bid-Build method. 
Federal agencies including the Department of Defense, Veterans Administration, 
Department of Transportation, and many others regularly utilize alternative methods 
including CM at-Risk.  Following the lead of the federal government, a 2003 report 
prepared by McGraw-Hill noted that 46 states allowed some form of alternative method 
of project delivery other than Design-Bid-Build for public projects.  Currently, CM at-
Risk is legally authorized at the state level for the construction of horizontal (highway, 
bridge, and tunnel) projects in 26 states, CM at-Risk is precluded in 14 states, and the law 
regarding CM at-Risk is not clearly defined in 10 states (AGC, 2012).  For vertical 
(building) construction, CM at-Risk is legally authorized at the state level in 45 states, 
utilization is precluded in 1 state (Indiana), and the law is not clearly defined in the other 
4 states (AGC, 2012).  
Georgia and Florida were two of the first states to allow CM at-Risk for the 
construction of public schools after enactment of the Clinger-Cohen Act (Smith, 2001; 
Leavitt & McIlwee, 2011).  North Carolina approved utilization of CM at-Risk in 2001 
with the passage of Senate Bill 914.  The 2008 Procurement Code Revisions – S. 282 
fully authorized utilization of alternative methods in South Carolina in that same year 
(McCook, 2008).  Furthermore, Article 9 Section 3005 of the South Carolina Model 
School District Code, effective August 15, 2011 authorizes the procurement of CM at-
Risk, Design-Build, and other alternative delivery methods for construction of 
infrastructure facilities. 
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Despite gaining legal authorization, Ghavamifar and Touran (2008) suggest that 
fear of favoritism, unnecessary added costs, lack of experience with the processes, and 
loss of owner control may be influencing public decisions to adopt or utilize alternative 
methods of project delivery.  Their research indicates that, although utilization has been 
authorized for federal Department of Transportation projects, many states have yet to 
fully authorize utilization at the state level (Ghavamifar & Touran, 2008).  Additionally, 
anecdotal evidence suggests that public employees, acting in the positions of facility 
owners and managers, may still often be reluctant to utilize alternative delivery methods 
due to their lack of knowledge and experience or due to traditional operating procedures 
currently in effect (Carolinas AGC, 2009). 
 
2.3.3 Growth in the Public and Private Sectors 
Regardless of possible reluctance, utilization of alternative delivery methods is 
growing, with particular emphasis in the private sector, and small advances have been 
made in the public sector as well.  In 2005 industry reports indicated that 66% of owners 
most frequently utilized Design-Bid-Build methods, while only 19% utilized CM at-Risk 
most frequently, and approximately 8% utilized Design-Build (FMI/CMAA, 2005).  In 
later reports, FMI indicated that owner utilization of Design-Bid-Build had declined to 
55%, while utilization of CM at-Risk (blended approach) and Design-Build had increased 
to 24% and 16% respectively as shown in Figure 2.7 (FMI/CMAA, 2007, 2010).  During 
this same period, the report revealed that state and municipal utilization of alternative 
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methods showed a slight increase, a possible indicator that legislative changes allowing 
for utilization of alternative methods may have had a positive effect. 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Construction Execution Approach (Method)  
(Adapted from FMI/CMAA, 2005, 2010) 
 
Also of note in the FMI reports, from 2007 to 2010 there was an increase in the 
utilization of the Design-Bid-Build project delivery method among both publicly held 
and privately held corporations, which was reportedly due to the economic conditions 
during that period (FMI/CMAA, 2010).  Given that these types of firms are typically 
responsible for raising or utilizing their own capital, the subtle changes may indicate that 
the levels of risk associated with alternative methods shifts with various economic levels.  
However, a 2009 paper published by the National Association of State Facilities 
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Administrators (NASFA), argued that the economic conditions of that period do not 
assuage the benefits of alternative methods (Lynch, 2009).  The paper encourages owners 
to stay the course toward utilization of alternative methods and argues the questions: 
 What are the responsible actions to be taking in the current market? 
 How do we ensure that we take advantage of the lower prices now available? 
 Do we have to throw out schedule acceleration and collaboration to get the benefit 
of lower prices? 
 How do we ensure an increased focus on price does not distract us from our goal 
of maximizing value? 
 Which procurement type should we use? 
 Should we be low-bidding everything?  (Lynch, 2009, p. 1) 
While these questions cannot be answered in isolation or by research alone, it is 
certain that none of them can be answered with confidence or that a consensus following 
can be established absent current, relevant, and significant empirical evidence.  
 
2.4 Foundational Research 
2.4.1 Bennett, Pothecary, & Robinson, 1996 
The most widely cited previous research regarding the impact of alternative 
methods of project delivery refers to two similar studies that were completed more than a 
decade ago.  The first of which, Designing and Building a World-Class Industry 
(Bennett, Pothecary, & Robinson, 1996), focused primarily on the comparison of Design-
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Bid-Build and Design-Build approaches with analysis of cost, schedule, and quality data 
from various projects recently constructed across the UK.  The researchers utilized 
surveys and interviews to collect and then analyze data on 332 projects.  Their findings 
indicated that utilization of a Design-Build approach in lieu of Design-Bid-Build led to a 
30% reduction in overall project duration (design and construction), a 12% reduction in 
construction duration, and a 13% reduction in cost per square meter (Bennett, et al., 
1996).  The researchers established benchmarks whereby the UK industry could build a 
foundation of continuous improvement in advancing the utilization of the Design-Build 
industry.  The study has been criticized based on statistical imperfections and the limited 
usage of multivariate analysis (Konchar, 1997).  However, this study was useful in 
establishing data collection methods and procedures that have been utilized in future 
studies to specifically target project performance in areas of cost, schedule, and quality. 
 
2.4.2 Konchar, 1997  
During the same period that the Bennett et al. (1996) research was being conducted 
in the UK, Konchar performed a separate but similar study in which he empirically 
compared performance of cost, schedule, and quality performance on 351 various projects 
across the United States (Konchar, 1997).  Following his initial analysis, Konchar 
identified that empirical evidence was required in order to allow those involved with 
project planning to make well-informed and proper decisions.  Konchar’s focus was in 
developing a complete data collection and measurement system, measuring performance 
based on the system, and then predicting which characteristics had the greatest effect on 
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project performance (Konchar, 1997).  The study utilized univariate and multivariate 
statistical analysis of cost and schedule data and univariate analysis of quality data to 
compare nearly 100 variables related to the various project delivery methods (Konchar, 
1997).  As shown in Table 2.1, the univariate analysis conducted by Konchar determined 
that the performance of projects constructed utilizing the CM at-Risk project delivery 
method exceeded the performance of those constructed utilizing Design-Bid-Build in  
 
Table 2.1 - Univariate Results from Konchar (1997) Research 
 
Metric Unit 
CM at-
Risk 
Design-
Bid-Build 
Difference 
p-
value 
Unit Cost Dollars/SF 147.9 179.5 -17.6% > 0.05* 
Cost Growth % 5.537 8.11 -2.57% 0.029 
Schedule Growth % 2.81 9.33 -6.52% 0.008 
Construction Speed SF/month 12910 9763 32.2% 0.054 
Delivery Speed SF/month 9017 6390 41.1% 0.0039 
Intensity (dollars/SF)/month 7.35 7.46 -1.5% > 0.05* 
Start-up Survey response 7.434 5.963 24.7% 0.003 
Callbacks Survey response 8.067 7.037 14.6% 0.007 
Operations & 
Maintenance 
Survey response 6.69 6.881 -2.8% 
0.017 
Exterior & Structural Survey response 5.357 4.952 8.2% 0.09 
Interior & Layout Survey response 6.284 5.185 21.2% 0.002 
Environmental 
Systems 
Survey response 5.338 4.858 9.9% 
0.079 
Equipment & Layout Survey response 5.625 5.07 10.9% 0.08 
* p-value not provided (Konchar, 1997, Appendix B) 
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almost all areas tested.  This was the first empirical analysis completed within a large-
scale research project comparing alternative delivery methods of projects in the United 
States (Konchar, 1997).   
Findings of the study have been challenged by Williams (2003) based on the wide 
variations of the projects being compared in the areas of overall cost, square foot size, 
and complexity.  Furthermore, it must be noted that analysis conducted by Konchar 
(1997) utilized the median values of the datasets in lieu of the statistically valid 
procedures in which the mean values are utilized.  Still, the study remains the benchmark 
for alternative project delivery research. 
 
2.4.3 Sanvido and Konchar, 1999 
The Konchar (1997) study and the Konchar and Sanvido (1998) research were 
refined and utilized as the basis for the book, Selecting Project Delivery Systems: 
Comparing Design-Build, Design-Bid-Build, and Construction Management at Risk 
(Sanvido & Konchar, 1999).  The book is presented as a guide to assist project owners in 
understanding and managing the selection process for their future projects.  In 2001 the 
Construction Industry Institute (CII) published the Owner’s Tool for Project Delivery and 
Contract Strategy Selection User’s Guide, which included the Project Delivery System 
Selection Workbook, both of which were coauthored by Sanvido and Konchar.  
Furthermore, results of the original Konchar (1997) study and the later book have been 
utilized for widespread promotion of Design-Build by the Design-Build Institute of 
America.  Williams (2003) questioned the statistical significance of some portions of the 
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Konchar and Sanvido (1998) research as well as the overall comparisons on construction 
and delivery speed (Rojas & Kell, 2008).   
Sanvido & Konchar (1999) forecasted that the results of their research might 
change over time and went on to state, “It would be important to see whether project 
delivery systems and behavior change in the subsequent ten to twenty years” (Sanvido & 
Konchar, 1999, p. 20).  The current research will examine the ways in which alternative 
methods are being utilized today for the design and construction of public schools. 
 
Table 2.2 – Partial Results of  
Sanvido and Konchar (1999) Research 
 
 
2.4.4 Supporting Research 
A study conducted by the Infrastructure Systems Development Research team at 
MIT (Miller, Garvin, Ibbs, & Mahoney, 2000) described the paradigm shift of the 
construction industry toward alternative delivery methods supported the view of the 
industry as described by Konchar and Sanvido (1998).  Within the paper, the authors 
describe the existing paradigm of the Design-Bid-Build method and how it is ill equipped 
Metric
CM at-Risk vs. 
Design-Bid-Build
Level of 
Certainty
Unit Cost 1.6% lower 99%
Cost Growth 7.8% more 24%
Schedule Growth 9.2% less 24%
Construction Speed 5.8% faster 89%
Delivery Speed 13.3% faster 88%
(Sanvido & Konchar, 1999)
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to handle current issues related to financing, fast-tracking, and innovation among others.  
They blame “mismatched project characteristics and procurement strategies (that) reduce 
life cycle value and innovation and allocate risks unfavorably” (Miller, Garvin, Ibbs, & 
Mahoney, 2000, p. 66).  The authors of the study project that the paradigm shift will drive 
government agencies toward the adoption of policies to support the new methods.  This is 
supported by the previously discussed Bennett et al. (1996) and NRC (2009) report. 
Bender (2004) conducted research comparing the delivery methods utilized on 
two similar construction projects.  The researcher’s conclusions confirm 2 relevant 
characteristic requirements for good project delivery selection that were described by 
Sanvido and Konchar (1999), the need for high levels of owner sophistication and 
experience, and the need for early definition of project schedule requirements.     
 
2.4.5 Conflicting Research    
Research conducted in the Pacific Northwest studied the performance of the CM 
at-Risk project delivery method when utilized on public school projects.  The study, 
conducted by Rojas and Kell (2008), looked at 297 school projects and obtained results 
that contradict some of the claims of CM at-Risk proponents.  The focus of the study was 
to determine whether CM at-Risk was better at controlling costs when compared to 
Design-Bid-Build (Rojas & Kell, 2008).  Although much of the analysis did not result in 
statistically significant results, observable evidence was obtained.  The analysis of cost 
control revealed that CM at-Risk did not outperform Design-Bid-Build; however, only 8% 
(24) of the total projects in the study were CM at-Risk.  Additionally, the project data 
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varied from 1 to 20 years in age and this could be seen as problematic when compared to 
projects being constructed with present technology in current conditions.  The study is 
significant to the current research in that it validates the need for the empirical evidence at 
the public procurement level.  Furthermore, examination of the study limitations assists 
the current research in developing methodologies that will improve statistical analysis and 
significance of results. 
The Williams (2003) research study compared the performance of Design-Bid-
Build and CM/GC (CM at-Risk) methods analyzing 215 publicly funded projects in 
Oregon.  In addition to identifying possible issues related to the Konchar and Sanvido 
(1998) study, Williams (2003) concluded that there is no statistically significant 
difference between the CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build project delivery methods in 
regard to cost and schedule control (Williams, 2003).  The study concluded that the CM 
at-Risk project delivery method actually had a higher per square foot cost and may not 
provide the reduced risk touted by its supporters (Ibid).  However, the study did indicate 
that CM at-Risk may be a superior delivery method when dealing with projects that 
require accelerated (fast-track) project schedules.  The Williams (2003) study is useful to 
the current research in that it identifies evidence of conflicting information with the 
benchmark Konchar and Sanvido (1998) study.  This inconsistency in results serves to 
instill doubt within decision makers, which may contribute to their hesitation and lack of 
understanding of alternative delivery methods. 
Ling, Chan, Chong, & Ee (2004) were also critical of the Konchar and Sanvido 
(1998) study stating, “regression equations, coefficients of variables, and R2 were not 
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reported in detail, thus limiting the usefulness of the models” (Ling et al., 2004, p. 76).  
This research is of value to the current study based on its emphasis on significant 
statistical analysis and the compilation of more than 50 potentially useful project 
performance factors (Ling et al., 2004). 
Australian empirical research conducted by Love (2002) studied the effects that 
incidents of rework for defective and non-conforming work can have on the cost and 
schedule growth of various types of projects and project delivery methods.  As has 
previously been stated, alternative project delivery methods offer the promise of reducing 
schedule durations by overlapping the design and construction phases.  Fast-tracking in 
turn, can sometimes lead to changes, disruptions, and costly rework due to the fact that 
construction is started prior to the completion of the final drawings and specifications.  
Love (2002) utilized a survey instrument to collect data on 161 projects and found that 
there were no statistically significant differences between the rework costs and schedules 
of projects completed utilizing alternative delivery methods (Love, 2002).  This implies 
that rework and schedule performance on CM at-Risk projects should be similar to (no 
better or worse) than Design-Bid-Build. 
 
2.5 Summary 
The literature review was useful in focusing the efforts of the current study on 
factors that construction industry professionals consider most relevant and important.  
Overall, the literature review provided a foundation of knowledge regarding alternative 
methods of project delivery in relation to the Design-Bid-Build method on which the 
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current research will be constructed.  That the construction industry is a complex and 
risky business environment comprised of fragmented agencies with diverse perspectives 
there can be no doubt.  In order to provide for positive changes that achieve increases in 
productivity and efficiency within the industry, there is evidence to show that methods 
that improve communication and collaboration among the project participants should be 
adopted.   
The current study examined the capabilities of the CM at-Risk project delivery 
method in an effort to discover whether this method provided performance improvements 
beyond those of the Design-Bid-Build method in the construction of public schools.  The 
existing body of knowledge serves as both a scientific benchmark and historical reference 
of the work completed by committed scholars in order to advance the study of 
construction project delivery methods.  The current research effort was designed to meet 
the standards set by those researchers. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
RESEARCH CONSTRUCTS AND HYPOTHESES 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 The purpose of this study was to provide current, statistically significant, 
empirical evidence defining the comparative performance attributes of the most widely 
utilized project delivery methods of Design-Bid-Build and CM at-Risk in the 
construction of public school projects.   
Konchar and Sanvido (1998) completed the most widely cited and accepted 
research on the performance of alternative delivery methods for construction.  However, 
the research of Rojas and Kell (2008) and Williams (2003) have called the Konchar and 
Sanvido (1998) research into question providing evidence of conflicting results and 
criticizing the statistical validity of some portions of their work.  Williams (2003) and 
Rojas and Kell (2008) utilized projects exclusively from the northwestern US, which may 
serve to differentiate them from the projects within southeastern region under study.  
Furthermore, the Rojas and Kell (2008) research focused solely on cost control 
performance.  
The research focused on an examination of the performance metrics of projects 
that were specific in size, type, and location in order to conduct the required level of 
analysis that would provide the statistically significant, empirical evidence needed to 
meet the purpose of this study. 
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3.2 Research Hypotheses 
In order to test the purported benefits of the CM at-Risk project delivery method 
when utilized for the construction of public schools and to provide the current statistically 
significant empirical evidence required for this research, the following hypotheses have 
been developed.  The performance indicators and metrics listed within these hypotheses 
will be discussed in detail in the following chapter.   
The literature reveals that the performance indicators for construction project 
success are generally based on measures of project cost, schedule, and quality (Pinto & 
Slevin, 1987; Sanvido et al., 1992; Gordon, 1994; Kangari, 1995; Konchar, 1997; 
Konchar & Sanvido, 1998; Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997; Songer, Molenaar, & Robinson, 
1997; Chua et al., 1999; Atkinson, 1999; Chan, Scott, & Lam, 2002; Saporita, 2006).  
Additionally, since construction claims are often the product of many factors including 
problems with communication and project documents, relationships, productivity, and 
workmanship and often lead to increased costs and schedule overruns (Saporita, 2006; 
Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997; Gordon, 1994; Kangari, 1995), construction claims can be 
utilized as an indicator of overall quality performance.  Therefore, the hypotheses that 
follow have been structured to test the performance of the subject projects in terms of 
cost, time, quality, and claims. 
Additionally, the null hypotheses designed to test each of these performance 
variables was based on the neutral position: there is no statistically significant difference 
in the level of performance for the metric being compared between the two methods (CM 
at-Risk or Design-Bid-Build).  Conversely, the alternative hypothesis was based on the 
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premise: there is a statistically significant difference in the level of performance for the 
metric being compared between the two methods (CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build).  
Note that there is no prediction as to whether the difference will be positive or negative 
and thus, a two-tailed test will be utilized.    
 
3.2.1 Cost Performance Hypotheses 
 Hypothesis 1:  There is no statistically significant difference in the cost of 
public school construction projects completed utilizing the CM at-Risk 
method when compared to those completed utilizing the Design-Bid-Build 
method. 
o The cost metrics tested were:  Original Construction Cost, Original 
Project Cost, Final Construction Cost, Final Project Cost, Construction 
Cost Growth, and Project Cost Growth. 
 Hypothesis 2:  There is no statistically significant difference in the unit cost of 
public school construction projects completed utilizing the CM at-Risk 
method when compared to those completed utilizing the Design-Bid-Build 
method. 
o The cost metrics tested were:  Construction Square Foot Cost, Project 
Square Foot Cost, Construction Student Cost, and Project Student 
Cost. 
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 Hypothesis 3:  There is no statistically significant difference in the cost 
growth of public school construction projects completed utilizing the CM at-
Risk method when compared to those completed utilizing the Design-Bid-
Build method. 
o The cost metrics tested were:  Construction Cost Growth, and Project 
Cost Growth. 
3.2.2 Schedule Performance Hypotheses 
 Hypothesis 4:  There is no statistically significant difference in the schedule 
duration of public school construction projects completed utilizing the CM at-
Risk method when compared to those completed utilizing the Design-Bid-
Build method. 
o The time metrics tested were:  Planned Construction Schedule, Actual 
Construction Schedule, Planned Project Schedule, and Actual Project 
Schedule.  
 Hypothesis 5:  There is no statistically significant difference in the schedule 
growth of public school construction projects completed utilizing the CM at-
Risk method when compared to those completed utilizing the Design-Bid-
Build method. 
o The time metrics tested were:  Construction Schedule Growth, Project 
Schedule Growth. 
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 Hypothesis 6:  There are is no statistically significant difference in the 
intensity of public school construction projects completed utilizing the CM at-
Risk method when compared to those completed utilizing Design-Bid-Build. 
o The time metrics tested were:  Project Intensity Square Foot/Day, 
Project Intensity $/Day. 
3.2.3 Quality Performance Hypotheses 
 Hypothesis 7:  There is no statistically significant difference in the product 
quality of public school construction projects completed utilizing the CM at-
Risk method when compared to those completed utilizing Design-Bid-Build. 
o All survey responses related to product quality were tested. 
 Hypothesis 8:  There is no statistically significant difference in the service 
quality on public school construction projects completed utilizing the CM at-
Risk method when compared to those completed utilizing Design-Bid-Build. 
o All survey responses related to service quality were tested. 
 Hypothesis 9:  There is no statistically significant difference regarding claims 
on public school construction projects completed utilizing the CM at-Risk 
method when compared to those completed utilizing Design-Bid-Build. 
o Survey responses to the number of claims and cost of claims questions 
were tested. 
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 Hypothesis 10:  There is no statistically significant difference regarding 
warranty and callback issues of public school construction projects completed 
utilizing the CM at-Risk method when compared to those completed utilizing 
the Design-Bid-Build method. 
o Survey responses to the number of warranty/callback issues and cost 
of warranty/callback issues questions were tested.  
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CHAPTER 4: 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 
 
4.1 Quantitative Rationale 
This study applied quantitative methods to the collection and analysis of historical 
data from completed public school projects in Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and 
South Carolina.  The rationale for the utilization of quantitative methods for this study 
followed the guidelines provided by Creswell (2009).  First, the research was directed at a 
construction industry issue and was conducted by a researcher with a background in the 
same field.  As has previously been described, the construction industry is situated in the 
post-positivist philosophy with a long history of utilizing the scientific method for 
problem solving and management issues.  Second, the research employed a two-stage, 
linear, quantitative data collection and analysis strategy targeting historical records in 
stage one and survey data in stage two of the research (Singleton & Straits, 2010; Babbie, 
2011).  And finally, both sets of data were analyzed utilizing statistical procedures and 
hypothesis testing.  All three of these scenarios fell within the guidelines for utilization of 
quantitative methods of research. 
 
4.2 Project Variables and Performance Metrics 
 The following measures and indices were formulated and adapted from cost, 
schedule, quality, and claims project performance information identified in the literature 
review that map to the operational definition of project delivery method.  These 
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performance metrics were then utilized as the dependent variables described in the research 
analysis section.  The metrics are comprised of quantitative data collected utilizing the two-
stage historical data collection and survey methods as described in the sections that follow.  
Tables displaying the cost and time metrics are provided at the end of those sections.  A 
complete list of terms is provided in the Glossary. 
 
4.2.1 Cost Variables 
Costs were limited to the design and construction costs associated with the actual 
building and supporting sitework and did not include the acquisition of land, extensive 
roadwork outside of the project site, or owner furnished equipment.  As previously 
discussed in the Cost vs. Value section, the factors related to operational or life cycle 
costs were beyond the scope of the current study and therefore, were also not included.  
All costs were normalized to 2012 dollars utilizing factors provided by RS Means (2013) 
which will be explained in the analysis section.  The construction and design cost 
variables collected from the school projects documents under study were:  
 Original Contract Cost ($) is the amount listed in the construction contract and 
entered as Original Contract Sum on the Contractor’s Application for Payment. 
 Preconstruction Cost ($) is the amount listed in the construction contract payable 
to the contractor for preconstruction services if applicable. 
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 Other Cost ($) includes the amounts listed on separate contracts including 
sitework or other scopes and phases of work that were not included in the Original 
Contract Sum, but were required in order to complete the entire project scope. 
 Final Contract Cost ($) is the amount entered as the Contract Sum to Date or other 
adjusted total amount listed on the Final Contractor’s Application for Payment.   
 Original Design Cost ($) is the fee amount listed in the design contract.  In cases 
where a percentage fee was listed, the amount was calculated based on the 
architect contract terms. 
  Final Design Cost ($) is the total fee amount listed on the architect’s Final 
Invoice. 
It should be noted that it was observed during the data collection phase that 
architect reimbursable costs were not being reported by the districts in a uniform manner.  
Some architects had included reimbursable fees as a line item within their gross billing, 
while others separated reimbursable fees out as separate costs on separate invoices, and 
others did not mention them at all.  An effort was made to segregate reimbursable costs to 
enable separate testing in order to determine whether there was a statistically significant 
difference between the Final Design Cost variables or Final Project Cost metrics when 
utilizing design fees including and excluding the segregated reimbursable costs.  It was 
later determined through analysis that there was not a statistically significant difference 
between the Final Design Costs or the Final Project Costs whether or not the segregated 
reimbursable costs were included.  Based on this information, the decision was made to 
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include all known reimbursable costs within the Final Design Cost variable and therefore, 
within the Final Project Cost metric throughout all analytical procedures and reporting. 
 
4.2.2 Cost Metrics 
The construction and design cost variables as defined above were utilized to 
formulate 8 quantitative cost metrics for each project:  
 Original Construction Cost ($) is the measure of cost originally contracted to 
complete all work required to construct the school facility.  It includes the 
originally contracted construction cost plus any preconstruction cost and/or other 
separate contract costs for sitework or other scopes of work and was computed as: 
Original Construction Cost ($) = Original Contract Cost ($) + Preconstruction 
Cost ($) + Other Cost ($) 
 Original Project Cost ($) is the measure of cost originally contracted to complete 
all work required to design and construct the school facility.  It includes the 
Original Construction Cost plus the Original Design Cost and was computed as:  
Original Project Cost ($) = Original Construction Cost ($) + Original Design 
Cost ($) 
 Final Construction Cost ($) is the measure of total cost to complete all work 
required to construct the school facility.  It includes the Original Construction 
Cost  and any costs associated with change orders, fees, or other adjustments and 
is computed as: 
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Final Construction Cost ($) = Original Construction Cost ($) + Change Orders, 
Fees, Adjustments Costs ($) 
 Final Project Cost ($) is the measure of total cost to complete all work required to 
design and construct the school facility.  It includes the Final Construction Cost 
and Final Design Cost and is computed as: 
Final Project Cost ($) = Final Construction Cost ($) + Final Design Cost ($) 
 Construction Cost Growth (%) represents the percentage of cost growth (positive 
or negative) over the duration of the construction period.  It reveals variability due 
to the construction cost of changes and is computed as: 
Construction Cost Growth (%) = [(Final Construction Cost ($) – Original 
Contract Cost ($)) / Original Contract Cost ($)] * 100 
 Project Cost Growth (%) represents the percentage of cost growth (positive or 
negative) over the duration of the project period.  It reveals variability due to the 
design and construction costs of changes and is computed as: 
Project Cost Growth (%) = [(Final Project Cost ($) – Original Project Cost ($)) / 
Original Project Cost ($)] * 100 
 Unit Cost ($/SF) represents the square foot cost of construction for a school 
facility and was determined by dividing the Final Project Cost by the Gross 
Square Foot (SF) area of the school facility: 
Unit Cost ($/SF) = Final Project Cost/Facility Gross SF 
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 Student Cost ($/Student) represents the per student cost of construction for a 
school and was determined by dividing the Final Project Cost by the Student 
Capacity of the facility: 
Student Cost ($/Student) = Final Project Cost/Facility Student Capacity 
 
Table 4.1 – Cost Metrics 
Variable Metric Formula 
Cost Original 
Construction 
Cost ($)  
Original Contract Cost ($) + Preconstruction Cost ($) + 
Other Cost ($) 
Cost Original 
Project Cost 
($)  
Original Construction Cost ($) + Original Design Cost ($) 
Cost Final 
Construction 
Cost ($) 
Original Construction Cost ($) + Change Orders, Fees, 
Adjustments Costs ($) 
Cost Final Project 
Cost ($)  
Final Construction Cost ($) + Final Design Cost ($) 
Cost Construction 
Cost Growth 
(%)  
[(Final Construction Cost ($) – Original Contract Cost ($)) 
/ Original Contract Cost ($)] * 100 
Cost Project Cost 
Growth (%)  
[(Final Project Cost ($) – Original Project Cost ($)) / 
Original Contract Cost ($)] * 100 
Cost Unit Cost 
($/SF)  
Final Project Cost/Facility Gross SF 
Cost Student Cost 
($/Student) 
Final Project Cost/Facility Student Capacity 
 
4.2.3 Time Variables 
The following construction and project time variables were collected from the 
projects under study and were then utilized to formulate the time metrics described in the 
next section. 
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 Design Start is the date listed in the design contract or, in the case that date was 
not provided, the date the design contract was executed. 
 Construction Start is the date listed in the construction contract or as listed in the 
Notice to Proceed. 
 Original Completion is the substantial completion date listed in the construction 
contract or in the Notice to Proceed.  Alternatively, the date can be computed by 
adding the number of days listed in the construction contract to the Construction 
Start. 
 Revised Completion is the date the Original Completion date is shifted to by 
adding (subtracting) the number of days allowed (deducted) via change order. 
 Substantial Completion is the date listed on the Certificate of Substantial 
Completion. 
 Final Completion is the date the architect executed the Contractor’s Final 
Application for Payment. 
  
4.2.4 Time Metrics 
The time variables listed in the previous section were utilized to develop the 8 
quantitative metrics of time for each project: 
 Planned Construction (Days) is the contracted construction duration in days.  It 
was derived by counting the number of days between the Construction Start date 
and the Original Completion date.  Alternatively, it was sometimes listed in the 
construction contract. 
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 Actual Construction (Days) is the actual construction duration in days.  It is 
derived by counting the number of days between the Construction Start date and 
the Substantial Completion date. 
 Planned Project (Days) is the project duration in days.  It is derived by counting 
the number of days between the Design Start date and the Original Completion 
date. 
 Actual Project (Days) is the actual project duration in days.  It is derived by 
counting the number of days between the Design Start and the Substantial 
Completion date. 
 Construction Growth (%) represents the percentage of time growth (positive or 
negative) over the duration of the construction period.  It reveals the time 
variations (overruns or underruns) required to complete the construction.  
Construction Growth (%) = [(Actual Construction (Days) – Planned 
Construction (Days)) / Planned Construction (Days)] * 100 
 Project Growth (%) represents the percentage of time growth (positive or 
negative) over the duration of the design and construction periods.  It reveals the 
time variations (overruns or underruns) required to complete the project. 
Project Growth (%) = [(Actual Project (Days) – Planned Project (Days)) / 
Planned Project (Days)] * 100 
 Project Intensity (SF/Day) was utilized as a measure of productivity showing the 
square foot area of school facility constructed per schedule day and is derived: 
Project Intensity (SF/Day) = Facility Gross SF/Actual Project (Days) 
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 Project Intensity ($/Day) was utilized as a measure of productivity showing the 
volume of work ($) completed per schedule day and is derived: 
Project Intensity ($/Day) = Final Project Cost ($)/Actual Project (Days) 
 
Table 4.2 – Time Metrics 
Variable Metric Formula 
Time Planned 
Construction (Days)  
Number of days between the Construction Start date 
and the Original Completion date 
Time Actual Construction 
(Days)  
Number of days between the Construction Start date 
and the Substantial Completion date 
Time Planned Project 
(Days) 
Number of days between the Design Start date and 
the Original Completion date 
Time Actual Project 
(Days)  
Number of days between the Design Start date and 
the Substantial Completion date 
Time Construction 
Growth (%)  
[(Actual Construction (Days) – Planned 
Construction (Days)) / Planned Construction 
(Days)] * 100 
Time Project Growth (%)  [(Actual Project (Days) – Planned Project (Days)) / 
Planned Project (Days)] * 100 
Time Project Intensity 
(SF/Day)  
Facility Gross SF/Actual Project (Days) 
Time Project Intensity 
($/Day) 
Final Project Cost ($)/Actual Project (Days) 
 
 
 
4.2.5 Quality Metrics 
The owner’s level of satisfaction with the quality of the project has been 
measured utilizing the metrics of Product Quality and Service Quality.  Ratings of owner 
satisfaction with regard to the Product (workmanship-overall project, building exterior 
and interior, and environmental systems) and the manner in which project team members 
provided Service (responsibilities-controlling costs, schedule, and quality) utilizing 
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communication, collaboration, and cooperation were obtained utilizing survey questions.  
Survey development and distribution will be discussed in a later section.  A copy of the 
survey is provided in Appendix B. 
Additionally, 2 empirical measures of building readiness (a subset of Product 
Quality) and 1 empirical measure of Overall Quality were developed.  First, the 
Readiness metric was developed from schedule data to establish the amount of time in 
days that was utilized by the contractor to finish all incomplete (punchlist) and other 
miscellaneous items of work.  Readiness is the measure of days between the date of 
Substantial Completion and the date of Final Completion. 
The second empirical measure of Readiness was developed utilizing owner input 
obtained during the survey process regarding the recorded numbers and costs of warranty 
and callback issues.  The number of issues and their severity (in terms of cost) was 
utilized to establish this comparative measure of building readiness and product quality. 
The final empirical measure of Overall Quality was obtained through the 
collection of owner provided construction claims data during the survey process.  Since 
Construction Claims are often the product of many factors including inadequate 
communication, unclear project documents, poor relationships, low productivity, 
insufficient service, and inferior workmanship and often lead to increased costs and 
schedule overruns (Saporita, 2006; Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997; Gordon, 1994; Kangari, 
1995), Construction Claims can be utilized as a representative measure of Overall Quality 
performance.  The number of claims and their severity (in terms of cost) were utilized in 
an attempt to establish this comparative measure of Overall Quality. 
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4.3 Sample Design 
4.3.1 Unit of Analysis 
In order to reduce the amount of variability between the projects selected for the 
research, only new construction of full facility public school projects were utilized as the 
units of analysis.  Higher education facilities, renovations and additions to existing 
schools, and ancillary buildings such as administration and office structures were 
excluded from this study.  This unit of analysis determined the selection of projects with 
similar typologies enabling a relatively uniform comparison of facilities with similar size, 
cost, design, and construction characteristics.  This was an improvement on the Konchar 
and Sanvido (1998) research, which as previously noted, was criticized by Williams 
(2003) for their utilization of widely varied project sizes and types.  It also ensured a 
large population of projects since funding for education and new school projects are 
among the largest items within state and local budgets (US Census, 2011; Oliff, Mai, & 
Palacios, 2012; McNichol, Oliff, & Johnson, N, 2011). 
As a matter of convenience, the projects selected for this research were located in 
the states of Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina.  And, although states 
often differ in the manner in which funds for capital projects are raised and administered, 
the states selected were similar in that the majority of funding for their public school 
projects is provided from county or district levels (Filardo, Cheng, & Allen, 2010).  And 
finally, in order to reduce project variability related to construction materials, methods, 
and designs, the study population included only those projects completed after 2005. 
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4.3.2 Population and Sampling Frame 
As noted above, the population included all new public school projects 
constructed in Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina that opened in 2006 
or later.  Based on the information obtained from the Departments of Education in each 
state, a list was compiled of all districts completing new school projects from January of 
2006 to 2012 (FLDOE, 2012; GADOE, 2012; NCDOE, 2012; SCDOE, 2012).  This 
information was combined and tabulated in order to develop the sampling frame 
identifying 829 new public school projects constructed across 247 of the more than 460 
school districts in the 4 state study area as shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Research Population 
 
Florida
239, 29%
Georgia
286, 34%
North 
Carolina 
195, 24%
South 
Carolina 
109, 13%
Population: N = 829 Projects
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Based on this population N, the following formulations were utilized to determine 
the necessary sample n required for the analysis.  First, it was necessary to select the 
sample size n from the population N required to estimate the mean performance 
measures of the data to be analyzed.  Therefore, the following equation was selected for 
this purpose (Scheaffer, Mendenhall, Ott, & Gerow, 2012): 
𝑛 =  
𝑁𝜎2
(𝑁 − 1) 𝐷 + 𝜎2
 
where n = the estimated sample, 
N = the population (829),  
= $5,000,000 (conservative estimate, no prior information available) 
 where $20,000,000 is the estimated mean cost with 
R = the range of $20,0000, with $10,000,000 being the lower confidence 
limit and $30,000,00 being the upper confidence limit and 
 𝜎 ≈
1
4
 𝑅
𝐷 =  
𝐵2
4
 
where the bound on the error of estimation of magnitude  
B = $1,000,000 (conservative estimate, no prior information available)  
So, for the purpose of this research, 
𝑛 =  
(829) (5,000,000)2 
(829 − 1)(
1,000,0002
4 ) +
(5,000,000)(5,000,000) 
 
n = 89.33  
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Therefore, the minimum number of project datasets required to meet the needs for 
the research analysis was calculated to be 90.  
Next, since survey data were to be analyzed, it was necessary to estimate the 
sample size n required to obtain proportional response data.  The following equation was 
utilized for this purpose (Scheaffer, Mendenhall, Ott, & Gerow, 2012):  
𝑛 =  
𝑁𝑝𝑞
(𝑁 − 1)𝐷 + 𝑝𝑞
 
where n = the estimated sample, 
N = the population (829),  
𝑞 = 1 − 𝑝, and p = .05 (conservatively estimated since no prior 
information was available), and 
𝐷 =  
𝐵2
4
 
where the bound on the error of estimation of magnitude B = 0.1 
(conservatively estimated since no prior information was available)  
So, for the purpose of this research, 
𝑛 =  
(829)(0.5)(0.5)
(829 − 1)  
0.12
4  +
(0.5)(0.5) 
 
n = 89.33 
 
Therefore, the minimum number of survey responses required to meet the needs 
for the research analysis was calculated to be 90.  Note that the formulas utilized for the 
mean and proportional requirement calculations were essentially the same and, based on 
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the estimated mean construction cost, range, and boundaries selected, the calculations 
resulted in the same minimal requirements for both the historical and survey data.   
Based on the calculations above and a desire to exceed the minimum 
requirements, the minimum target was set at 100 project datasets and survey responses 
with a goal of obtaining 120.  Table 4.3 was then developed to compute the percentages 
of completed projects (distributions) from each state.  These percentages were utilized to 
establish the minimum target and goal quantities required from each state in order to 
obtain a sample maintaining properties similar to the population as shown in columns 4 
and 5 of the table.  As will be described in later sections and shown in Figure 4.2, 
minimum target levels for all states were met based on the need calculations at the 100 
project overall minimum target; however, state goals were only met in South Carolina 
and North Carolina to meet the overall goal of 120 projects. 
 
Table 4.3 – Planned Distribution by State 
State 
Completed 
School 
Projects 
% of 
Total 
Projects 
Minimum 
Target, 100 
Projects  
Goal, 120 
Projects 
Florida 239 29% 29 35 
Georgia 286 34% 34 41 
North Carolina 195 24% 24 28 
South Carolina 109 13% 13 16 
Total Projects 829 100% 100 120 
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4.4 Stage One Data Collection 
4.4.1 Historical Data 
As described in the research rationale section, this study involved a two-stage data 
collection and analysis procedure.  The historical data collection in stage one was 
directed at all known projects within the population.  However, a concerted effort was 
focused in areas of larger populations in order to increase the opportunity for obtaining 
large volumes of data from districts that have been actively expanding their school 
systems while utilizing both Design-Bid-Build and CM at-Risk delivery methods.  
In order to ensure the quality of the data being collected, the actual project files 
and records were utilized to establish, confirm, and validate project cost and schedule 
data.  Note that this is the first and only known study conducted utilizing actual project 
documents for data collection purposes and is an improvement over the Konchar (1997) 
research, in which a survey data collection mode was utilized.  In that study, although 
calls were made to collect missing information or to verify information provided by those 
other than owners (Moore, 1998), actual project documents were not collected or 
reviewed by the researchers in order to verify the key project cost and time performance 
information utilized for their ensuing analysis. 
The primary reason this data collection procedure was employed is due to an early 
attempt to gather preliminary project data in Georgia.  During that exercise, a data 
collection form was distributed to district administrators with a request to provide 
contract cost and schedule information.  Examination of the responses obtained during 
that period revealed that, contrary to the verbal directions provided during phone 
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conversations and the written instructions provided in both email distribution and within 
the body of the form, some respondents were apparently utilizing their recall ability or 
other sources to complete the forms.  For example, answers provided included rounded 
responses such as, $18 million or July of 2008, rather than the expected responses of the 
actual figures of $18,751,862 and July 24, 2008.  Therefore, the final determination was 
that only those projects for which copies of actual project records were obtained would be 
included within the research.  Data collection forms would be utilized to help facilitate 
the collection of the project, district, and project team demographic information. 
The documents targeted for collection during this stage of the research were the:  
Construction Contract Agreement, Architect Contract Agreement, Notice to Proceed, 
Certificate of Substantial Completion, Final Construction Application for Payment, and 
Final Architect Invoice/Billing.  Additionally, a copy of the Final Change Order for each 
project was collected at a later time as is discussed in the Data Collection Mode section 
that follows.  These documents were targeted due to their relatively universal acceptance 
and widespread utilization across the construction industry and their ability to provide the 
complete and factual data required for the research.  Cost and schedule data were 
collected enabling computation of the previously described cost and time metrics.  Data 
collected for this work included original and final contract cost and schedule information 
for both the architect and contractor.  Where data were not present in the contract 
documents, such as student capacity or gross square footage, district or state records were 
utilized.  A complete list of the documents and cost and time variables targeted for 
collection are listed in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4 – Historical Documents and Data 
 
Document Data 
Construction Contract(s)  Original Contract Cost, Preconstruction Cost, Other 
Cost, Construction Start Date, Original Completion 
Date 
Architect Contract Design Start Date, Original Design Cost 
Notice to Proceed Construction Start Date, Original Completion Date 
Certificate of Substantial Completion Substantial Completion Date 
Final Application for Payment Final Construction Cost, Final Completion Date 
Final Change Order(s) Final Construction Cost, Revised Completion Date 
Final Architect Billing/Invoice Design Final Cost 
 
 
The remaining data to be obtained from the districts focused on school and project 
team demographics including:  owner, architect, and contractor contact information, 
district and school name, school type (High, Middle, Elementary, other), school size 
(gross square foot area), school capacity (number of students), and delivery method. 
 
4.4.2 Location of Historical Data 
A limited number of states collect and report detailed construction data from their 
school projects (Vincent & McKoy, 2008).  Initial investigations revealed that a wide 
disparity of historical project records and data were collected and maintained at the state 
level within the study area.  The primary reason behind this may be due in large measure 
to the fact that the majority of funding responsibility for educational capital projects 
resides at the local (county or district) level (Filardo, Cheng, & Allen, 2010). 
All states within the study area require their districts to submit various forms of 
information regarding new school projects at different stages throughout the construction 
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life cycle.  For example, districts in Florida that construct new schools are required to 
submit a Report of Cost of Construction (Appendix C) data collection form to the Florida 
Department of Education once the project has been completed.  The reports submitted in 
Florida include demographic data about the school projects and their locations with more 
detailed information concerning the number of student or teacher stations to be 
constructed, gross and net square foot area of the facilities, and costs based on different 
parameters such as legal and administrative costs, site improvements, and furniture and 
equipment.  The Florida Cost of Construction form does not include information 
pertaining the project schedule or duration. 
However, although all states within the study area collect data regarding the 
construction of their public schools, the data are not collected in a uniform manner nor is 
it maintained by all states for an extended period of time.  For example, at the time of the 
initial investigation, the database maintained at the state level in South Carolina included 
only the date original construction documents were submitted for review, the name of the 
county or school district submitting those documents, and the name of the school to be 
constructed.  In contrast, Florida, North Carolina, and Georgia maintain databases 
containing a wide variety of project information.  For example, the Florida DOE utilizes 
the information collected from the districts to calculate construction and plant facility 
costs per square foot and costs per student ratios and to track budgets resources utilized 
for school construction funding and other issues.  The information is shared among 
developing districts through the FL DOE online database (Appendix D). 
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One problem with the Florida system noted in discussions with the DOE staff is 
that the database does not always contain up-to-date information.  The staffer explained 
the reasons for this were twofold.  First, due to time constraints, budget issues, or other 
extenuating circumstances, districts did not always provide information in a timely 
manner.  Second, database maintenance is not always completed timely at the state level.  
These explanations reveal issues inherent to data collection and database management as 
a whole and the issues appear to be common across all states within the sample area.   
Hard copies of actual project documents were not available at the state level in 
any state with the exception of Georgia.  During an investigation of the Georgia statutes 
regulating school funding, a review of Section 160-5-4-.16 (a) 8s of the Official Code of 
Georgia, Guideline for Receiving State Capital Outlay Funds and associated documents 
revealed that districts in Georgia constructing new schools are required to submit a large 
number of the previously listed documents necessary for the current research in order to 
obtain state funding for their projects.  Among the documents required to be submitted to 
the state are the:  Construction Contract Agreement, Architect Contract Agreement, 
Construction Applications for Payment, and Final Architect Certification of Construction 
and Architect Costs.  These documents are held at the Georgia DOE Facilities Services 
office in Atlanta.  The remaining documentation required for the research is not collected 
by the state.  A request to review and copy the Georgia DOE documents was submitted; 
however a resolution to this issue could not be immediately resolved as will be described 
in the following chapter. 
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Thus, the preliminary investigation revealed that the project documents and data 
required to conduct the planned research were generally not available at the state level for 
any of the states within the study area.  Therefore, plans were developed in order to 
collect the historical records from the multiple sources and locations across several states. 
 
4.4.3 Historical Data Collection Mode 
Utilizing the previously developed sampling frame, school districts in Florida, 
Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina were contacted by phone and email in order 
to locate the person within the district responsible for construction of school facilities.  
For the purpose of this study this person is known as the district manager.  Once the 
initial contact was made in each school district, the introductory letter describing the 
research (Appendix E) was sent to the district manager along with a project data 
collection sheet (Appendix F) including instructions for completion and a request for 
copies of the project documents previously listed in Table 4.4. 
 
4.5 Stage Two Data Collection 
4.5.1 Survey Data 
Once the historical data collection work was completed for a particular project, a 
survey questionnaire was distributed to the district manager.  The survey was utilized to 
obtain reliable district manager perceptions of the product quality of the new facility and 
the quality of service provided by the construction and design teams during the design 
and construction process.  The focus on recently completed projects was expected to 
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improve the quality of the data being provided.  The data obtained served as the 
performance measures for the previously described Service Quality and Product Quality 
metrics.  The objective was to obtain one completed survey to represent each project for 
which the historical data collection had been completed in stage one. 
 
4.5.2 Survey Instrument 
A copy of the survey instrument developed for this research is included in 
Appendix B.  The original questionnaire utilized for the Konchar (1997) study (Appendix 
G) was utilized as the basis of design for the current research survey instrument.  Note 
however, that the objective of the current research was not to replicate the Konchar 
(1997) study.  Nonetheless, because of the widespread acceptance of the Konchar and 
Sanvido (1998) research, which was completed utilizing the Konchar (1997) data, it was 
beneficial to utilize the original survey as a starting point for the current study.  The 
structure and content of the Konchar questionnaire was scrutinized by the researcher to 
ensure that questions were consistent and effective at providing reliable and valid 
responses.  Additionally, questions were compared to the guidelines provided by Dillman 
(2009) in order to correct for improperly structured or worded questions.  Visual design 
properties were also reviewed, updated, and enhanced to provide a contemporary and 
professional appearance to the document. 
Within this process, questions were added, deleted, or modified as required to 
obtain the information necessary to satisfy the needs of the current research.  For 
example, all questions were designed to narrow the focus to public school projects in lieu 
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of the variety of project types as was the case in the Konchar questionnaire.  
Additionally, the Konchar format had been developed in sections to collect facility and 
delivery system data in the initial sections, performance data in the mid-sections, and 
reasons for respondent answers in the closing sections (Konchar, 1997).  This linear 
collection approach allowed for collection of the objective data at the beginning of the 
survey followed by the more subjective data in the closing sections (Ibid).  For the 
purpose of the current study, school and district information were included in the initial 
section, but all remaining demographic questions were provided in the closing section.  
Construction and project cost and schedule performance questions were not included 
within the survey since those data had previously been collected in stage one.  Questions 
regarding the cost issues associated with claims and warranty issues were positioned at 
the end of the survey, just prior to the demographics.  This left the main body of the 
survey dedicated to the quality performance of the construction, design, and project teams 
in the production of the finished product.    
Other modifications were required to introduce elements of modern terminology.  
For example, in Section VI:  Project Team Selection portion of the Konchar (1997) 
survey, the first question read: 
Mark the appropriate oval for each of the following attributes of your project 
team: 
 Project Team Selection 
  (  ) Open Bidding  (  ) Prequalified Bidding 
  (  ) Negotiated Contract (  ) Contract Documents 
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Although the selection options were appropriate at the time, these selections did not 
provide for the possible responses of:  Qualifications-Based Selection, Best-Value 
Selection, or other variations utilized for the procurement of construction services in 
today’s market.  Research shows that state agencies are currently adopting these methods 
of procurement (Abdelrahman, Zayed, & Elyamany, 2008).  Thus, it was important for 
the survey questions to be modified utilizing appropriate modern terminology in order to 
obtain proper responses and useful information in the current period. 
Overall, the survey instrument was designed to facilitate the efficient collection of 
reliable data required for analysis of the previously identified performance metrics of 
time, cost, and quality for the projects under study. 
 
4.5.3 Survey Mode 
The survey was hosted on an internet based platform and invitations to complete 
surveys were distributed via email containing a link to the web-based survey.  
Respondents were then able to access their individually coded surveys, completing them 
in one sitting or returning to them at the most opportune time to meet their schedules.  
Consideration was given to those respondents that may have preferred a more traditional 
hard copy method or had difficulty accessing an online platform and, although these 
issues did not occur, alternative distribution through postal mail or email attachment was 
developed.  Care was taken to ensure that the survey questions presented in each mode 
had the same meaning to all respondents and that the questions would elicit the 
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appropriate types of responses from those responding to the survey.  A modified Dillman 
(2009) approach for implementing the surveys was applied as follows: 
 Personalized all contacts with respondents 
 Performed multiple methods of contact, each with a different look and appeal 
o Information about the survey was provided in phone calls, introductory letter, 
and instructions during the initial contacts for the stage one data collection 
o A brief phone discussion of the research was conducted with each respondent 
prior to distribution of the questionnaire 
o The questionnaire was distributed including a detailed cover letter 
o Thank you and reminder emails were distributed as applicable 
o A personal phone contact was made to those not responding timely 
o A replacement questionnaire was distributed as required 
o Final appeals were made to non-respondents by phone and email as required 
Due to the importance of reaching the minimal number of targeted responses 
noted in Table 4.3 and the relatively small number of surveys distributed, every effort 
was made to control for nonresponse and increase the response rate.  Per the Dillman 
approach listed above, personal contacts and follow-ups were made with the respondents 
in order to support the effort, reduce survey errors, and increase survey response rates 
(Ibid).  Prior to the distribution of the survey, a personal contact was made to the district 
manager that would be participating in the survey process.  The overall research and 
confidentiality agreement were explained and the manager was asked to gather any 
required project data necessary to complete the survey.  A schedule for the distribution 
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and completion of the survey was then arranged.  Providing advanced notice allowed 
respondents an opportunity to prepare for the survey and helped the researcher to build 
credibility and trust with the respondents, which served to increase the survey response 
rate and accuracy (Ibid). 
 
4.6 Pilot Study 
A pilot test of the survey instrument utilized in stage two was conducted from 
April 8 to April 19, 2013.  During this period, the survey was distributed to construction 
managers in 20 of the largest public school districts in the state of Tennessee.  These 
districts were selected as a convenience sample outside of the actual study area and the 
data collected will not be utilized in the actual study in order to eliminate the possibility 
of bias or data corruption.  Utilization of public school district managers for the pilot 
study provided useful feedback from the perspective of respondents that are very similar 
to those that will be participating in the actual study.  Prior to distribution of the survey, a 
phone discussion was completed with each district manager or his representative 
explaining the basis of the research and the pilot test.  Respondents were asked to 
complete the survey and to note any problematic questions and any structural or 
formatting issues within the survey questions or the survey instructions. 
Following the distribution and return of the survey, respondents were contacted to 
discuss their perception of the overall survey in order to determine problematic issues 
that would need to be addressed.  Overall, 11 completed surveys were returned from the 
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20 district construction managers for a response ratio of 55%.  The following written 
comments were obtained: 
 “I do not have any real suggestions to offer in modifying your survey.  I felt it is 
concise in its questioning and appeared tailored to the data that you are trying to 
retrieve.” 
 “It made sense to me.  The only item that I would possibly look at would be the 
format for the contract values.  I would set it up where it automatically changed to 
currency.  With these large projects I could see where someone could leave off a 
zero.” 
 “The survey bogged down on design cost and dates page with information that is 
archived, exact dates and figures are not readily available.  I quit the survey at that 
point because it would take several hours to assimilate that exact data.  Prior to 
that I would rate it as well above average in design.  Had the cost and scheduling 
data been estimates rather than specifics then I would have been comfortable 
continuing.” 
 “I thought the survey was straight forward and easy to understand.” 
 
The cost and schedule data entry issues noted above were rectified.  While 
conducting the actual research, it was not necessary to include survey questions related to 
these issues since the cost and schedule data were received during the historical data 
collection stage. 
 
4.7 Institutional Review Board Approval 
Approval was provided for both stages of the research by the Clemson University 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) and copies of the approval letters are provided in 
Appendix H. 
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CHAPTER 5: 
RESEARCH ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This Chapter begins with an explanation of the assimilation, validation, and 
verification of the historical and survey data followed by a description of the data 
distribution.  The procedures utilized to conduct the testing and analysis are described 
along with a detailed explanation of the results obtained for each individual performance 
metric.  A summary of the findings and a detailed discussion regarding their implications 
will be presented along with recommendations in the following chapter. 
 
5.2 Data Assimilation 
5.2.1 Historical Data 
The data collection process began in May of 2012 and was completed in 
December of 2013.  Initial phone and email contacts were made to district managers and 
data collection forms were distributed utilizing the procedures described in Chapter 4.  
Follow up calls and emails were utilized to communicate with district managers or their 
representatives throughout the process.  Copies of project documents were collected via 
postal mail, email, and a number of onsite meetings during which the researcher was able 
to review and copy the pertinent project documents directly from district files. 
Various levels of cooperation were obtained from the district managers.  Many of 
those contacted responded favorably to the research, freely providing documentation and 
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other information about their programs during both phone and email discussions.  Others 
were a little resistant and required numerous follow up contacts in order to eventually 
complete the project file containing all required documents.  Although no scientific data 
collection method was employed to collect reasons for the resistance, those most often 
cited were due (in no particular order) to: 
 labor and copy costs of participation 
 limited access to documentation 
 too busy due to staff reductions or existing projects 
The remaining district managers either would not return emails or calls, or began the 
process and then were either unwilling or not able to provide the complete set of project 
documents due to unknown reasons.  Partial data collection was achieved on more than 
200 qualifying projects with approximately 170 of those project files nearing completion. 
Districts in North Carolina, Florida, and South Carolina were contacted utilizing 
the procedure described above and the process in Georgia began in the same manner.  
However, midway through the data collection stage the documents on file at the Georgia 
DOE became available.  A review of all available files was conducted, resulting in the 
retrieval of partial documents from more than 60 qualified projects.  Follow up contacts 
made to district managers constructing those schools resulted in the completion of 32 
additional project files for a total of 44 Georgia projects.  The numbers of projects for 
which complete documents were obtained in the remaining states were:  36 in Florida, 44 
in North Carolina, and 25 in South Carolina, for a total of 149 projects. 
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A follow up data collection effort was completed in order to obtain previously 
unrequested documents.  Late in the data collection process, it became apparent to the 
researcher that a comparison of project duration modifications associated with change 
orders should be included within the research analysis.  In order to accomplish this task, a 
review of the final change order for each project would need to be conducted in order to 
determine whether or not the original completion date had been revised, and if so, by how 
many days.  A review of all previously collected project files was performed.  Where 
files were identified that did not contain final change orders, district managers were 
contacted, and requests for the documents were made.  In cases where final change orders 
had not been issued or were otherwise not available, written confirmations regarding any 
project duration changes were obtained from the district managers. 
 
5.2.2 Survey Data 
Following the collection of historical data for each project, district managers were 
sent emails containing links to the research surveys as described in the previous chapter.  
The district managers were requested to complete the surveys based on their knowledge 
and perceptions of the recently completed public school facilities for which they had 
submitted project data.  Follow up requests were made by various methods in order to 
increase survey response with the knowledge that projects that did not receive a 
completed survey would be eliminated from the study.  Overall, there were only 10 
projects of the 149 that were eliminated from the study due to non-completion of the 
survey:  6 projects in Florida, 3 projects in Georgia, and 1 from the state of South 
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Carolina.  This corresponds to a response ratio of 93.3% leaving the total number of 
projects within the study at 139.  Note that two projects were eliminated during the final 
validation process and testing for outliers as shall be explained in the next section.   
 
5.3 Data Verification and Validation 
5.3.1 Historical Data 
As noted in the historical data collection section, only original project documents 
and official records were utilized to provide the cost and time performance data required 
for the testing and analysis completed within this research.  This requirement was 
initiated to ensure that accurate data were being furnished and to provide a means to 
verify information entered into the database or in other cases where inconsistencies were 
detected.  Utilization of this method of data collection also provided an opportunity to 
obtain the most precise and robust results. 
The historical documents collected during stage one were separated into 
individual project files and grouped by state in preparation for the initial screening and 
validation procedure.  Documents were reviewed for accuracy and completeness based on 
their ability to provide the data required to populate the individual cost, time, and 
demographic variables necessary to conduct testing and analysis.  Where required, data 
were compared to state provided database information for validation.  Historical project 
data were recorded in an electronic spreadsheet file and sorted in preparation for 
statistical analysis.  Throughout the data collection period extreme care was taken to 
avoid data recording and entry errors.  Cross-checking of project documents with owner, 
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architect, and contractor payment and schedule records was utilized as required to ensure 
accuracy.  Projects for which data were found to be incomplete or unverifiable were 
eliminated.   
As an additional step toward verification and validation, a complete review of all 
files in comparison to the data collection spreadsheet was completed.  At that time, 
several inaccuracies were detected and corrected.  Additionally, 1 North Carolina project 
was eliminated from the study due to the discovery that the project was only an addition 
to an existing facility, not a new project.  During the analysis stage, a review of possible 
outliers revealed that 1 of the Georgia projects was not a new, full facility project.  This 
project was removed from the data file dropping the total number of validated projects to 
137 as shown in Figure 5.1.  Note that the numbers and percentages of projects from each 
state closely match that of the population previously shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Validated Sample 
Florida 
30, 22%
Georgia
40, 29%
North Carolina
43, 31%
South Carolina 
24, 18%
Sample:  n = 137 Projects
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5.3.2 Survey Data 
For the stage two data collection, several different efforts were made in order to 
improve the validity and accuracy of the data.  For example, it is expected that providing 
advanced notice to respondents that the survey was forthcoming and allowing them to 
utilize existing project records to assist with their responses improved both the validity 
and precision of the information obtained.  Additionally, the personal contact maintained 
with district managers throughout the data collection process helped to maintain and 
verify the validity of responses.  Furthermore, focusing the research on recently 
completed projects was expected to assist district manager recall of contractor and 
architect performance on those projects thus, improving data accuracy.  And finally, steps 
were taken to limit bias.  For example, programming of the survey distribution and 
collection software prior to the survey being distributed prevented respondents from 
submitting more than one survey or the dispersal of surveys to other parties that could 
possibly have provided inaccurate information skewing the results. 
Once the surveys were completed, the data collected in nominal form were 
analyzed, formatted, and coded into a numerical format within the survey software 
program in preparation for statistical analysis.  The information was then exported 
directly into a spreadsheet where it could be merged with the previously entered cost and 
time data.  This direct processing of information reduced the opportunity for data entry 
errors during transcription.  A final check of the complete data file was accomplished by 
sorting the data by comparative demographic codes to ensure that all data lines in both 
datasets had transferred accurately. 
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Note that all data files have been stored in password protected file locations and 
respondent identifiers were not stored or aggregated with the datasets in order to ensure 
confidentiality of the data.  Merged datasets that included respondent identifiers were 
utilized during brief periods and no sharing of the merged data files was allowed.  All 
individual confidentiality forms are maintained in a separate location from the datasets 
and coded study instruments. 
 
5.4 Data Distribution 
 The distribution of the project data obtained from the 137 sample projects is 
presented in the following sections.  For testing purposes, project data were distributed 
based on delivery method, project type, state, and all various combinations of these 
variables.  Therefore, a thorough explanation of the distributions is expected to improve 
comprehension of the research results presented in later sections of this chapter.  As will 
be shown in the following subsections and surmised at the end of the distribution section, 
distribution of the sample into multiple levels reduces the numbers and ratios of different 
projects to be analyzed within each category such that the power of the tests to detect 
statistically significant differences between the project performance measures is 
diminished. 
 
5.4.1 Project Delivery Method 
Figure 5.2 reveals that 86, 63% of the 137 projects included in the overall sample 
were completed utilizing the Design-Bid-Build method, while 51, 37% of the projects 
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were constructed utilizing CM at-Risk.  These distributions support the FMI/CMAA 
(2007, 2010) evidence of project delivery utilization presented in Figure 2.7.  The large 
numbers of projects and proportional distributions within each category improved the 
opportunity for obtaining robust results through statistical analysis. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Sample Distribution  
by Project Delivery Method 
 
 
5.4.2 Project Type  
Three types of public school projects were included in the sample:  Elementary, 
Middle, and High schools.  As shown in Figure 5.3, the largest proportion of projects 
included within the sample were of the Elementary project type with 81, 59%, followed 
by Middle schools at 32, 23%*, and High schools with 24, 18%.  The large numbers of 
Design-Bid-
Build, 86, 63%
CM at-Risk, 
51, 37%
Sample:  n = 137 Projects
*Includes four K-8 projects.
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projects included within each type, particularly within that of the Elementary type, 
provide opportunities to obtain robust results from the research analysis. 
  
 
Figure 5.3 Sample Distribution by Project Type 
 
*It must be noted that the data from four K-8 type projects constructed utilizing 
the CM at-Risk project delivery method were received from districts in Florida during the 
data collection stage.  Noting that these projects did not fit within the defined Elementary, 
Middle, and High project types, a detailed review of the mean and median values of the 
project variables:  Project Size, Project Cost, Unit Cost, Student Capacity, Construction 
Duration, and Project Duration from schools constructed utilizing the CM at-Risk method 
was conducted in order to determine if it was viable for the K-8 schools to be utilized 
within one of the existing project types. 
The K-8 school projects were found to most closely fit the Middle school type.  
With respect to Project Size, the K-8 mean was less than 1% larger with a difference of 
Elementary
81, 59%
Middle
32, 23%
High 
24, 18%
Sample: n = 137 Projects
*Includes four K-8 projects. 
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only 502 square feet.  Similarly, Construction Cost was a relatively good fit with Middle 
schools, where the mean difference was $845,178, 2.73% larger for the K-8 schools.  
However, the mean Student Capacity of K-8 projects was significantly larger than that of 
Middle schools, with a mean difference of 297 students, 25.3% more.  The K-8 Student 
Capacity more closely resembled that of High schools, where the difference in means was 
only 19 students, 1.3% less.  The differences noted above were most pronounced within 
the analysis of the Unit Cost and Student Cost variables.  The mean Unit Cost for the K-8 
schools at $199.52 was shown to be $14.39 per square foot, 7.8% more than Middle 
schools although, the median Unit Cost of the Middle type at $198.02 was a relatively 
good fit.  The K-8 mean Unit Cost more closely resembled that of the High school type, 
where the difference in means was only $5.42 per square foot, 2.8% less.  The K-8 per 
Student Cost of $23,141 was shown to be $5,072, 18%, less than that of Middle schools.  
The K-8 Student Cost aligned better with the Elementary type, having a difference of 
only $2,703, 10.5% less.  The mean Actual Construction duration for the K-8 schools was 
most like that of the Middle school type, with a mean difference of 75 days less for K-8 
schools.  However, the mean Actual Project duration was more like that of the 
Elementary type, with a mean difference of 42 days less.  Similarly, the K-8 mean Project 
Schedule Growth percent was most like that of the Elementary type, with a mean 
difference of 0.5% less.        
Based on the overall analysis of the K-8 schools, the final determination was to 
include the 4 projects within the Middle school type.  However, a separate level of testing 
excluding the K-8 data was conducted as a comparative measure to ensure that inclusion 
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of the differences specific to K-8 schools was not able to influence the significance of the 
overall results.  Differences experienced are noted within the section describing each 
variable tested. 
 
5.4.3 Project Delivery Method and Project Type 
Figure 5.4 presents the distribution of projects by both project delivery method 
and project type.  Note that all project types maintained a similar distribution to that of 
the overall sample distributed by project delivery method alone.  Elementary projects  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Sample Distribution by  
Project Delivery Method and Project Type 
Design-
Bid-Build 
16, 67%
CM at-Risk
8, 33%
High Sample:  nh = 24
Design-
Bid-Build   
19, 59%
CM at-Risk
13, 41%
Middle Sample:  nm = 32
*Includes four K-8 projects.
Design-
Bid-Build   
51, 63%
CM at-Risk
30, 37%
Elementary Sample:  ne = 81
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were distributed at 37% CM at-Risk and 63% Design-Bid-Build, Middle schools at 41% 
CM at-Risk and 59% Design-Bid-Build, and High schools with 33% CM at-Risk and 
67% Design-Bid-Build.  Examination of this distribution provided confirmation that 
sample data were relatively uniform across all project types providing the opportunity for 
robust results from analysis at both the overall and project type levels. 
 
5.4.4 State 
 The sample distributed by state was previously presented as Figure 5.1 during the 
verification and validation process discussion and is shown below in Figure 5.5 for 
purposes of clarity.  It is evident from the figure that the sample contains relatively large 
numbers of projects from each state and that the distribution fairly represents the planned 
proportional distributions targeted at 29% from Florida, 34% from Georgia, 24% from 
North Carolina, and 13% from South Carolina as originally presented in Table 4.3. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Sample Distribution by State 
Florida 
30, 22%
Georgia
40, 29%
North 
Carolina
43, 31%
South 
Carolina 
24, 18%
Sample:  n = 137
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5.4.5 Project Delivery Method and State 
Distributions by project delivery and state are provided in Figure 5.6 that follows.  
Note that North Carolina, with 16 CM at-Risk and 27 Design-Bid-Build projects had the 
same proportional distribution, 37% and 63% respectively, as that of the overall sample 
previously presented in Figure 5.2.  The South Carolina projects had a similar distribution 
to the sample, although not quite as exacting, with 21% CM at-Risk and 79% Design-
Bid-Build.  The relatively large number of projects constructed with each method within 
North Carolina and South Carolina allowed for robust comparison of the performance 
metrics at this level.  Additionally, the similarities of the distributions between the project  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 5.6 Sample Distribution by  
Project Delivery Method and State 
 
Design-
Bid-
Build
4, 13%
CM at-
Risk 
26, 87%
FL Sample:  nfl = 30
Design-
Bid-
Build 
36, 90%
CM at-
Risk 
4, 10%
GA Sample:  nga = 40
Design-
Bid-
Build
27, 63%
CM at-
Risk
16, 37%
NC Sample:  nnc = 43
Design-
Bid-
Build 
19, 79%
CM at-
Risk 
5, 21%
SC Sample:  nsc = 24
*Includes four K-8 projects. 
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data of these states and the overall sample allowed for an important means to corroborate 
the results obtained at the overall level.  Conversely, projects across Florida were 
constructed primarily utilizing CM at-Risk; whereas in Georgia, Design-Bid-Build was 
the predominant method utilized.  Results obtained through analysis of Florida or 
Georgia project data in isolation were examined with increased scrutiny due to the 
reduced percentage of projects included within each project delivery method category.  
 
5.4.6 Project Type and State 
Distributions by project type and state as presented below revealed that the largest 
proportions of all schools in each state remained Elementary schools as previously shown  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 5.7 Sample by Project Type by State 
Elementary
21, 70%
Middle 
7, 23%
High
2, 7%
FL Sample:  nfl = 30
*Includes four K-8 projects.
Elementary 
17, 42%
Middle 
12, 30%
High
11, 28%
GA Sample:  nga = 40
Elementary
31, 72%
Middle
5, 12%
High
7, 16%
NC Sample: nnc = 43
Elementary
12, 50%
Middle 
8, 33%
High
4, 17%
SC Sample: nsc = 24
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for the overall sample in Figure 5.2.  Slightly smaller proportions of both Middle and  
High school projects, 12% and 16% respectively, were obtained from North Carolina, 
increasing the proportion of Elementary schools in that state to 72%, the highest within 
the sample.  Alternately, slightly larger proportions of both Middle and High schools, 
30% and 28% respectively, were collected from Georgia.  The South Carolina 
distribution contained a slightly larger proportion of Middle schools with 33% and 
maintained a relatively even proportion of High school projects at 17%.  A smaller 
proportion of High school projects, only 7%, were submitted from the state of Florida.  
The importance of the differences noted will become immediately obvious when these 
projects are further distributed by delivery method in the next section. 
 
5.4.7 Project Delivery Method, Project Type, and State 
 A distribution of the sample data utilizing the categories of project delivery 
method, project type, and state distributed the data such that many project categories 
were beyond the level of viable comparative analysis.  For example, as shown in Figure 
5.8, there were no Design-Bid-Build Middle or High school projects in the state of 
Florida and no CM at-Risk Elementary schools in Georgia.  Similarly, only 2 CM at-Risk 
Middle and High schools existed at this level in Georgia, while only 1 High, 2 Middle, 
and 2 Elementary schools were constructed utilizing CM at-Risk in South Carolina.   
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Figure 5.8 Sample Distribution by Project Delivery 
Method, Project Type, and State  
 
However, the relatively large number of Elementary projects included in the North 
Carolina sample at 31, coupled with a relatively even distribution by project delivery 
methods of 11 CM at-Risk and 20 Design-Bid-Build made comparison viable at this level 
with regard to Elementary schools.  Note however, that the smaller numbers of projects 
included within the North Carolina Middle and High categories increased the difficulty 
for viable analysis at this level.  Similarly, the Florida Elementary school sample 
technically contained a viable number of projects for statistical comparison.  However, 
the small sample size coupled with the wide disparity between the number of CM at-Risk 
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Elementary projects at 17 and the 4 completed with Design-Bid-Build serve to challenge 
the ability for viable analysis.  
 
5.4.8 Implications of Sample Distributions 
 As described in the sections above, analysis of the sample at different levels 
impacts the ability of the testing procedures.  Distribution of the sample into multiple 
levels reduces the numbers and ratios of the different projects analyzed within each 
category, which diminishes the power of the t-testing procedures to detect statistically 
significant differences between the project performance measures.  In order to simplify 
the discussion and improve understanding for the reader, the presentation of analytical 
results of the historical project data presented in the next sections will be delivered on 
two levels as described below: 
 Primary Findings - obtained through analysis of the sample distributed by  
o Project Delivery Method 
o Project Delivery Method and Project Type 
o Project Delivery Method and State for North Carolina and South Carolina 
o Project Delivery Method, Project Type, and State for North Carolina 
Elementary schools only  
 Secondary Findings - obtained through analysis of the sample distributed by 
o Project Delivery Method and State for Florida and Georgia 
o Project Delivery Method, Project Type, and State for all states except North 
Carolina  
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5.5 Historical Data Analysis 
5.5.1 Testing Procedures 
Hypothesis tests and statistical evaluations were completed utilizing two group t-
tests and chi-square (x2) distributions.  All testing procedures were carried out based on a 
95% confidence interval utilizing SAS 9.3 (Statistical Analysis System) software.  Based 
on the results obtained from these testing methods, use of regression analysis was not 
deemed to be warranted.  More than 600 individual tests were completed to compare the 
public school projects utilizing cost, schedule, size, capacity, and quality metrics. 
Initial comparisons began with t-testing of the mean values of all CM at-Risk 
cost, schedule, size, and capacity variables against the mean values of all corresponding 
Design-Bid-Build variables.  Additional testing was conducted for each variable 
individually by State (Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina) and by 
Project Type (Elementary, Middle, and High), and by all possible combinations of State 
and Type.  Supplementary testing was completed utilizing the creation of Size and Age 
variables in an attempt to examine differences in school projects related to their 
magnitudes of cost and duration.  The Size variable was created by separating all projects 
into two categories based on their Final Construction Cost being either “less than and 
equal to” or “greater than” the median Final Construction Cost.  The Age variable was 
created by separating all projects into two categories based on their Construction Factor 
Year being “less than and equal to” or “greater than” the median year.  Additional testing 
by Size and Age revealed no significant differences among the results.  
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5.5.2 Project Size (Gross SF) 
Primary Findings:  The analysis revealed no statistically significant Project Size 
difference between CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build school projects in terms of Gross 
SF when comparison was made by project delivery method as shown in Figure 5.9.  The  
 
 
Figure 5.9 Testing of Project Size by  
Project Delivery Method 
 
 
mean Gross SF size of CM at-Risk projects at 144,094 SF was 6,601 SF smaller than 
those of Design-Bid-Build at 150,695 SF.  Comparison of the Project Size medians 
revealed similar results with CM at-Risk projects being 12,863 Gross SF smaller.   
Additional testing by project type revealed no statistically significant Project Size 
differences.  The mean Gross SF size of CM at-Risk Elementary schools was 757.5 SF 
smaller, the CM at-Risk Middle school mean was 19,792 SF larger, and for High schools 
the CM at-Risk mean was 50,553 SF smaller.  The project size difference experienced 
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with CM at-Risk Middle schools can partially be explained due to the inclusion of the K-
8 schools in the Florida Middle school sample.  Further testing completed without 
inclusion of K-8 school data revealed that the mean CM at-Risk Middle school Gross SF 
Size difference dropped by 155 SF to 19,637 SF.  Neither of the comparisons resulted in 
a statistically significant difference.  Additionally, although the High school mean  
 
 
Figure 5.10 Testing of High School Project Size 
 
difference was not statistically significant, an investigation of the cause of the wide 
disparity revealed that two relatively small CM at-Risk projects, one relatively small 
Design-Bid-Build project, and one relatively large Design-Bid-Build project were 
included in the High school sample as shown in Figure 5.10.  Analysis of the median 
Gross SF of CM at-Risk High projects at 261,187 and Design-Bid-Build projects at 
272,464 produced a median difference of only 11,277 SF. 
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Testing by state revealed no statistically significant results.  North Carolina CM 
at-Risk schools were 18,524.3 SF larger, and South Carolina CM at-Risk schools were 
20,524.6 SF smaller.   
Statistically significant results were not obtained during testing by delivery 
method, project type, and state combined.   
 
Secondary Findings:  Testing by state revealed no statistically significant results.  The 
mean Project Size for Florida CM at-Risk schools was 17,163.3 Gross SF larger, Georgia 
CM at-Risk schools were 29,149.3 Gross SF larger.  The Florida size differential can 
partially be explained by the inclusion of the K-8 projects, which was reduced to 
10,814.7 Gross SF with their removal.  No statistically significant results were obtained 
during testing by delivery method, project type, and state combined.   
 
5.5.3 Student Capacity 
Primary Findings:  The analysis revealed no statistically significant Student Capacity 
difference between CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build projects when comparison was 
completed by delivery method.  The mean CM at-Risk Student Capacity of 1,041.8 
students was almost 32 students fewer than that of Design-Bid-Build projects.   
Testing by project type revealed that CM at-Risk Middle schools had significantly 
larger Student Capacities with a mean difference of 213.1 students and a p-value of 
0.0421.  However, the difference dropped to 121.6 students, not statistically significant, 
when the K-8 projects were removed. 
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 Statistically significant results were not obtained during testing by state for North 
and South Carolina projects nor when testing for delivery method, project type, and state 
combined.   
 
Secondary Findings:  Additional testing by state revealed that Florida CM at-Risk 
projects had significantly larger Student Capacities with a mean difference of 153 
students and a p-value of 0.0259.  However, the difference was reduced to 72 students, 
not statistically significant, with the removal of the K-8 projects. 
When testing by project delivery method, project type, and state combined, only 
North Carolina High projects showed a statistically significant difference with 1,887.7 
students for CM at-Risk vs. 1556.5 for Design-Bid-Build.  The mean difference was 
331.2 and the p-value was 0.0386.   
 
5.5.4 Square Foot (SF) per Student 
Primary Findings:  The project metric Square Foot per Student was created utilizing the 
Gross SF area and Student Capacity data collected from each project.  Results of the 
analysis of this metric revealed no statistically significant difference between the CM at-
Risk and Design-Bid-Build project means at 141.4 and 139.2 SF per Student respectively 
when tested by delivery method.  Removal of the K-8 projects marginally increased the 
difference in means from 2.18 to 4.16 SF per Student.   
Testing by project type revealed that the CM at-Risk Middle school mean was 
7.89 SF per Student smaller than Design-Bid-Build, but this difference was reversed with 
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CM at-Risk being slightly larger, 2.21 SF per Student, with the removal of the K-8 
schools. 
When examined by state, the only notable difference was seen in South Carolina 
with CM at-Risk schools being 35.36 SF per Student larger.  This difference was not 
statistically significant.   
 
Secondary Findings: 
Significant differences were not obtained during testing of SF per Student by state 
in Florida or Georgia or by project delivery method, project type, and state combined. 
 
5.5.5 Normalization of Cost Data 
Prior to conducting the analysis, all costs were normalized to 2012 US dollars 
utilizing historical cost indexes and methods provided by RS Means (2013).  For 
verification purposes, costs were factored and tested utilizing two individual methods.  
First, all costs were normalized utilizing RS Means in order to “estimate and compare 
construction costs in different cities for different years” (RS Means, 2013, p. 459).  Cost 
variables for all projects were then normalized to a 2012, Charlotte, North Carolina 
location prior to being statistically analyzed.  (Cost estimates for 2012, Charlotte Public 
Schools are provided in Appendix I.  Median public school costs published by School 
Planning and Management, 2013 are provided in Appendix J.)  As a verification 
procedure, a Region Average was created to mirror the RS Means National 30 City 
Average.  The Region Average included all cities listed in RS Means for the 4 state study 
area (Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina) plus Chattanooga, Tennessee 
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and Mobile, Alabama.  These 2 cities were added to the Region Average due to projects 
that were constructed within the study area, but were located in close proximity to these 
out of state cities.  Cost performance variables for all projects were then normalized 
utilizing the 2012 Region Average and a separate round statistical analysis was 
conducted. 
A detailed comparison of the results obtained through analysis of both sets of 
normalized data was conducted.  Although factored cost variables utilizing the Region 
Average proved to be marginally higher than those factored utilizing the Charlotte Factor, 
cost increases were relative across both the CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build school 
projects.  The comparative analysis revealed virtually no differences in the performance 
variable test results, whether costs were factored by the 2012 Charlotte Factor or the 2012 
Region Average.  For the purpose of this study, all costs utilized and reported throughout 
the analysis were those obtained employing the Charlotte Factor normalization 
procedure. 
A complete report of the SAS data analysis of conducted at the project delivery 
level including means, differences, standard deviations, and confidence limits for cost 
and schedule performance metrics discussed throughout the data analysis sections is 
provided in Appendix K. 
 
5.5.6 Construction Cost 
Primary Findings:  The analysis indicated that CM at-Risk projects had significantly 
higher costs in terms of the Original Construction Cost and Final Construction Cost when 
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comparisons were made by project delivery method.  The mean Original Construction 
Cost for CM at-Risk projects was $26,001,207, which was $5,040,740, 24.0% higher (p-
value 0.0148) than the mean of $20,960,467 for Design-Bid-Build projects.  The mean 
Final Construction Cost for CM at-Risk projects was $26,101,221, which was 
$4,820,935, 22.7% higher (p-value 0.0230) than Design-Bid-Build at $21,280,286.   
 
Note:  a summary of the construction and project cost analysis is provided in Figure 
5.14, page 114.  
 
 
Figure 5.11 Testing of Final Construction Cost by  
Project Delivery Method 
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Additional testing by project type revealed that means for Construction Cost were 
significantly higher for CM at-Risk Elementary projects, having a mean difference of 
$4,707,176, 31.0%, with a p-value less than 0.0001, and CM at-Risk Middle schools, 
having a mean difference of $12,396,328, 65.7%, with p-value less than 0.0001. 
   
 
Figure 5.12 Testing of Final Construction Cost by  
North Carolina Elementary Schools 
 
Note that the mean difference for Middle schools was reduced to $12,136,273, 63.5%, 
with p-value of 0.0029, after removal of the K-8 schools.  The mean Final Construction 
Cost of CM at-Risk High schools was lower than that of Design-Bid-Build, with a mean 
difference of $2,582,749, 5.9%.  However, with a p-value of 0.6103, the difference was 
not significant.  Note that the previously presented mean Project Size of CM at-Risk High 
schools revealed that these schools were 50,553 square feet smaller than their Design-
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Bid-Build counterparts, which accounts for the lower Construction Cost.  Furthermore, as 
presented in an upcoming section, the CM at-Risk High schools were shown to have a 
mean Unit Cost that was $25.48 per square foot higher than that of Design-Bid-Build.      
Testing by state revealed that means for Construction Cost performance metrics 
were higher for CM at-Risk projects across both North and South Carolina, although, a 
statistically significant difference was obtained only in North Carolina.  The mean 
difference was $8,932,103, 46.6%, higher for CM at-Risk, with a p-value of 0.0248.  In 
South Carolina, the CM at-Risk mean was only $382,505 higher. 
Further testing by delivery method, project type, and state combined revealed that 
the mean Final Construction Cost of North Carolina Elementary schools constructed 
utilizing CM at-Risk was $20,145,201, which was $5,113,654, 34.0%, higher (p-value 
0.0087) than the mean value of those constructed utilizing Design-Bid-Build.   
 
Secondary Findings:  Testing by state revealed that means for Construction Cost 
performance metrics were higher for CM at-Risk projects in Florida and Georgia, 
although, a significant difference was obtained only in Florida.  The mean difference was 
$6,548,503, 35.3%, higher for CM at-Risk with a p-value of 0.0064.  Note that the mean 
difference in Florida was reduced to $5,324,023, but remained significantly higher, with 
p-value of 0.0356, after the K-8 schools were removed for testing.  The mean Final 
Construction Cost of Georgia CM at-Risk projects was shown to be higher than Design-
Bid-Build by $6,574,564. 
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South Carolina Elementary and Middle and North Carolina Middle schools 
constructed with CM at-Risk were shown to have significantly higher means for 
Construction Cost.  The mean for South Carolina Elementary schools constructed 
utilizing CM at-Risk was $20,885,365, which was $6,001,571, 40.3%, higher (p-value 
0.0008) than the mean value of those constructed utilizing the Design-Bid-Build method.  
The mean for South Carolina Middle schools utilizing CM at-Risk was $27,288,797, 
which was $7,466,635, 37.7%, higher (p-value 0.0213) than the mean value of those 
constructed utilizing the Design-Bid-Build method.  The North Carolina Middle school 
mean difference was shown to be $18,438,803, 107%, higher for CM at-Risk schools 
with a p-value of 0.0055, which seemed rather implausible.  However, although a close 
examination of the data revealed that there were only 2 CM at-Risk and 3 Design-Bid-
Build projects in the sample, the projects were similar in square footage and student 
capacity (CM at-Risk marginally larger), and were designed and constructed during the 
same time period (2008-2012).  An examination of the unit cost and student cost means 
revealed that the CM at-Risk schools were higher by $68.69, 56.5%, per square foot and 
$11,078.20, 63.1%, per student. 
 
5.5.7 Design Cost 
Primary Findings:  Testing revealed that there was no statistically significant difference 
between the mean Design Cost of CM at-Risk school projects and that of Design-Bid-
Build projects when comparison was made by project delivery method.  The mean 
Original Design Cost for CM at-Risk school projects was $1,139,885 as compared to 
$1,062,762 for Design-Bid-Build for a difference of $77,123, 7.3%.  The mean Final 
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Design Cost for CM at-Risk was shown to be $187,808, 16.4%, higher than that of 
Design-Bid-Build at $1,147,268. 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Testing of Final Design Cost  
by North Carolina 
 
When viewed by state, North Carolina projects were shown to have a significantly 
higher mean Final Design Cost.  The mean for CM at-Risk projects was $1,549,367, 
whereas Design-Bid-Build was $1,022,919, for a difference of $526,448, 51.5% more 
with a p-value of 0.024.  This can primarily be explained by the fact that design fees are 
most often based on a percentage of the construction cost.  Since the mean Construction 
Cost was shown to be significantly higher for North Carolina CM at-Risk projects, it 
follows that Design Costs for CM at-Risk projects would be higher as well. 
Analysis conducted by project type revealed means for Final Design Cost of CM 
at-Risk Elementary and Middle school projects were significantly higher than those of 
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Design-Bid-Build projects.  The mean Final Design Cost of CM at-Risk Elementary 
schools was $1,051,081, which was $269,918, 34.6%, higher than that of Design-Bid-
Build, p-value less than 0.0001.  For Middle schools, the mean difference was $548,440, 
54%, higher for CM at-Risk with a Final Design Cost of $1,558,850 and a p-value of 
0.0003.  A statistically significant difference was not seen with High schools projects. 
Testing conducted by delivery method, project type, and state combined revealed 
a statistically significant difference in the mean Final Design Cost of North Carolina 
Elementary projects.  Those constructed with the CM at-Risk method had a mean of 
$1,123,411 compared to $718,349 for Design-Bid-Build.  The mean difference of 
$405,062, 56.4%, was significantly higher for CM at-Risk projects, p-value of 0.0010. 
Additionally, per the previously discussed cost information regarding dissimilar 
reporting of reimbursable fees, individual testing revealed no statistically significant 
differences for reimbursable costs of these projects.  Furthermore, since the cost of 
Design Fees was the only difference between the variables of Construction Cost and 
Project Cost, any differences detected while testing variables related to Construction Cost 
directly correlated when testing variables related to Project Cost.   
 
Secondary Findings:  No statistically significant results were obtained during testing of 
the secondary levels of distribution. 
 
5.5.8 Project Cost 
Primary Findings:  The analysis indicated that CM at-Risk projects had significantly 
higher costs in terms of the Original Project Cost and Final Project Cost when 
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comparisons were made by project delivery method.  The mean Original Project Cost for 
CM at-Risk projects was $27,141,092, which was $5,117,863, 23.2%, higher (p-value 
0.0180) than the mean of $22,023,229 for Design-Bid-Build.  The mean Final Project 
Cost for CM at-Risk projects was $27,436,298, which was $5,008,743, 22.3%, higher (p-
value 0.0250) than the mean of $22,427,554 for Design-Bid-Build.  Note that testing of 
the Project Cost metrics has confirmed that Design Cost similarity discussed in the next 
section causes Project Cost to directly correlate with Construction Cost. 
Testing by project type revealed that means for Project Cost were  significantly 
higher for CM at-Risk Elementary projects having a mean difference of $4,977,094, 
31.2%, with a p-value less than 0.0001, and CM at-Risk Middle schools having a mean 
difference of $12,944,768, 65.1%, with p-value less than 0.0001.  Note that the mean 
difference for Middle schools was reduced to $12,584,570, 63.3%, with p-value of 
0.0029 after removal of the K-8 schools.  The mean Final Project Cost of CM at-Risk 
High schools was $3,023,070, 6.6%, lower than that of Design-Bid-Build.  However, 
with a p-value of 0.6103, the difference was not significant.  Furthermore, due to the 
previously described smaller mean Project Size, these schools were shown to have a 
higher Unit Cost as will be described in the following section.  
Testing by state revealed that means for Project Cost performance metrics were 
higher for CM at-Risk projects.  A statistically significant difference was obtained in 
North Carolina, where the mean difference was $9,458,551, 46.8%, higher, with a p-
value of 0.0243.  In South Carolina, the CM at-Risk mean exceeded that of Design-Bid-
Build by only $269,093.   
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Further testing by delivery method, project type, and state combined revealed that 
the mean Final Project Cost of North Carolina Elementary schools constructed utilizing 
CM at-Risk was $21,268,612, which was significantly higher than the mean of Design-
Bid-Build projects by $5,518,716, 35.4%, with a p-value of 0.0069.   
 
Secondary Findings:  In Florida, the Final Project Cost mean difference was 
significantly higher for CM at-Risk by $6,674,837, 33.9%, with a p-value of 0.0081.  The 
mean was reduced to $5,351,032, but remained significantly higher, with a p-value of 
0.0433, after removal of the K-8 projects.  The mean Final Project Cost of Georgia CM 
at-Risk projects was higher than Design-Bid-Build by $6,715,631. 
Testing by delivery method, project type, and state combined revealed that South 
Carolina Elementary and Middle and North Carolina Middle schools constructed with 
CM at-Risk were shown to have significantly higher means for Project Cost.  The CM at-
Risk Project Cost mean for the Elementary schools was $21,912,963, which was 
$6,197,297, 39.4%, higher (p-value 0.0010) than the mean value of Design-Bid-Build.  
The mean for South Carolina Middle schools utilizing CM at-Risk was $28,920,069, 
which was $8,047,826, 38.6%, higher (p-value 0.0196) than those utilizing Design-Bid-
Build.  Additionally, the North Carolina Middle school mean difference was 
$19,243,211, 105%, higher than that of Design-Bid-Build, with a p-value of 0.0059.  This 
extremely high difference was supported by a close inspection of the data, unit costs, and 
student costs. 
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Figure 5.14 Construction and Project Costs by  
Project Delivery Method 
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5.5.9 Unit Cost 
Primary Findings:  The analysis indicated that CM at-Risk school projects had a 
significantly higher mean Unit Cost when comparison was made by project delivery 
method.  The mean Unit Cost for CM at-Risk projects was shown to be $191.60, which 
was $42.80, 28.9%, per Gross SF higher (p-value less than 0.0001) than for Design-Bid-
Build projects at $148.80. 
 
 
Figure 5.15 Testing of Unit Cost by 
Project Delivery Method 
 
A statistically significant difference in the Unit Cost for Elementary schools was 
also noted.  The mean Unit Cost for CM at-Risk Elementary schools was $191.8 as 
compared to $148.0 for Design-Bid-Build making the mean difference $43.87, 29.6%, 
higher per Gross SF, with a p-value less than 0.0001.  CM at-Risk Middle schools were 
also higher with a difference of $55.22, 41.1% per Gross SF over Design-Bid-Build with 
a p-value of 0.0004.  The mean Unit Cost for Middle schools constructed with the CM at-
Risk method was $189.6 as opposed to $134.3 for Design-Bid-Build.  Note that the 
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difference in the CM at-Risk Middle school Unit Cost can partially be explained by the 
inclusion of the K-8 schools.  Removal of these projects dropped the difference to 
$50.79, but the difference remained significant, with a p-value of 0.0020.  CM at-Risk 
High schools were shown to have a mean Unit Cost of $194.05 per square foot, which 
was $25.48 per square foot higher than Design-Bid-Build at $168.56, although the 
difference was marginally insignificant, having a p-value of only 0.0543.  
Additional testing by state revealed a significant Unit Cost difference for both 
North and South Carolina.  The mean difference in North Carolina was $46.90, 29.4%, 
higher per Gross SF, with a p-value of 0.0002.  CM at-Risk projects had a mean Unit 
Cost of $206.60 compared to $159.70 for Design-Bid-Build.  The Unit Cost for South 
Carolina CM at-Risk projects was $205.80 as compared to that of $168.20 for Design-
Bid-Build.  The mean difference was $37.60, 22.4%, higher per Gross SF with a p-value 
of 0.0136. 
Analysis by project type, state, and project delivery method combined revealed a 
significant difference in the Unit Cost mean for North Carolina Elementary schools.  The 
CM at-Risk projects had a mean Unit Cost of $209.4 compared to $162.6 for Design-Bid-
Build for a mean difference of $46.85, 28.8%, higher per square foot, p-value of 0.0096.   
 
Secondary Findings:  Analysis of North Carolina Middle and South Carolina 
Elementary schools also revealed significantly higher means for Unit Cost.  The Unit 
Cost for South Carolina Elementary CM at-Risk projects was $211.3 as compared to that 
of Design-Bid-Build with $164.7 for a mean difference of $46.52, 28.2%, more per 
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square foot, with a p-value of 0.017.  The North Carolina Middle school CM at-Risk 
mean Unit Cost was $190.30 as compared to $121.60 for Design-Bid-Build providing a 
difference of $68.69, 56.5%, more per square foot, with a p-value of 0.0137. 
 
5.5.10 Student Cost 
Primary Findings:  The analysis indicated that CM at-Risk schools had a significantly 
higher mean Student Cost when comparison was made by project delivery method.    
 
 
Figure 5.16 Testing of Student Cost by 
Project Delivery Method 
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The mean Student Cost for CM at-Risk Elementary projects was $25,843.90 per student 
and Design-Bid-Build was $18,946.60.  A statistically significant difference was also 
obtained with analysis of Middle schools, with CM at-Risk projects being $7,000.8, 
35.6%, higher per student, with a p-value of 0.0095.  For CM at-Risk Middle schools, the 
mean Student Cost was $26,652.6 per student vs. $19,651.7 for Design-Bid-Build.  The 
Middle school difference in means rose to $8,561.4 per student remaining significantly 
higher, with a p-value of 0.0014 when the Florida K-8 schools were removed.  CM at-
Risk High schools were shown to have a mean Student Cost of $32,263.60, which was 
$3,570.70 per student higher than Design-Bid-Build at $28,692.90.  The difference was 
not statistically significant.  
Additional testing by state revealed a statistically significant difference of 
$5,675.80 in the mean Student Cost for North Carolina projects with a p-value of 0.0205.  
The mean Student Cost for CM at-Risk projects was 25.9% higher at $27,563.20 per 
student as compared to the mean of Design-Bid-Build at $21,887.40.  In South Carolina, 
the Student Cost was also shown to be significantly higher for CM at-Risk projects 
having a mean difference of $12,657.0, 52.5%, more per student, with a p-value of 
0.0050.  The mean Student Cost for projects constructed with the CM at-Risk method in 
that state was $36,763.0 per student vs. $24,105.9 constructed with Design-Bid-Build. 
Similar to the Unit Cost analysis, testing by project type, state, and delivery 
method combined provided a statistically significant difference in North Carolina 
Elementary Student Cost means.  The CM at-Risk mean Student Cost was $26,784.90 
compared to $21,338.10 for Design-Bid-Build.  The mean difference was $5,446.80, 
25.5%, per student higher, with a p-value of 0.038.   
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Secondary Findings:  North Carolina Middle and South Carolina Elementary schools 
constructed with the CM at-Risk method also had significantly higher means for Student 
Cost.  The North Carolina Middle CM at-Risk mean Student Cost was $28,627.40 per 
student compared to $17,549.20 for Design-Bid-Build providing a difference of 
$11,078.20, 63.1%, higher per student, with a p-value of 0.0025.  Elementary projects 
constructed with CM at-Risk in South Carolina had a mean Student Cost of $31,118.80 
vs. $20,559.20 for a difference of $10,559.60, 51.4% per student with a p-value of 
0.0268. 
 
5.5.11 Cost Growth % 
Primary Findings:  The analysis indicated that Cost Growth on CM at-Risk school 
projects was not significantly different from the Cost Growth on Design-Bid-Build 
school projects when comparison was made by project delivery method.  The mean 
Construction Cost Growth for CM at-Risk projects was 0.32%, which was 0.94% less 
than the 1.25% of Design-Bid- Build projects.  Similarly, Project Cost Growth for CM at-
Risk schools was 1.04%, which was 0.41% less than the 1.45% of Design-Bid-Build 
projects. 
 
Secondary Findings:  Additional testing by project type, state, and project type, state, 
and delivery method combined revealed no statistically significant differences other than 
with Georgia High schools.  The mean Construction Cost Growth for Georgia CM at-
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Risk High projects was -3.36% for a difference of 4.43% lower than that of Design-Bid-
Build at 1.07%.  The p-value was 0.0046. 
 
 
Figure 5.17 Testing of Project Cost Growth by 
Project Delivery Method 
 
5.5.12 Schedule Duration (Days) 
Primary Findings:  The analysis indicated that there were no statistically significant 
differences between CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build school projects with regard to 
Construction or Project Schedule metrics when comparisons were made by project 
delivery method.  The mean Actual Construction duration for CM at-Risk school projects 
at 564.7 days was 4.33 days, 0.76% shorter than the mean of 569.0 days for Design-Bid-
Build.  The mean Actual Project duration for CM at-Risk schools at 1,008.3 days was 
15.30 days, 1.49% shorter than the Design-Bid-Build project mean at 1,023.6 days.   
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Figure 5.18 Testing of Actual Construction and Project Duration  
by Project Delivery Method 
 
There were no significantly different results when project schedule metrics were 
analyzed by project type and the results were mixed.  The mean Actual Construction 
duration for CM at-Risk Elementary projects was 470.3 days vs. 508.4 days for 
Elementary projects constructed utilizing the Design-Bid-Build method for a difference 
of 38.15, 7.5%, fewer days for CM at-Risk.  For Middle schools, the mean Actual 
Construction duration was 627.0 days for CM at-Risk projects as opposed to 598.7 days 
for those constructed with Design-Bid-Build for a difference of 28.32, 4.7%, days longer 
for CM at-Risk.  Likewise, for High schools, the mean Actual Construction duration was 
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28.94 and 71.76 days respectively.  Neither of these differences was statistically 
significant.  Analysis by project type, state, and delivery method combined provided no 
statistically significant differences.   
 
Secondary Findings:  Georgia was the only state in which a statistically significant 
difference was found.  The Georgia mean Actual Construction duration was 240.8 days, 
39.7%, longer for CM at-Risk projects, with a p-value of 0.0283.  The CM at-Risk school 
projects had a mean of 847.5 days vs. 606.7 days for projects constructed utilizing the 
Design-Bid-Build method.  An examination of the data revealed that the 4 CM at-Risk 
projects compared to the 36 Design-Bid-Build projects included in the sample were 2 
High and 2 Middle school projects.  Middle and High projects are larger and tend to have 
longer durations.  Conversely, Florida schools constructed utilizing the CM at-Risk 
method had a mean Actual Construction duration of 507.3 days compared to that of 
Design-Bid-Build with 531.3 days for a mean difference of 23.98, 4.51%, fewer days.  
An examination of the Florida sample revealed that the 4 Design-Bid-Build projects 
compared to the 17 CM at-Risk projects included in the sample were all Elementary 
schools, which tend to be smaller and thus, of shorter duration.   
 
5.5.13 Schedule Growth % 
Primary Findings:  The analysis indicated that there were no statistically significant 
differences between CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build school projects with regard to the 
Project or Construction Schedule Growth metrics when comparisons were made by 
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project delivery method.  The mean Construction Schedule Growth for CM at-Risk 
school projects was 12.41% as compared to 15.58% mean Growth for projects 
constructed with the Design-Bid-Build method.  The mean difference was 3.17%, which 
was 20.3% lower in favor of CM at-Risk.  The mean Project Schedule Growth for CM at-
Risk school projects was 6.52% as compared to 8.11% mean for projects constructed 
with the Design-Bid-Build method.  The mean difference was 1.60%, which was 19.7% 
less in favor of CM at-Risk.  Additional testing by project type, state, and project type, 
state, and delivery method combined revealed no statistically significant differences for 
either primary or secondary levels of distribution.    
Although analysis of the Construction Schedule duration did not reveal 
statistically significant results when comparison was based on project delivery method, 
additional examination of the data did reveal important findings of interest.  Typically, 
construction schedule overruns are discussed in terms of the number of days or the 
percentages of time that projects run beyond their contractual completion dates.  
However, since the originally contracted completion dates are frequently altered by the 
additions of time (days) added to the schedule in the form of change orders, projects are 
often completed contractually “on time” even though they run well beyond the originally 
intended/predicted completion date.  Projects that are completed contractually “on time” 
are not necessarily the same as those that are completed to meet the intended owner 
deadline as predicted by the contractor.  This is an important distinction and should be of 
primary importance for district construction managers and other decision makers that 
base their project delivery method selections in large part on the ability of the delivery 
method to predict and control the construction schedule.   
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The top section of Figure 5.19 presents the previously discussed Construction 
Schedule Growth of school projects completed with the CM at-Risk delivery method 
compared with those completed utilizing Design-Bid-Build along with the mean 
difference of 3.17%.  Construction Growth is the percentage of time growth (positive or 
negative) over the duration of the construction period.  Specifically, Construction Growth 
is the percentage of construction time that the school’s originally contracted end date has 
shifted by the time the project has reached substantial completion.  This includes change 
orders time and any other issues that cause the project to finish beyond the date originally 
intended by the owner.  The lower bars in the figure represent the Revised Construction 
Growth percentage.  Revised Growth is differentiated from Construction Growth in that 
the percentage of time is measured from the revised contractual completion date (after 
change orders) to the date of substantial completion.  Essentially, this is the percentage 
measure of how “late” projects finish beyond their contractual completion dates. 
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Note that the mean difference between the percentage of CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-
Build was 4.88 percent, meaning a 53% lower mean for CM at-Risk.  The evidence 
appeared to support that the CM at-Risk method was performing at a better level than 
Design-Bid-Build in the area of schedule control. 
 However, on further examination there was evidence to show that the differences 
noted above may have had less to do with schedule control than they did with change 
order approval and proper accounting for time.  As presented in Figure 5.20, the Planned 
Duration for the CM at-Risk projects shown on the top line of the figure was marginally 
longer (13.7 days) than that of Design-Bid-Build.  A review of the Revised Duration 
shown in the middle section reveals that the difference grew from 13.7 days to 21.4 days.  
This appears to show that the CM at-Risk projects received longer or more extensions of  
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time (7.7 days more) than did Design-Bid-Build projects.  Furthermore, the figure shows 
that CM at-Risk projects had marginally longer Planned Durations and marginally shorter 
Final Durations resulting in the previously discussed lower Growth percent.  Although 
none of these differences was shown to be statistically significant, it may be evidence that 
the collaborative properties of the CM at-Risk method may be influencing change order 
durations.  This issue will be discussed in the following chapter. 
 
5.5.14 Project Intensity SF/Day 
Project Intensity (SF/Day) was utilized as a measure of productivity to determine 
the number of square feet of public school facility constructed per project (design and 
construction) schedule day.  As a secondary measure, tests of Construction Intensity 
(SF/Day) utilizing the construction schedule in lieu of the project schedule were 
conducted resulting in similar findings. 
Primary Findings:  The analysis indicated there were no statistically significant 
differences between CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build school projects with regard to 
Project Intensity SF/Day when comparisons were made by project delivery method or 
any other levels.  The mean Project Intensity for CM at-Risk was found to be 152.6 
SF/Day as compared to 158.7 SF/Day for that of Design-Bid-Build for a difference of 
6.09 SF/Day less for CM at-Risk.  These results were not unexpected based on the 
previous analysis showing no significant Size or Schedule differences.  The results 
reduced the usefulness of the Project Intensity SF/Day metric as a measure of 
productivity performance.  As a secondary measure, tests of Construction Intensity 
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(SF/Day) utilizing the construction schedule in lieu of the project schedule were 
conducted resulting in similar insignificant findings.  
 
 
Figure 5.21 Project Intensity SF/Day 
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construction schedule in lieu of the project schedule were conducted resulting in similar 
findings.  
Primary Findings:  The analysis indicated there was a statistically significant difference 
between CM at-Risk school projects and those constructed utilizing Design-Bid-Build 
with regard to Project Intensity based on $/Day when comparison was made by project 
delivery method.  The mean Project Intensity for CM at-Risk projects was 
$28,784.40/Day vs. $22,924.90/Day for projects completed utilizing the Design-Bid-
Build method for a mean difference of $5,859.50/Day and p-value of 0.0033.  The 
removal of the K-8 schools reduced the mean difference to $4,748.20/Day, which 
remained statistically significant, with a p-value of 0.0178. 
 
 
Figure 5.22 Project Intensity $/Day 
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Analysis by project type revealed that CM at-Risk Elementary and Middle school 
projects were significantly more intensive.  The mean Project Intensity for CM at-Risk 
Elementary schools was $25,471.6 $/Day as compared to Design-Bid-Build with a mean 
of $18,916.3/Day for a significantly higher difference of $6,555.2/Day for CM at-Risk 
and a p-value of 0.0002.  For Middle schools, the CM at-Risk mean Intensity was 
$35,298.2/Day vs. $21,430.6/Day, with CM at-Risk being significantly more intensive by 
$13,867.6/Day and p-value of 0.0013.  The mean difference was lowered to 
$10,959.0/Day with the removal of the K-8 schools, but remained statistically significant 
with p-value of 0.0187. 
Additional analysis by state did not reveal statistically significant results.  
However, additional analysis by project type, state, and delivery method combined 
revealed that only North Carolina Elementary schools projects had a statistically 
significant difference in Project Intensity.  The CM at-Risk mean was $23,199.2/Day 
compared with the Design-Bid-Build mean of $17,484.8/Day for a difference of 
$5,714.4/Day in favor of CM at-Risk, with p-value of 0.0177. 
The results noted above were expected based on the previously shown statistically 
significant cost differences in combination with the insignificant schedule differences.  
These results reduce the usefulness of the Project Cost Intensity $/Day metric as a 
measure of productivity performance. 
 
Secondary Findings:  No statistically significant results were obtained during testing of 
the secondary levels of distribution. 
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5.5.16 Readiness 
The Readiness metric was developed from schedule data to establish the amount 
of time in days that was utilized by the contractor to finish all incomplete (punch list) and 
other miscellaneous items of work.  Readiness is the measure of days between the date of 
Substantial Completion and the date of Final Completion. 
 
Primary Findings:  The analysis indicated there was no statistically significant 
difference between the mean Readiness of CM at-Risk school projects and Design-Bid-
Build projects when comparison was made by project delivery method.  The mean 
Readiness measure for CM at-Risk school projects was shown to be 312.9 days vs. 347.4 
days for Design-Bid-Build with a mean difference of 34.5 days less for CM at-Risk.   
Additional testing by project type revealed no statistically significant differences. 
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Secondary Findings:   Analysis by state revealed a statistically significant difference 
only in Florida.  The CM at-Risk mean was 197.6 days compared with the Design-Bid-
Build mean of 45.75 for a difference of 151.8 days higher for CM at-Risk with p-value of 
0.0001.  Almost identical results were obtained through analysis by project type, state, 
and delivery method combined with Florida Elementary schools having a mean 
difference of 151.0 days higher for CM at-Risk.  This difference can partially be 
explained by evidence obtained during the research revealing that CM at-Risk projects 
often undergo an extensive and time-consuming auditing process following completion of 
the work and prior to final payment being made. 
 
5.6 Survey Data Analysis 
The survey was utilized to obtain reliable district manager perceptions of the 
product quality of the new facility and the quality of service provided by the construction 
and design teams during the design and construction process.  A copy of the survey 
instrument is provided in Appendix B. 
 
5.6.1 Survey Data Testing Procedures 
Testing of survey questions was completed utilizing chi-square (x2) distributions 
and significant statistical differences have been described when p-values were ≤ 0.05.  
Although the lower two survey response categories (Very Dissatisfied and Somewhat 
Dissatisfied, Very Unimportant and Somewhat Unimportant, and Very Ineffective and 
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Ineffective) were selected more often by Design-Bid-Build managers than were by CM 
at-Risk managers, very few responses were provided within these two lowest categories 
for any survey question.  The limited number of responses rendered analysis of the lower 
categories unviable for some questions.  In most cases, responses received in the lowest 
two categories were combined into a single category:  Dissatisfied, Unimportant, or 
Ineffective, in order to improve the viability for statistical analysis.  In cases where an 
adequate number of combined responses did not exist, the lower two categories were 
eliminated, leaving only the highest two categories available for analysis. 
The statistical relevance and p-values discussed in the following sections are as 
obtained through the chi-square analysis steps noted above; whereas, charts presented in 
the figures depict distributions of the entire dataset of survey responses.  The discussion 
will be focused on the percentage difference between district manager selections of the 
highest valued response categories: Very Satisfied, Very Important, and Very Effective. 
 
5.6.2 Product Quality 
Findings:  The analysis indicated there were statistically significant differences in the 
Product Quality performance measures of CM at-Risk school projects and Design-Bid-
Build projects when comparisons were made in all areas of Product Quality.  As 
presented in Figures 5.24 and 5.25, significantly larger percentages of responses were 
provided in the Very Satisfied category by CM at-Risk district managers than were by  
managers of Design-Bid-Build projects for all individual questions regarding Product 
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Quality with respect to Overall Product Quality, Exterior, Interior, HVAC, Plumbing, 
Lighting, and Warranty and Callbacks.  CM at-Risk managers responded in the Very  
 
 
Figure 5.24 Product Quality, Part 1 
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Figure 5.25 Product Quality, Part 2 
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Satisfied category more than 80% of the time (with the exception of Warranty and 
Callbacks at 78.7%) with a high of 88% for Lighting Quality.  Design-Bid-Build district 
construction manager responses for Product Quality survey questions in the Very 
Satisfied category ranged from a high of 62.8% for Plumbing to a low of 51.2% for the 
Warranty and Callback question.  The chi-square analysis of the district manager 
responses produced statistically significant results indicating that the performance of the 
CM at-Risk method for construction of public school projects was superior to Design-
Bid-Build in all areas of Product Quality with p-values ≤ 0.0105. 
 
5.6.3 Service Quality, Construction Team 
Findings:  The analysis indicated there were statistically significant differences in the 
Service Quality performance measures of CM at-Risk school projects and Design-Bid-
Build projects when comparisons were made in all areas of Construction Team Service.  
As shown in Figures 5.26 and 5.27, significantly larger percentages of responses were 
provided in the Very Satisfied category by CM at-Risk district managers than were by 
managers of Design-Bid-Build projects for all individual questions regarding 
Construction Team Service Quality including:  Overall Service, Planning, Cost Control, 
Schedule Control, Quality Control, Communications, and Cooperation.  CM at-Risk 
manager responses in the Very Satisfied category ranged from a high of 82% for 
Schedule and Quality Control to a low of 76% for Construction Team Communication 
and Cooperation.  Responses from Design-Bid-Build managers regarding Construction 
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Team Service issues in the Very Satisfied category ranged from a high of 51.2% for 
Overall Performance to a low of 42.9% for Schedule and Quality Control.  The chi-
square analysis of the district manager responses produced statistically significant results 
indicating that the performance of the CM at-Risk method for construction of public 
school projects was superior to that of Design-Bid-Build in all areas of Construction 
Team Service Quality with p-values ≤ 0.0083. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.26 Service Quality,  
Construction Team, Part 1 
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Figure 5.27 Service Quality,  
Construction Team, Part 2 
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5.6.4 Service Quality, Design Team 
Findings:  The analysis indicated there were statistically significant differences in the 
Service Quality performance measures of CM at-Risk school projects and Design-Bid-
Build projects when comparisons were made in all categories* of Design Team Quality.  
A significantly larger percentage of responses were provided in the Very Satisfied 
category by CM at-Risk district managers than were by Design-Bid-Build managers for 
all individual survey questions regarding Design Team Service Quality with respect to 
Capture Owner Vision, Complete Documents, Communication, Timely Responses, 
Clearly Defined Documents, and Cooperation.  CM at-Risk district manager responses in 
the Very Satisfied category ranged from a high of 84% for Design Team Cooperation to a 
low of 68% for Clearly Defined Documents.  Design-Bid-Build manager responses in the 
Very Satisfied category ranged from a high of 56.98% for Capturing Owner Vision and 
Cooperation to a low of 45.35% for the Design Team Complete Documents. 
*As noted in Figure 5.28, Capture Owner Vision and Clearly Defined Documents 
responses were marginally outside of the significant region with chi-square probability 
values of 0.0562 and 0.0532 respectively.  Additional testing of Clearly Defined 
Documents by Large and Small categories produced a statistically significant result in 
favor of Large CM at-Risk projects with 69.44% responses in the Very Satisfied category 
vs. 43.33% for Design-Bid-Build with a p-value of 0.0463.  Testing of Capture Owner 
Vision did not produce statistically significant results.  
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Figure 5.28 Service Quality, Design Team 
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5.6.5 Service Quality, Project Team 
Findings:  The analysis indicated there were statistically significant differences in the 
Service Quality performance measures of CM at-Risk school projects and Design-Bid-
Build projects with a p-value of ≤ 0.0039 when comparisons were made in all categories 
of Project Team Service Quality with the exception of the Communications category with 
a p-value of 0.0864.  As presented in Figure 5.29, a significantly larger percentage of 
responses were provided in the Very Satisfied category by CM at-Risk district managers 
than were by Design-Bid-Build managers for all individual survey questions regarding 
the Project Team Service Overall, Communication, Cooperation, and Collaboration.  CM 
at-Risk responses in the Very Satisfied category ranged from a high of 82% for both 
Overall and Cooperation to a low of 70% for Project Team Communication.  Design-Bid-
Build district manager responses for Project Team Service issues in the Very Satisfied 
category ranged from a high of 53.49% for Project Team Cooperation to a low of 50.0% 
for Collaboration. 
 
5.6.6 Owner, Contractor, and Architect Experience Levels 
Findings:  Statistically significant differences were experienced during comparison of 
owner, contractor, and architect experience levels with a particular type of project 
delivery method.  Managers responded that all parties had more experience on 3 or more 
projects more often with Design-Bid-Build than with CM at-Risk (owners 94.19% vs. 
80.39%, contractors 98.82% vs. 87.76%, and architects with 96.47% vs. 86.96%) with p-
values ≤ 0.0092.  This was expected due to the fact that the Design-Bid-Build method 
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has been in use for a longer period and is more widely utilized.  Manager responses 
indicated that all participants were well experienced with the use of both methods. 
 
 
Figure 5.29 Service Quality, Project Team 
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5.6.7 Selection of Project Delivery Methods 
Findings:  Statistically significant differences were experienced with responses to the 
question asking whether the policies of the school district required utilization of a 
particular project delivery method for the construction of their projects with a p-value of 
0.0011.  As shown in Figure 5.30, 29.1% of Design-Bid-Build district managers (five 
times that of CM at-Risk managers at 5.9%) responded that a specific project delivery 
method was required.  As suspected, this confirms that a large number of projects within 
this study, 20% of all projects, are being completed in districts that require utilization of a 
particular method.  It also shows that those district managers with the greatest degree of 
flexibility, CM at-Risk managers at 94%, are choosing CM at-Risk.  In a related question, 
managers were asked whether their districts utilized more than one type of delivery 
method for construction of their projects.  For this question, 67% of district managers that 
utilize CM at-Risk and 72% of those that utilize Design-Bid-Build (70% of all 
respondents) responded that their districts did not utilize more than one type of delivery 
method as picture in Figure 5.31. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.30 District Requirements for Project Delivery Method 
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Figure 5.31 Utilization of Multiple Project Delivery Methods 
 
5.6.8 Selection Criteria for Project Delivery Methods 
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It must be noted that 4 of the 6 “additional issues” written in by survey 
respondents related to “important issues to be considered for delivery method selection” 
noted that the school “board” was more interested in cost issues whereas, the school 
“administration” was more interested in quality.  A complete list of respondent comments 
separated by question is provided in Appendix L. 
 
 
Figure 5.32 Selection Criteria for  
Project Delivery Methods, Part 1 
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Figure 5.33 Selection Criteria for  
Project Delivery Methods, Part 2 
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5.6.9 Effectiveness of Project Delivery Methods 
Findings:  The analysis indicated there were statistically significant differences in the 
performance measures of CM at-Risk school projects and Design-Bid-Build projects 
when comparisons were made in all categories of Delivery Method Effectiveness with the 
exceptions of Improving Project Team Relations and Controlling the Design Process.  A 
significantly larger percentage of responses were provided in the Very Effective category 
by CM at-Risk managers than were by Design-Bid-Build managers for all questions 
regarding:  Reducing Cost, Controlling Change Orders, Reducing Schedule Duration, 
Controlling Schedule Overruns, Improving Building Quality, Improving Process Quality, 
Improving Project Team Relations, Controlling the Design Process, and Reducing 
Disputes and Claims.   
Although a greater percentage of CM at-Risk managers selected the Very 
Effective response than did Design-Bid-Build managers, neither group responded as 
though the method met their expectations as shown in Figures 5.34 and 5.35.  The highest 
percentage of Very Effective responses for both CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build 
owners was for Reducing Disputes and Claims (68.63% CM at-Risk and 41.86% Design-
Bid-Build), which seems to show that both groups felt that their method was effective at 
accomplishing this task.  Note that the largest percentages of Very Important responses 
provided by managers in selecting project delivery methods were for Improving Building 
Quality, which was listed as 6th highest in percentage of Very Effective for both CM at-
Risk and Design-Bid-Build (tied for last).  Controlling Schedule Overruns was equally 
selected as the 2nd highest percentage by CM at-Risk managers in both importance for 
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selection and effectiveness; whereas, it was selected as the 2nd highest percentage of Very 
Important for selection by Design-Bid-Build and only 6th (tied for last) in Very Effective.  
Controlling Project Cost was equally selected as the 8th highest percentage (next to last) 
by CM at-Risk in both Very Important for selection and Very Effective.   
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Figure 5.35 Effectiveness of  
Project Delivery Methods, Part 2 
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5.6.10 Number and Cost of Disputes and Claims 
Findings:  The analysis indicated there was not a statistically significant difference in the 
mean Number of Disputes and Claims between CM at-Risk school projects and Design-
Bid-Build projects.  CM at-Risk district construction managers reported 5.9%, (3) of their 
projects with 1-3 disputes and claims whereas, Design-Bid-Build managers reported 
9.3%, (8) of their projects within the same range.  Because of the relatively small number 
of disputes and claims reported, there were not enough data to produce a viable analysis 
regarding the cost difference for this issue.  The full range of responses is provided in 
Figures 5.36 and 5.37. 
 
 
Figure 5.36 Number of Disputes and Claims 
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Figure 5.37 Cost Impacts of Disputes and Claims 
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5.6.11 Number and Cost of Warranty and Callbacks 
Findings:  The analysis indicated there was not a statistically significant difference in the 
mean Number of Warranty and Callback issues of CM at-Risk school projects as 
compared to those constructed utilizing the Design-Bid-Build method.  CM at-Risk 
owners reported 51.2% of their projects with 5 or less issues; whereas, Design-Bid-Build 
owners reported 61.4% of their projects with the same number.  However, the analysis 
indicated that there was a statistically significant difference in the mean cost of these 
Warranty and Callback issues.  Of the CM at-Risk owners that reported Warranty and 
Callback issues, 95.12% reported the cost at less than $5,000; whereas, Design-Bid-Build 
owners reported only 75.72% of their cost issues were less than $5,000.  Combined, the 
evidence indicated that, although the numbers of instances were not significantly 
different, the performance of the CM at-Risk project delivery method was significantly 
better at reducing the cost impact of the issues that did occur. 
 
 
Figure 5.38 Number of Warranty and Callback Issues 
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Figure 5.39 Cost Impacts of Warranty and Callback Issues 
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5.6.12 Procurement Method 
Findings:  The analysis indicated there was a statistically significant difference in the 
Methods of Procurement utilized for school projects constructed using the CM at-Risk 
method and those constructed using the Design-Bid-Build method.  Not surprisingly, the 
vast majority, 74%, of Design-Bid-Build district construction managers procured their 
school projects utilizing competitive bidding; whereas, CM at-Risk managers 
predominantly utilized the Qualifications Based Selection (QBS) approach responding at 
75%.  The chi-square p-value of the analysis was ≤ 0.0001.  The follow up question to 
this issue asked district managers which QBS method was being utilized by their districts.  
Managers responded overwhelmingly, 82%, that construction fees and total cost were not 
part of the selection criteria.   
 
 
Figure 5.40 Procurement Method Utilized 
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prior to the submittal of competitive bids.  Prequalification procedures are often utilized 
for all types of delivery methods to ensure that contractors and designers are both 
qualified and capable of performing the work they are pursuing (Kenig, 2011).  The 
distinction is that prequalification occurs very early on in the procurement process and 
refers to who will be considered during the selection procedure; whereas, QBS occurs at 
the end of the process and is focused on determining how the final selection will be 
accomplished (Kenig, 2011).  The evidence to support that prequalification was being 
improperly considered by the Design-Bid-Build respondents for this question lies in the 
23% response rate provided by Design-Bid-Build district managers that the QBS process 
utilized had NOT included construction fees and total construction costs.  By definition, 
Design-Bid-Build projects cannot be procured without including the total construction 
cost as part of the selection criteria (Kenig, 2011). 
 
 
Figure 5.41 Qualifications Based Selection Utilized 
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This concludes the data analysis chapter.  The conclusions and recommendations 
chapter that follows will open with a review of the impetus behind the study and a 
reexamination of the research questions.  The focus of the final chapter will be on 
drawing conclusions from the empirical findings based on the theoretical implications, 
discussing the research significance, and summarizing the completed research. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The driving force behind this research was to address the ongoing question within 
the construction industry of which project delivery method, CM at-Risk or Design-Bid-
Build performed at a higher level in terms of cost, time, quality, and claims.  In so doing, 
this study was focused on providing current, statistically significant, empirical evidence 
defining the comparative performance attributes of both methods when utilized for the 
construction of public schools.  The definitive information was necessary in order to 
assist decision makers at state and municipal levels in making informed choices when 
selecting the most appropriate project delivery methods for the construction of their 
public schools.  An examination of the characteristics of the construction industry, the 
development of project delivery methods, and the existing research revealed that a 
limited body of knowledge existed to answer the following research questions: 
1. How do public school projects in Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South 
Carolina constructed using the CM at-Risk project delivery method compare 
to those constructed using the Design-Bid-Build method utilizing the 
performance metrics of cost, time, and quality? 
2. Is there a statistically significant difference in the number and severity (in 
terms of cost) of construction claims for public school projects constructed 
utilizing the CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build project delivery methods? 
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3. What criteria do school district administrators acting in the capacity of public 
owners utilize to make project delivery method selections? 
 Therefore, the foregoing research has been conducted.  The purpose of this 
chapter is to present the conclusions and recommendations stemming from the study.  
The manner in which the empirical findings have resolved the research questions are 
described in the next section.  This will be followed by a discussion of the impact the 
findings may have on the existing theoretical constructs posited by previous researchers.  
The chapter will conclude with a review of policy implications that may arise due to the 
significance of the findings and a section noting recommendations for future research. 
 
6.2 Empirical Findings 
This section will be utilized to synthesize the empirical findings in order to 
answer the research questions noted above.  Detailed descriptions of the primary and 
secondary empirical findings have been provided in Chapter 5.  A summary of the 
empirical findings for the cost and time metrics is provided in Appendix M. 
Analysis of school project performance data and survey responses furnished 
mixed results: 
 Conclusive evidence was provided showing that the performance of the 
Design-Bid-Build project delivery method was significantly superior to that 
of the CM at-Risk method for the construction of public schools when 
comparisons were made across all cost metrics.   
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 The results were a little less convincing when the projects were compared by 
project type and by state due to the limited numbers of projects within each of 
the individual categories.  However, the evidence clearly indicated that the 
means for both construction and project costs were higher for the CM at-Risk 
public school projects. 
 As previously discussed, the cost performance is not necessarily an indication 
of project value.  Projects employing high performance materials, systems, 
and methods may or may not achieve life cycle cost benefits.  Costs associated 
with these issues were not measured or included within this study.   
 Conclusive results were obtained through analysis of the district construction 
manager survey responses demonstrating that the CM at-Risk method 
produced significantly higher levels of product and service quality 
performance than did the Design-Bid-Build method. 
o However, since almost all managers were relatively satisfied with the delivery 
methods selected for the construction of their projects, the results primarily 
illustrated the degree to which the managers were satisfied.   
 Conclusive evidence does not exist to support the superiority of either of the 
delivery methods in terms of cost growth, time (schedule duration), time 
variance (schedule growth), claims, or warranty and callback performance. 
Since neither of the methods considered within this study was superior in all or a 
large majority of the areas tested, public school decision makers empowered with the 
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authority to make project delivery method selections will be required to make the 
selection as part of an overall value assessment.  Decision makers must determine which 
criteria are most important for their districts and to what degree prior to making their 
optimal delivery method selections.  Table 6.1 presents the data from this research that 
can be utilized to assist in this purpose. 
 
Table 6.1 Comparison of Importance and Performance of 
Project Delivery Method Selection Factors 
 
 
FACTOR CMR DBB CMR DBB NEITHER DIFFERENCE p-value
Product Quality 1 1  - - 39.57%
 3 
0.0058
Project Schedule Growth % 2 2 - -  19.69% 7 0.4760
Disputes & Claims 3 3 - -  3.77%
 5     
0.4764
Project Cost Growth % 4 4 - -  28.47% 6 0.5699
Service Quality 5 5  - - 56.70% 
4     
0.0025
Design Process 6 5  - - 47.42% 9     0.0036
Project Team Relations 7 10  - - 56.00% 8     0.0039
Project Cost 8 7 -  - 22.33%1 0.0250
Project Time 9 7 - -  1.50% 
2 
0.8250
Experience Level of Owner 10 9 -  - 14.65% 10 0.0124
Warranty & Callbacks Not Asked Not Asked - -  26.47% 11 0.5104
Project Intensity SF/Day Not Asked Not Asked - -  3.84% 0.6084
Project Intensity $/Day Not Asked Not Asked  - - 25.56% 0.0033
Readiness Not Asked Not Asked - -  9.93% 0.4708
Factor selected most often
Factor selected moderately
Factor selected least often
Survey Responses: 
Importance in 
Determining Method 
Selected
TABLE NOTES
DEGREE OF SELECTION CRITERIA
1
 Final Project Cost     
2
 Actual Project Duration     
10
 Experience Level of Owner with Delivery Method
11
 Number of Warranty & Callbacks (6 or more)
Statistical Analyses:                                            
Project Performance and Survey Data
3
 Workmanship Overall     
4
 Project Team Service Overall     
5 
Number of Claims (projects with zero)     
7
 Project Schedule Growth % (8.11% - 6.52%)
8 
Project Team Collaboration     
9
 Design Team Cooperation     
6 
Construction Cost Growth % (1.25% - 0.32%) 
Comparison of Selection Factor Importance and Performance
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On the right side of the table, the previously discussed results of the statistical 
analysis of both project performance and survey response data are presented.  On the left, 
the previously discussed analysis of district manager survey responses is presented, 
which identifies the important success factors for determining delivery method selection.  
The analysis of these responses revealed no significant differences between the CM at-
Risk and Design-Bid-Build.  The responses indicated that product quality, controlling 
project schedule growth, reducing disputes and claims, controlling project cost growth, 
and improve service quality (in the same order of priority) were considered to be the most 
important factors in selecting a delivery method.  These responses were not unexpected 
(with the exception of the missing cost control factor shown at a relatively low level of 
importance) and express the desire of district construction managers to control the 
quality, schedule, and cost variability on their school projects.  The results show that 
managers utilizing both the CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build methods are making their 
project delivery selections based on the same foundational issues.  And, since a larger 
proportion of district managers selected product and service quality as Very Important 
factors as opposed to project cost, it stands to reason that the majority of these managers 
would be more inclined to select the CM at-Risk method.  This reasoning is supported by 
the previously presented evidence showing that managers with the greatest degree of 
flexibility selected the CM at-Risk method.  Additionally, evidence of user satisfaction 
with the CM at-Risk selection was provided when the majority of users of that method 
indicated they did so as their exclusive method of choice.  And, although the majority of 
all projects were completed utilizing Design-Bid-Build, this larger proportion is 
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influenced by the 29% of Design-Bid-Build managers (five times that of CM at-Risk) 
that are required to utilize that method due to district policy. 
The empirical evidence obtained through analysis of the project performance and 
survey response data as presented above can be utilized to assist public school decision 
makers to properly link project success factors important to their districts with the 
methods most appropriate for delivering their projects. 
        
6.3 Theoretical Implications 
The literature has exposed many important issues within the construction industry 
including high levels of risk, project complexity, and a lack of trust among the 
participants for which the CM at-Risk project delivery method is theoretically equipped 
to improve, alleviate, or control.  These issues will be discussed within this section in 
conjunction with the supporting and contradictory evidence produced by this research 
and will include possible explanations for theoretical differences. 
 
6.3.1 Collaborative Properties and Benefits 
It has been shown that the construction industry is fraught with risk, which is 
often due to the increasingly complex, fragmented, and dynamic industry (Saporita, 2006; 
Zaghloul & Hartman, 2003; Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997; Gordon, 1994; Kangari, 1995; 
Al-Bahar, 1990).  Additionally, Vincent and McKoy (2008) have stated that “public 
school construction is immensely complex,” stemming from the volume of issues related 
to statutory and regulatory requirements, planning and design, timing and scheduling,  
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diversity of the parties involved, and budgetary considerations.  The work of Forester 
(1989) focused on complex relationships, communication, and power issues associated 
with fragmentation and, since project teams are composed of diverse parties with 
interdependent interests, construction issues can have similarities with Rittel and 
Webber’s (1973) wicked problems.  On construction projects, these issues lead to poor 
communication, the perception of risk, and lack of trust among the parties directly 
correlating with higher risk premiums in the form of increased costs and project durations 
(Zaghloul & Hartman, 2003).  The research of Innes and Booher (2010) has shown that 
traditional methods of problem solving may not be adequate for dealing with complex 
and dynamic issues, such as those encountered in the construction industry, suggesting 
instead that collaborative methods would be more beneficial.  Proponents of alternative 
delivery methods believe that utilization of these methods fosters a collaborative work 
environment among the owner, architect, and contractor project team members, providing 
the opportunity for improved performance in terms of productivity, cost, time, and 
project quality (NRC, 2009; O’Connor, 2009; Sanvido & Konchar, 1999; Kenig, 2011; 
AIA/HOK, 2004; Paulson, 1976).  The CM at-Risk method of project delivery is 
considered to be more collaborative in nature than is the Design-Bid-Build method 
(Konchar, 1997; Kenig, 2011).  Additionally, selection of the CM at-Risk early on in the 
process utilizing a Qualifications Based procurement method is expected to improve the 
collaboration between parties by increasing trust and improving communication (Kenig, 
2011; AIA/HOK, 2004; Paulson, 1976).  Furthermore, the collective development of the 
GMP by the entire project team combined with open-book reviews of cost and change 
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order issues is said to improve the risk environment leading to higher quality and reduced 
costs (Kenig, 2011).  Note however that the research of Sanvido and Konchar (1999) 
provided results showing that the unit costs of CM at-Risk projects were only marginally 
lower, 1.6%, than were those completed utilizing the Design-Bid-Build method. 
Evidence has been provided by this research showing that the collaborative 
properties of CM at-Risk performed at significantly higher levels than did those of 
Design-Bid-Build.  District construction manager responses to survey questions 
specifically focused at the collaboration and cooperation of the construction team, design 
team, and project team produced significant positive results in favor of CM at-Risk.  
Additionally, product and service quality were shown to be superior for CM at-Risk with 
significant differences in all areas except for design team capture of owner vision and 
providing clearly defined documents.  However, one indication that collaboration on CM 
at-Risk projects only marginally exceeded that of Design-Bid-Build was seen during the 
examination of the question regarding the effectiveness of the project delivery method at 
improving the relationships of the project team.  This was one of only two responses 
(controlling the design process being the other) related to delivery method effectiveness 
that did not achieve a significantly higher rating from managers of CM at-Risk projects.  
Still, the preponderance of evidence provided by the district manager responses supports 
the work of Konchar (1997) and Konchar and Sanvido (1998) and the theoretical 
construct that collaborative environments positively influence the performance of product 
and service quality on public school construction projects. 
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Conversely, in support of the Williams (2003) research, the collaborative 
properties of the CM at-Risk method were not able to produce significant performance 
enhancements in the areas of cost, time, and risk.  Testing of all construction and project 
cost metrics produced results showing that CM at-Risk cost performance was 
significantly inferior to that of Design-Bid-Build.  Additionally, examination of all time, 
project intensity SF/Day, and risk metrics revealed no significant differences between the 
two methods. 
The initial explanation for a portion of the differences experienced between this 
study and that of the foundational research could be due to the fact that the current 
research was focused on public sector projects that were similar in both size and type.  
Alternatively, as originally exposed as a weakness by Williams (2003), the foundational 
research efforts completed by Konchar (1997) and Konchar and Sanvido (1998) were 
completed utilizing data from a wide variety of project types including multi-story 
residential, simple and complex office, light and heavy industrial, and high-
tech.  Furthermore, the projects included in these studies were from both the private and 
public sectors with size categories ranging from 0-50,000 square feet to more than 
350,000 square feet. 
Another possible explanation for a portion of unrealized cost performance 
improvements could be attributable to utilization of high performance designs, 
equipment, and materials for the construction of environmentally sustainable or LEED 
certified new facilities.  As previously noted, high performance materials in conjunction 
with these processes may cost more in terms of initial construction cost, but district 
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managers expect that these expenditures will allow their facilities to operate more 
efficiently in terms of cost, environmental, or other issues and thus, provide a better value 
in terms of life cycle costs.  The data collected for this study did not allow for analysis of 
life cycle costs or the perceived value obtained by their utilization. 
Further explanation could be obtained by exploring the specific differences of the 
two delivery methods in relation to school project complexity.  The Design-Bid-Build 
method is best suited for clearly defined projects, having well designed and complete 
documents, with relatively low propensities for change, and that do not have greater than 
average schedule challenges (Gordon, 1994).  The method provides for the lowest initial 
cost due to competitive bidding of the completed documents and a lump sum/fixed cost 
reimbursement contract.  Alternatively, CM at-Risk is best suited for projects in which 
the final design and construction documents are still uncertain, where changes may be 
likely to occur during the process, and where schedule reduction may be a significant 
factor in project success (Kenig, 2011).  This method may have higher initial costs due to 
preconstruction fees and services, but the improved predictability of CM at-Risk is 
purported to reduce overall costs by limiting change orders, risk, and construction claims 
(Kenig, 2011).  Additionally, early selection of the CM at-Risk during the design process 
is expected to increase collaboration and enable benefits such as constructability reviews, 
budget and schedule analyses, and schedule fast-tracking.  Public school construction 
projects have been reported to be complex in nature (Vincent & McKoy, 2008), which 
seemingly makes these projects a good fit for the CM at-Risk method.   
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Conversely, evidence has been observed showing that some districts have 
implemented the use of standardized design features, uniform materials and equipment, 
and regimented prequalification procedures in efforts to reduce unpredictable 
construction results.  Additionally, although a specific question was not included in the 
survey instrument to capture these data, a limited amount of write-in evidence was 
obtained showing utilization of prototype schools and multiple project awards in efforts 
to capitalize on economies of scale.  Furthermore, project data were collected in which it 
appeared that the CM at-Risk contractors had not been hired early in the process, 
preconstruction services had not been rendered, and compensation for these services had 
not been provided.  Furthermore, evidence has been presented showing that CM at-Risk 
district managers rate cost and schedule reduction as relatively low factors of importance 
when selecting a project delivery method for public school projects, while at the same 
time, many of them have continued to utilize the CM at-Risk method.  Perhaps this is due 
to their appreciation of the collaborative properties offered by CM at-Risk or, perhaps it 
is due to district policy requirements.  However, the salient point is that the practices of 
these districts may have reduced the overall complexity of their school construction 
projects such that the values of the innovative, collaborative, and time saving 
characteristics of the CM at-Risk method were reduced, and thus, making their projects 
more suitable for construction utilizing Design-Bid-Build.  This could explain why the 
service or product quality ratings for these projects remain high, while the time, cost, and 
schedule benefits may not have been manifested. 
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An additional explanation for a portion of the cost differences could be related to 
the manner in which contingency allowances are managed.  Whereas, owner project 
contingency allowances are often included within both CM at-Risk and Design-Bid-Build 
projects, CM at-Risk projects often include additional contingency allowances for 
undefined design issues and unforeseen conditions related to the construction phase 
(Kenig, 2011).  And, while it is true that prudent district managers of Design-Bid-Build 
projects would also budget for these same issues, the contingency allowances would 
typically be held in separate, district-managed accounts and therefore, would not be 
included within the lump sum cost of Design-Bid-Build contracts.  These contingency 
differences could possibly be seen with a comparison of the original construction costs of 
both methods.  However, although testing conducted during this study revealed that the 
mean original cost of CM at-Risk projects was significantly higher, the cause of the 
difference could not be determined with the available data.  Furthermore, the 24.0% 
difference noted in the original construction costs was very close to the difference 
obtained during comparison of the mean final construction costs at 22.7%.  And, although 
there is not conclusive evidence to support the following assertion, the similarities in 
overages may be due in part to the fact that contingency differences are not always 
rectified or recognized.  For example, even though CM at-Risk contingency allowance 
expenditures for design and construction issues may have been minimal, anecdotal 
evidence suggests that unutilized contingency amounts are not always fully transferred 
back to the district in the form of change orders and thus, are not always technically 
realized.  Sometimes, when district managers (and owners on other types of projects) are 
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notified that cost savings will occur, the managers will utilize these funds to expand the 
project scope by completing end-user “wish lists,” upgrading equipment, or constructing 
other district projects that have been waiting for funding or approval.  The result is that 
the project scope and thus, the project value are increased while the expected savings are 
unaccounted for due to the lack of reductions in the final construction and project cost 
accounts.  The result is that the overall project value has increased, and the construction 
and project costs appear to have been higher than what actually occurred.  It must be 
noted that this issue is not exclusive to CM at-Risk projects.  It should also be mentioned 
that other possible reasons exist to explain the contingency issues including the simple 
explanation that the proper and complete construction of these schools may have required 
utilization of all allocated funding. 
In regard to the unrealized schedule performance benefits experienced with CM 
at-Risk projects, indirect evidence shows that collaborative properties may have 
positively influenced the durational differences seen between school projects constructed 
with each method.  As previously presented in Figure 5.20, contractors on CM at-Risk 
projects were awarded 7.7 days more time for change order issues than were Design-Bid-
Build contractors.  The additional time allowances may have been due to the superior 
level of collaboration experienced between CM at-Risk project team members.  Early 
involvement and open communication may have led to collective development of original 
schedules and a more informed team, which could have led to a better understanding of 
change order issues.  The improved knowledge of the facts combined with feelings of 
shared responsibilities could have enabled the architect and district manager to support 
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more frequent contractor requests or requests for longer periods of time.  Additional 
possibilities may exist to explain the difference in change order schedule allowances 
including individual or project team sophistication, training, or policies and procedures. 
 
6.3.2 District Manager Experience Requirement 
Another theoretical aspect of CM at-Risk utilization requiring discussion is the 
necessity that district managers and other decision makers involved with the project 
delivery method selection possess a high level of experience.  Client experience tops the 
list of the human related factors required for construction project success in the research 
of Chan, Scott, and Chan (2004).  Sanvido and Konchar (1999) note that project delivery 
method selections are based on the personal experience and purchasing philosophy of the 
decision maker.  Additional research by Chan and Chan (2004) explains that the 
experience and perception of the owner influences the actual definition of project 
success, which, in turn, influences the project delivery method selection.  Bender (2004) 
writes that the best construction project results may be obtained by pairing the level of 
owner sophistication with the appropriate (method).  As a direct example, Kenig (2011) 
notes that the reimbursement procedures utilized within the GMP contract for CM at-Risk 
projects can be difficult to manage for inexperienced owners.  These issues combine to 
show that district manager experience levels should be an issue of primary importance 
when making project delivery method selections. 
And yet, district managers did not indicate that owner experience was an issue of 
high importance when responding to the research survey.  Only 50% of CM at-Risk 
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respondents noted that owner experience level was a Very Important issue, which was the 
lowest percentage among all delivery method selection factors.  Design-Bid-Build 
managers responded in the Very Important category only 60% of the time for this 
question, second lowest among their selection factors.  Although evidence is not available 
to draw a definitive conclusion, perhaps the low response rate simply indicates that other 
issues, such as product and service quality or district policies that mandate utilization of a 
particular method, are of such high importance that the experience level of the manager is 
of relatively low importance.  However, although almost all respondents indicated that 
they had high levels of experience with public school projects and their particular project 
delivery methods, their responses to the owner experience question seem to indicate that 
district managers do not believe that the CM at-Risk method differs remarkably in 
procedural complexity from that of Design-Bid-Build and therefore, high levels of owner 
experience or sophistication are not required to manage school projects when utilizing 
CM at-Risk.  These responses would not be unexpected from those managers exclusively 
utilizing Design-Bid-Build, since they may indicate a genuine lack of awareness of the 
differential nature of the CM at-Risk method.  And, since Design-Bid-Build is the most 
widely utilized and easily understood method, one can understand that the managers 
utilizing that method would possibly not consider it to be markedly complicated.  
Therefore, manager experience utilizing Design-Bid-Build would appear to be of less 
importance to these respondents.  Both of these explanations seem plausible enough to 
justify the low level of Very Important responses received from Design-Bid-Build 
managers.  Conversely, it would seem that those managers with a large measure of 
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experience utilizing the CM at-Risk method would believe that issues, such as “risk-
sharing” and reduced control, contractor selection based on qualifications rather than 
price, contractor selection prior to the completion of construction documents, and 
continuous budgetary and contingency management would inspire a different level of 
response.  Perhaps those utilizing CM at-Risk are so well practiced with that method that 
the operational aspects of it have become routine and therefore, district managers have 
become unmindful of the CM at-Risk method’s idiosyncrasies such that experience does 
not seem of high importance.  This explanation is compatible with that of the Konchar 
and Sanvido (1998) clarification regarding owner ratings of project complexity in 
comparison to their experience levels with particular types of construction. 
Additional possibilities for explaining the unrealized cost, schedule, productivity, 
and risk performance improvements could be related to many issues, including:  loss of 
district manager control of the process, lack of project team sophistication and ability, 
unrealistic expectations of the method’s abilities, or the influences of power combined 
with a possible disconnect between district policy and the public interest.  However, the 
evidence and analysis required for conclusive explanations to these issues is beyond the 
scope of this research. 
 
6.4 Policy Implications 
From the outset, this research has been focused on providing empirical evidence 
to assist decision makers at the state and district level in making more informed 
construction project delivery method selections for their public schools.  The results 
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obtained through statistical analysis of the survey and project data have provided 
conclusive empirical evidence of significant differences in the performance of CM at-
Risk school projects in comparison to projects constructed with the Design-Bid-Build 
method: 
 Public schools constructed with the Design-Bid-Build method cost 
significantly less than those constructed with the CM at-Risk method. 
 Public schools constructed with the CM at-Risk method receive significantly 
higher district manager ratings for product and service quality. 
It is expected that the information provided by this research will enable those in 
decision-making capacities to make more informed decisions regarding the construction 
of public schools. 
However, this research has also presented results that confirm the previously 
described anecdotal evidence that district policies and other utilization practices are 
restricting the ability of managers and other decision makers to select the most 
appropriate delivery method for construction of their school projects: 
 20% of district managers responded that district policies require a particular 
method. 
 70% of district managers responded that their districts only utilize one 
delivery method.   
Therefore, policy makers within these districts should carefully reexamine their 
delivery method selection policies utilizing the empirical evidence provided by this 
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research to ensure that their delivery method selections are properly aligned with their 
district project success factors.  For example, those mandating a particular method in 
order to exclusively focus on achieving lower construction costs should mandate 
utilization of the Design-Bid-Build method.  Conversely, those districts concentrating 
more on obtaining projects of a higher product quality utilizing a more collaborative 
process to obtain better service should require utilization of the CM at-Risk method. 
However, this research has shown that varying issues inherent in the construction 
industry and other issues specifically related to public schools may serve to complicate 
the school construction process to such an extent that those having the responsibility for 
constructing public schools should also possess the ability and authority to select the 
most appropriate delivery methods based on the situational aspects encountered.  
Therefore, in order for the public, school administrators, and district construction 
managers to benefit most from the information provided by this research, state and 
district policies should be aligned so that the most appropriate delivery methods may be 
utilized when those situations requiring them arise.  Consequently, it is recommended 
that state and district statutes, regulations, and policies be modified to allow for the 
widest possible selection of delivery methods for the construction of public school 
projects.  Additionally, it is recommended that training programs should be developed 
and administered in order to educate district managers and other decision makers on the 
benefits and limitations of all project delivery methods, their proper situational 
utilization, and the levels of district construction manager experience and sophistication 
required for their successful implementation and utilization. 
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6.5 Recommendations for Future Research 
In order to advance project delivery method research, it is recommended that 
future studies be directed toward determining better identification and quantification of 
the factors that influence cost, quality, and time performance of the projects under study.   
First and foremost is the need for research to determine the key data collection 
points required to adequately measure the performance of public school construction 
along with the development of a common data collection method and database.  The 
current study and others have determined that the lack of a cohesive public school 
construction dataset is a barrier to the pursuit of knowledge and solutions to problem 
issues.  Currently, data are not uniformly collected or reported in districts across the four 
states included within this study and thus, development of a shared database is not 
possible.  Development of a common data collection method and database would be 
useful for all future studies employed to assist the education system with the construction 
of public schools. 
Future research related to public school construction should include the value 
analysis of high performance designs, materials, and equipment suitable for energy 
efficient and sustainable building approaches such as LEED.  Life cycle cost 
considerations and discussions of energy savings are prevalent across all media and 
throughout the design and construction industries.  Research into the utilization of high 
performance mechanical, plumbing, and electrical equipment or interior and exterior 
materials in order to reduce energy and life cycle costs would be beneficial to those 
involved with construction and operation of public schools.  Furthermore, life cycle cost 
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performance analysis included in future studies of these projects may enable those 
involved with construction of public schools to apply quantifiable measures to the 
expected value adding benefits.  
Additional research should also be directed at determining the issues having the 
greatest influence on public school construction complexity and the measures at which 
those issues must be present in order to achieve economical utilization of the CM at-Risk 
method.  Based on the results of the current research, if only one third of the more than 
$1.3 billion in school projects completed with the CM at-Risk method had been 
completed utilizing Design-Bid-Build, the cost reductions would have exceeded $100 
million.  Development of a systematic approach to determine the proper school projects 
for which CM at-Risk or other collaborative methods should be utilized would be of great 
value to district construction managers and other public school decision makers.  The 
research effort may require a case study approach of a small number of very similar 
projects in order to increase the depth of understanding and determine relational aspects 
and subtle differences that contribute to the complexity of public school construction 
projects. 
Other opportunities for research involve utilization of prototypical school project 
designs and or standardized materials and equipment in order to improve performance 
across all metrics.  The prototype issue was mentioned by district managers during the 
data collection process and the performance characteristics of this and other standardized 
materials and construction processes should be explored.   
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Additionally, due to the inclusion of a wide variety of project types and sizes 
included within the Konchar (1997) and Konchar and Sanvido (1998) studies and the 
attenuating affect this has on their results, an excellent opportunity exists for research 
similar to the current study targeted at the healthcare or other singular industries.  It is of 
primary importance for those in decision-making capacities within those industries to 
receive empirical project performance results determining the levels at which their 
projects may be benefitting from collaborative construction methods. 
And finally, there are a number of studies that could be accomplished at the 
district level that would benefit the public and the educational system.  For example, in 
regard to the discussion of CM at-Risk projects receiving more time extensions than 
Design-Bid-Build projects, additional research is required at the district level in order to 
determine whether statistically significant differences actually exist and what the specific 
causes of those differences are.  Issues of a wider concern require research at the state, 
regional, or national level.  
 
6.6 Conclusion   
The purpose of this research was to provide current, statistically significant, 
empirical evidence defining the comparative performance attributes of the most widely 
utilized project delivery methods of Design-Bid-Build and CM at-Risk in the 
construction of public school projects.  The results of this study have provided conclusive 
evidence that the collaborative delivery method of CM at-Risk is capable of providing 
improved levels of product and service quality.  However, these benefits will come at a 
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significant increase in construction and project costs, indicating that a value assessment 
will be required for project delivery method selection.  Furthermore, evidence has been 
provided that the Design-Bid-Build method has the ability to produce projects at product 
and service quality levels that are satisfactory to district construction managers 
employing this method, with the added benefit of the noted substantial cost reductions. 
This research built on the foundation of research provided by the work of 
Konchar (1997), Sanvido and Konchar (1998), Williams (2003), and the current efforts of 
Kenig (2011) and the Associated General Contractors of America toward defining project 
delivery methods and their attributes.  The work and evidence provided by this study 
serve to close the gap between the existing body of knowledge and that required to serve 
decision makers responsible for both the regulation and implementation of project 
delivery methods for public school projects.  The results will aid policy makers as they 
formulate statutes that encourage utilization of the most appropriate methods based on the 
expectations of the districts and their constituents.  The evidence will also assist district 
construction managers and others at the local level as they work to select the most 
appropriate delivery methods to fit the situational aspects encountered with construction 
of public schools in their individual districts. 
The fact that collaborative work can produce beneficial results is without 
question.  Those having the responsibility of serving the needs of the public have the duty 
to procure and deliver projects in the most efficient and effective manner, which requires 
policies and procedures designed to meet that need.  CM at-Risk has proved to be a 
collaborative method that can provide beneficial results when utilized for the construction 
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of public schools under the proper conditions.  This method is a viable alternative to 
Design-Bid-Build for the construction of public schools and should be made available to 
those in a public school decision-making capacity.  
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Appendix A 
Project Delivery Method Comparison Chart 
 
Figure A-1: Adapted from AIA-AGC, (2011). Primer on project delivery, second edition.
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Appendix B 
Research Survey Instrument 
 
Figure B-1:  Research Survey Instrument. 
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Figure B-2:  Research Survey Instrument. 
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Figure B-3:  Research Survey Instrument. 
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Figure B-4:  Research Survey Instrument. 
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Figure B-5:  Research Survey Instrument. 
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Figure B-6:  Research Survey Instrument. 
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Figure B-7:  Research Survey Instrument. 
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Figure B-8:  Research Survey Instrument. 
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Appendix C 
Florida Report of Cost of Construction 
 
Figure C-1:  Florida Department of Education (2013). 
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Figure C-2:  Florida Department of Education (2013). 
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Appendix D 
Florida Department of Education Sample Database Information
 
Figure D-1:  Florida Department of Education (2013). 
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Appendix E 
Introductory Letter to District Construction Manager 
 
Figure E-1:  Introductory Letter to District Construction Manager. 
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Appendix F 
Preliminary Project Data Collection Sheet 
 
Figure F-1:  Preliminary Project Data Collection Sheet. 
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Figure F-2:  Preliminary Project Data Collection Sheet. 
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Appendix G 
Konchar (1997) Survey Instrument 
 
Figure G-1:  Konchar (1997) Survey Instrument.  
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Figure G-2:  Konchar (1997) Survey Instrument. 
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Figure G-3:  Konchar (1997) Survey Instrument. 
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Figure G-4:  Konchar (1997) Survey Instrument. 
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Figure G-5:  Konchar (1997) Survey Instrument. 
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Figure G-6:  Konchar (1997) Survey Instrument. 
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Appendix H 
Institutional Review Board Approval Letters 
 
Figure H-1:  Institutional Review Board Approval Letters 
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Figure H-2:  Institutional Review Board Approval Letters 
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Appendix I 
School Planning and Management:  2012 Median Public School Costs 
 
Figure I-1:  Abramson, P. (2013).  2013 Annual School Construction Report 
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Appendix J 
RS Means Cost Estimates for 2012 Charlotte Public Schools 
 
Figure J-1:  Reed Business Information.  RS Means.com (2013) 
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Figure J-2:  Reed Business Information.  RS Means.com (2013) 
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Figure J-3:  Reed Business Information.  RS Means.com (2013) 
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Appendix K 
SAS Report of Means and Other Statistical Analysis 
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Appendix L 
Survey Respondent Comments 
 
Quality of Workmanship provided by the Construction Team 
CM at-Risk 
  Good cost database for estimating, experienced field supervision team 
 Site Work quality - Very Satisfied 
This school was a re-use design from a previous school we built.  CM firm 
built the previous school and had some familiarity with the design. 
Very satisfied, CM was responsive to all my concerns 
The (Construction Manager) was terminated as CMAR after this project 
was completed due to cost over runs, etc. 
Satisfied with quality of workmanship provided by the Construction 
Team. 
Wiring was dissatisfied 
Very experienced CM firm did this project 
Communication with Owner 
 
Design-Bid-Build 
Site work - Very Dissatisfied 
Overall we're satisfied with the Quality of Workmanship.  There were 
very difficult unforeseen site conditions to overcome and the GC 
seemed to deal with those challenges fairly well. 
Very satisfied overall 
The GC did an excellent job scheduling, coordinating and managing work 
on this project. 
Several of the subcontractors failed to perform well and the GC was very 
ineffective in getting them to improve their performance 
N/A 
Some of the subcontractors work on the project left the owner with 
ongoing problems 
I do not understand this question 
CM firm used was same firm that built two previous schools for us but this 
was the first time they built a middle school. 
We've had some problems with electrical work but overall are very 
pleased with the final building project. 
Response time on punch list items was at times slow.  In some cases, after 
warranty period problems were not solved by the construction team. 
 
 
Figure L-1:  Survey Respondent Comments. 
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Construction Team Management Services 
CM at-Risk 
Quality was good CM provided all required services in a timely manner 
with no excuses. 
Satisfied with the construction management on the project. 
Satisfied 
Great relationship between the design team, the CMAR, and the District. 
 
Design-Bid-Build 
I was not in this position when the school was constructed 
There were some problems adjusting for the site conditions that impacted 
cost and schedule.  Not all on the GC but it really was a team issue. 
The project was completed in a timely manner despite very wet weather 
conditions for extended periods and site access challenges. 
The site contractor on this project was terrible.  The GC lacked continuity 
in staff on the project which led to scheduling delays and cost 
problems. 
Had problems with the work of one of the subcontractors that resulted in 
significant problems after occupancy. 
Very Sat, TABS-Very Sat, 3rd party Div. 1/17 Inspection-Very Sat 
The overall construction management was handled well by the general 
contractor. 
A limited number of subcontractors presented certain problems but overall 
the project quality was very good. 
 
 
Design Team Professional Services  
CM at-Risk 
Designer was cooperative and resolved issues quickly 
Very satisfied except for design on the security system. 
Very experienced design team for this project.  This project was a hybrid 
of a prototype design and was customized to meet our needs. 
 
Design-Bid-Build 
This information was provided from other staff that was here at the time of 
construction 
This was a site adapt of a prototype with some modifications in plan that 
could have been handled better in my opinion. 
The project was a prototypical designed school modified for this site.  
Even with that, there were a substantial number of RFI's and change 
orders. 
 
Figure L-2:  Survey Respondent Comments. 
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Difficulty with the A/E in following up on warranty and workmanship 
issues following occupancy. 
We have had some problems with a lack of details or instructions to the 
contractors as well as product selections that have led to post 
construction issues 
This design was a duplicate of (another school) design. 
The team did two projects using a similar plan and we were very pleased 
with the design team efforts. 
The design team did a great job in providing a very high quality of service 
on the project. 
 
 
Project Team Relationship  
CM at-Risk 
The geographical distance between the design team and the project 
location presented challenges. 
This team worked on several previous school projects for us. 
Cooperation is key however all must understand that the Owner makes all 
final decisions 
Neither firm had much experience with the other but the project went very 
well. 
Department of Education Requirements for Capital Outlay 
Reimbursements - Very Satisfied 
 
Design-Bid-Build 
The project delivery method utilized for the project is not conducive to 
fostering strong team relationships.  At times they can be adversarial 
as a result. 
The lack of timely communication often led to delays and 
misunderstandings among the various contractors at the site. 
The nature of this process does not allow for collaboration of the design 
and construction team members. 
Though not an integrated design approach, this team worked well together 
in addressing issues and getting the project completed on a very tight 
schedule. 
Although the general level of communication was OK, the contractor was 
difficult to deal with when it came to change orders on hidden 
condition issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure L-3:  Survey Respondent Comments. 
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Important Considerations for Delivery Method Selection  
CM at-Risk 
Our School Board is fixated on cost and change orders as primary reason 
for delivery method.  Administration focused on quality. 
This school was a re-use of a previous design.  Board was interested in 
additional cost savings by using a re-use design.  Administration was 
interested in quality improvements and improvements in design by 
using a re-use design and CM delivery method. 
Method of delivery can be influenced greatly by size and scope of the 
project. 
Our School Board is focused on cost reductions while the Administration 
is focused on quality of the finished product. 
 
Design-Bid-Build 
Project cost, project schedule and how complex the project is. 
This school was a re-use design and a duplicate of (another school).  Our 
Board had a tight time frame and wanted to reduce cost using this 
delivery method as (other school) was under construction at the same 
time.  Board was interested in cost efficiencies with two identical 
schools under way at the same time. 
 
 
Project Delivery Method Effectiveness  
CM at-Risk 
Delivery method along with fact that this school was a re-use and same 
team as previous school allowed contractor to be more in-depth with 
design analysis and produced more suggestions on cost savings and 
quality design.  This school finished less expensive and better in 
overall quality than first school by same team.  Delivery method 
provided channel for better collaboration during design. 
CM firm was very engaged in the design process and gave very good 
critiques of constructability and long term maintenance items. 
 
Design-Bid-Build 
This process is not well suited to getting the best price for the best 
building that the budget can purchase. 
I feel that this project delivery method is only minimally effective and 
almost depends more on chance rather than on using a method that 
features building a strong team. 
This process doesn't allow the owner to have an integrated team approach 
thereby limiting the effectiveness of the design/construction team 
members 
 
Figure L-4:  Survey Respondent Comments. 
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The Construction Project Manager made poor decisions to delay the 
schedule.  So I answered the process was fine, but the manager made 
schedule judgment errors 
The design process was very traditional and not an integrated process.  It 
lacked taking advantage of the contractor's experience and knowledge 
of constructability. 
In the public sector and in utilizing the Design/Bid/Build project delivery 
method, general contractors are often required to use subcontractors 
that they may not know or that are less than desirable but their bid 
figure is lower than other contractors and the GC needs to keep the 
price down in order to be competitive. 
This delivery method is not effective in my opinion to giving taxpayers the 
best value for the dollars spent. 
The method does not provide the best solutions or the best construction in 
all cases due to the lack of integrated efforts by all team members 
during the design phase. 
(One of our other projects) was several months ahead of this school.  
Lessons learned at (that school) helped this school during construction.  
It made this project smoother as CM delivery allowed CM to study the 
other project and plan ahead better for this one. 
The process, in my opinion, leaves much to be desired and depends 
entirely on the willingness of the parties to cooperate to achieve a 
mutually beneficial outcome. 
Even with reasonable due diligence on the part of the A/E and owner, it's 
difficult using the Design/Bid/Build method to control the 
subcontractors that are selected by the GC and control their quality of 
workmanship. 
 
Figure L-5:  Survey Respondent Comments 
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Appendix M 
Summary of Cost and Time Empirical Findings 
 
Cost Metric Method Mean p-value
Design-Bid-Build $20,960,467
CM at-Risk $26,001,207
Difference $5,040,740
Design-Bid-Build $21,280,286
CM at-Risk $26,101,221
Difference $4,820,935
Design-Bid-Build $22,023,229
CM at-Risk $27,141,092
Difference $5,117,863
Design-Bid-Build $22,427,554
CM at-Risk $27,436,298
Difference $5,008,744
Design-Bid-Build 1.25%
CM at-Risk 0.32%
Difference 0.93%
Design-Bid-Build 1.45%
CM at-Risk 1.04%
Difference 0.41%
Design-Bid-Build $148.80
CM at-Risk $191.60
Difference $43
Design-Bid-Build $20,915.60
CM at-Risk $27,057.00
Difference $6,141
Time Metric Method Mean p-value
Design-Bid-Build 569.0
CM at-Risk 564.7
Difference 4.3
Design-Bid-Build 1,023.6
CM at-Risk 1,008.3
Difference 15.3
Design-Bid-Build 9.23%
CM at-Risk 4.35%
Difference 4.88%
Design-Bid-Build 4.97%
CM at-Risk 2.46%
Difference 2.51%
Design-Bid-Build 158.7
CM at-Risk 152.6
Difference 6.1
Design-Bid-Build $22,924.90
CM at-Risk $28,784.40
Difference $5,859.50
Design-Bid-Build 347.40
CM at-Risk 312.90
Difference 34.50
Project Intensity ($/Day) 
0.0033
Readiness
0.4708
Construction Schedule Growth (%) 0.1795
Project Schedule Growth (%) 0.1554
Project Intensity (SF/Day) 0.6084
Student Cost ($/Student)
<0.0001
Actual Construction (Days) 0.8930
Actual Project (Days) 0.8250
Construction Cost Growth (%) 
0.2249
Project Cost Growth (%) 
0.6004
Unit Cost ($/SF) 
<0.0001
Original Construction ($) 
0.0148
Final Construction Cost ($)
0.0230
Original Project Cost ($) 
0.0180
Final Project Cost ($) 
0.0250
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GLOSSARY 
 The literature reveals that there are currently no universally accepted definitions 
for the individual methods of project delivery (Kenig, 2011); however, there is an 
ongoing movement driven by both the Associated General Contractors (AGC) and the 
American Institute of Architects (AIA) in an effort to standardize the language utilized to 
discuss these methods.  Therefore, for the purpose of this study, the most recent 
combined AIA/AGC publication on the subject, Project Delivery Systems for 
Construction, (Kenig, 2011) will be utilized for these definitions as described below.   
Project Delivery Method – The comprehensive process of assigning contractual 
responsibilities for designing and constructing a project to include: 
• Definition of the scope and requirements of a project 
• Contractual requirements, obligations, and responsibilities of the parties 
• Procedures, actions, and sequences of events 
• Interrelationships among the participants 
• Mechanisms for managing time, cost, safety, and quality 
• Forms of agreement and documentation of activities  
 
Design-Bid-Build – A project delivery method where the owner procures a design 
and bid package from an independent designer, uses a competitive procurement 
process to get bid prices for all work required to build the project as specified, and 
then selects a constructor to build the project on the basis of either Low Bid or 
Best Value: Total Cost procurements. 
 
Construction Management at-Risk (CM at-Risk) – A project delivery method 
where the owner selects an independent designer to provide a design package, and 
also selects a separate CM at-Risk to provide construction services.  The CM at-
Risk combines the skills and services of the Agency Construction Manager and 
the traditional General Contractor (GC) providing essential preconstruction 
services with general contractor services.  The CM at-Risk holds the trade 
contracts and is responsible (at-Risk) for both the schedule and performance of 
the work by either its own workers or specialty subcontractors.  The defining 
characteristics of CM at-Risk are: 1) design and construction are separate 
contracts and 2) the total construction cost is not a factor in the final selection. 
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Glossary (continued) 
 
Design-Build – A project delivery method where one firm assumes responsibility 
for both the design and the construction of the project (within a single contract).  
By combining these two functions from the outset of the project, Design-Build 
can promote an interdisciplinary team approach throughout the duration of the 
project. 
 
Agency Construction Management – A project management system based on an 
owner’s agreement with a qualified construction management firm to provide 
coordination, administration, and management within a defined scope of services.  
This term, often referred to as CM, Agency-CM, or CM-Agency is a management 
method and not a project delivery method and therefore, it will not be considered 
or explored within the current research study. 
 
Best Value – the most advantageous balance of cost, time, and quality 
performance as determined by an owner to meet the construction requirements of 
a particular project. 
 
Best Value Selection – “a selection (procurement) process for construction 
services where total construction cost, as well as other non-cost factors, are 
considered in the evaluation, selection, and final award of construction 
contracts”(AGC-NASFA, 2006). 
 
Claims – a disagreement between the owner and contractor regarding a 
contractual issue involving the cost, time, or quality of the work that cannot be 
resolved during the construction period.  (AIA, A201- 2007, General Conditions 
of the Contract for Construction, Article 15.1).   
For the purpose of this research, a claim or dispute is an issue of cost, time, or 
quality that could not be resolved during the construction contract term and 
required mediation, arbitration or litigation in order to resolve it. 
 
Public Schools - for the purpose of this research, this term refers only to public 
schools, grades K-12. 
 
Reimbursable expenses - out-of-pocket expenses incurred by the architect on 
behalf of the owner, such as long-distance travel and communications, 
reproduction of contract documents, and authorized overtime premiums.  Detailed 
in the owner-architect agreement, they are usually in addition to compensation for 
professional services and are normally billed as they occur.  (AIA, 2014). 
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Glossary (continued) 
 
Variables and Metrics 
 
Original Construction Cost ($) - the measure of cost originally contracted to 
complete all work required to construct the school facility.  It includes the 
originally contracted construction cost plus any preconstruction cost and/or other 
separate contract costs and was computed as: 
Original Construction Cost ($) = Original Contract Cost ($) + Preconstruction 
Cost ($) + Other Cost ($) 
 
Original Project Cost ($) - the measure of cost originally contracted to complete 
all work required to design and construct the school facility.  It includes the 
Original Construction Cost plus the Original Design Cost and was computed as: 
Original Project Cost ($) = Original Construction Cost ($) + Original Design 
Cost ($) 
 
Final Construction Cost ($) - the measure of total cost to complete all work 
required to construct the school facility.  It includes the Original Construction 
Cost and any costs associated with change orders, fees, or other adjustments and 
is computed as: 
Final Construction Cost ($) = Original Construction Cost ($) + Change 
Orders, Fees, Adjustments Costs ($) 
 
Final Project Cost ($) - the measure of total cost to complete all work required to 
design and construct the school facility.  It includes the Final Construction Cost 
and Final Design Cost and is computed as: 
 Final Project Cost ($) = Final Construction Cost ($) + Final Design Cost ($) 
 
Construction Cost Growth (%) - the percentage of cost growth (positive or 
negative) over the duration of the construction period.  It reveals variability due to 
the construction cost of changes and is computed as: 
Cost Growth (%) = [(Final Construction Cost ($) – Original Contract Cost ($)) 
/ Original Contract Cost ($)] * 100 
 
Project Cost Growth (%) - the percentage of cost growth (positive or negative) 
over the duration of the project period.  It reveals variability due to the design and 
construction costs of changes. 
Cost Growth (%) = [(Final Project Cost ($) – Original Contract Cost ($)) / 
Original Contract Cost ($)] * 100 
 
Unit Cost ($/SF) - the square foot cost of construction for a school facility and 
was determined by dividing the Final Project Cost by the Gross Square Foot area 
of the school facility: 
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Glossary (continued) 
 
 Unit Cost ($/SF) = Final Project Cost/Facility Gross Square Foot 
 
Student Cost ($/Student) - the per student cost of construction for a school and 
was determined by dividing the Final Project Cost by the Student Capacity of the 
facility: 
 Student Cost ($/Student) = Final Project Cost/Facility Student Capacity 
 
Gross SF – the gross square foot area of building space constructed 
 
Planned Construction (Days) - the contracted construction duration in days.  It 
was derived by counting the number of days between the Construction Start date 
and the Original Completion date.  Alternatively, it was sometimes listed in the 
construction contract. 
 
Actual Construction (Days) - the actual construction duration in days.  It is 
derived by counting the number of days between the Construction Start date and 
the Substantial Completion date. 
 
Planned Project (Days) - the project duration in days.  It is derived by counting 
the number of days between the Design Start date and the Original Completion 
date. 
 
Actual Project (Days) - the actual project duration in days.  It is derived by 
counting the number of days between the Design Start and the Substantial 
Completion date. 
 
Construction Growth (%) - the percentage of time growth (positive or negative) 
over the duration of the construction period.  It reveals the time variations 
(overruns or underruns) required to complete the construction.  Construction 
Growth (%) = [(Actual Construction (Days) – Planned Construction (Days)) / 
Planned Construction (Days)] * 100 
 
Project Growth (%) - the percentage of time growth (positive or negative) over 
the duration of the design and construction periods.  It reveals the time variations 
(overruns or underruns) required to complete the project. 
Project Growth (%) = [(Actual Project (Days) – Planned Project (Days)) / Planned 
Project (Days)] * 100 
 
Project Intensity (SF/Day) - utilized as a measure of productivity showing the 
square foot area of school facility constructed per schedule day and is derived: 
Project Intensity (SF/Day) = Facility Gross SF/Actual Project (Days) 
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Glossary (continued) 
 
Project Intensity ($/Day) - utilized as a measure of productivity showing the 
volume of work ($) completed per schedule day and is derived: 
Project Intensity ($/Day) = Final Project Cost ($)/Actual Project (Days) 
 
Quality – the manner in which the project met the expectations of the owner: 
 Building Product in terms of: 
o the project workmanship including the building exterior and interior, 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), plumbing, and 
lighting systems 
o the building readiness in terms of: 
 the number of days between the date of substantial completion 
and the date the final payment was approved for construction 
services, which establishes the amount of time required to 
finish all open items of work 
 the owner’s records of warranty and callback issues during the 
first 90 days of building operations 
 Service in terms of: 
o the responsibilities of the project team members 
o the control of the project cost, schedule, quality, or other owner 
determined requirements 
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